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ABSTRACT 

Much of the criticism dealing with Renaissance love poetry in 

England has explored the manner in which love poets adopt and then 

adapt traditional European models, particularly the neoplatonic model of 

love popularized by Castiglione and the literary conventions of love poetry 

established by Petrarch. Although most English poets conform to these 

models to some degree, as the sixteenth-centuiy progresses there is a 

movement away from the idealistic view of love present in those models. 

When Renaissance poets begin deviating from the system of values 

inherent in those continental models, their poetry becomes akin to a lyric 

voice found much earlier in the Latin poet, Catullus. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to demonstrate that these poets, 

typically discussed in terms of their deviation from the continental 

models, share an affinity with the love poetry of Catullus. In varying 

degrees, poets such as Sir Thomas Wyatt, William Shakespeare, Sir 

Philip Sidney, Eklmund Spenser, and John Donne all write love poetry 

that set forth values established by their philosophical and literary 

models, while simultaneously undermining those values in an effort to 

depict a more realistic—or, at least, a more inclusive—vision of love. 

This process of undermining the values associated with Renaissance love 

poetry corresponds to Catullus ' own poetry. Catullus associates certain 



Roman virtues—pietas, foedus, officium, fides—with his speaker's affair 

with Lesbia, but his poetry demonstrates the failure or inappropriateness 

of those values in the relationship depicted in his Lesbia sequence. 

Although the Roman values in Catullus and the Renaissance values are 

very different at times, their function in the poetry is the same. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

For the Renaissance, the classical tradition was crucial in the 

development of its literature. Although some scholars, such as Thomas 

Greene, have expanded the theoretical approaches used in the 

discussion of Renaissance imitatio, most scholars acknowledge this 

fundamental importance of the manner in which classical texts and 

themes manifest themselves in Renaissance literature.^ Nearly all 

significant Renaissance genres—epic, tragedy, comedy, literary criticism, 

epigram, satire, and elegy—are products, either directly or indirectly, of 

the classical tradition. Renaissance literature often represents a kind of 

intertextual struggle in which writers, using models established over a 

millennium before, at tempt to express their own aesthetic and ideological 

values. An understanding of how these writers reflect, use, and 

sometimes manipulate classical models can give u s great insight into 

their work. 

Although much work has been done on the imitation of specific 

Latin authors by English writers, there is yet no analysis of the 

t remendous similarity in spirit that exists between these two great 

epochs, a similarity that goes beyond mere imitation. The affinity that 

exists is not only the result of direct and indirect imitation but very often 



the result of similar modes of expression manifesting themselves from 

common responses to the writers' aesthetic, social, and ideological 

concems. While determining the dependency of Renaissance writers on 

classical texts is in itself of tremendous benefit, engaging in a 

comparative study offers insight into how literature itself is constructed 

from poetic conventions and cultural ideologies. 

One of the Latin writers with whom English love poets demonstrate 

a great affinity is Catullus, and this affinity has been relatively neglected. 

During the 1920's and 1930's critics did recognize the possible 

significance of Catullus' poems serving as models for some English 

writers, but the critics focus on source studies and seldom examine the 

larger affinity that exists between Catullus and the verse of the sixteenth 

century. In 1923, K.P. Harrington, in Catullus and his Influence, offered 

a brief overview of Catullus' influence on subsequent literature.^ After 

addressing the general poetic and biographical characteristics of 

Catullus and establishing Catullus' place in the context of other ancient 

writers, Harrington examines CatuUan themes found in European 

Medieval and Renaissance literature. He shows that significant writers 

such as Petrarch had knowledge of Catullus' work through handvyritten 

manuscripts ; he illustrates Catullan parallels in the work of Dafydd ab 

Gwilym, Ariosto, Tasso, Bembo, and others (including Petrarch himself). 

Harrington's most significant contribution is to demonstrate that a 



tradition of Catullus ' poetry being circulated in manuscript form existed 

in nearly all par ts of Europe. Perhaps the best example of the presence 

of such manuscripts is Antonio Beccatelli inquiring of a friend in his 

Hermaphroditus (1425)—nearly fifty years before a printed edition of 

Catullus ' work existed—where he might find a copy of Catullus' work in 

order please his lady.^ Whether or not Beccatelli found the manuscript 

for which he was looking, Harrington does not speculate; however, the 

account does show that there were manuscripts "floating" around among 

humanis t s on the continent. 

Harrington also addresses Catullus' influence on Renaissance 

writers in England. He points out similarities to Catullus in Skelton, 

Wyatt, Sidney, Jonson, Donne, Herrick, and others. Harrington claims 

"The sonnets, songs and eclogues of Wyatt, Surrey, Googe and Sidney are 

crowded with classical names, themes and conceits; yet often their 

Petrarchan form partially conceals the real original."'* Harrington believes 

that Catullus is the "real original'^ and makes convincing general 

arguments to support his belief; however, he does not examine enough 

specific examples, nor, more importantly, does he discuss the impact 

that imitation of Catullus may have had on English poetry as a whole. 

After Harrington's book was published, other scholars began to 

recognize the lack of specificity in Catullus and his Influence. In 1925, 

Eleanor Duckett 's Catullus in English Poetry traces textual parallels in 



Catullus and English writers.^ Duckett cites over seventy-five allusions to 

Catullus by poets prior to 1650, including such sixteenth-century poets 

as John Skelton, George Gascoigne, Christopher Marlowe, Philip Sidney, 

Eklmund Spenser, Ben Jonson, and William Shakespeare. What is 

important in Duckett 's observations is that writers in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth century imitated or showed knowledge of dozens of Catullus' 

poems, thus discounting the idea that only one or two of Catullus' poems 

were known to writers. Duckett concludes that Carmen 5—Vivamus, 

mea Lesbia, atcjue amemus—is the true source of Marlowe's "Come live 

with me and be my love."^ Shakespeare's Cloten in Cymbeline seems to 

echo Catullus ' "Odi et amo" (Carmen 85) as he admits "I love and hate 

her: for she's fair and royal."^ Duckett also notes the parallels in 

Spenser's Epithalamion and Catullus' Carmen 61.^ And there appears to 

be an allusion to Carmen 70 by John Donne in his Elegy 16: 

Are vowes so cheape with women, or the matter 
Whereof they are made, that they are writ 

in water. 
And blowne away with winde?^ 

Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle 
quam mihi, non si se hippiter ipse petat. 

dicit: sed mulier cupido quod dicit amanti 
In vento et rapida scribere oportet aqua. 

[My lady says that she prefers to marry no one more than me, not 
even if Jupi ter himself sought her. She says this, but what a lady 
says to her desperate lover should by written in the wind and 
rough water.] 



Although Duckett wrote no commentary explaining how these writers 

were using specific allusions or how these allusions worked within the 

established conventions, Duckett 's book, with its listing of numerous 

influences, remains valuable for those interested in Catullus' impact on 

English writers. 

Another work important to a study of Catullus and the 

Renaissance in England is John Bemard Emperor's The Catullian 

Influence in English Lyric Poetry, Circa 1600-1650, which offers both 

textual paredlels and some commentary on the writers' allusions.^" 

Emperor identifies and discusses the many references to Catullan 

themes by poets such as Thomas Campion, George Chapman, and the 

various "sons of Ben," all of whom show a clear indebtedness to Catullus' 

work. One of Emperor's more interesting observations includes three 

"possible" references to Catullus by Milton: two in Paradise Lost (2.900-

05 and 5.215-19) and another in Samson Agonistes (131-33). Much 

more significant to the present study is that Emperor detects at least 

nine passages in Donne's poetry that seem to echo Catullus, and 

although Emperor does admit that "there is no certainty that Donne 

knew Catullus," he asserts that within Donne's substantial library it is 

quite probable that "Catullus may have found a place."^^ Emperor is here 

referring to Issac Walton's claim that Donne had a library of 1400 books, 

but as of now only about 200 books have been identified as belonging to 



Donne. ̂ ^ Although Emperor is perhaps correct in stating the strong 

possibility of Catullus ' place within that library, no edition of Catullus is 

part of that short list of books known to have been owned by Donne. 

Emperor's study serves as a significant starting place for those interested 

in Catullus ' influence on the seventeenth century, but his effort to 

discuss the Catullan influence on 32 poets in a mere 129 pages makes a 

detailed commentary and a thorough analysis of the implications of such 

influence difficult if not impossible. 

All three of these studies helped lay the groundwork for James 

McPeek's 1939 work, Catullus in Strange and Distant Britain.^^ At the 

present time, McPeek's study is the most significant work on Catullus' 

influence on English poetry. McPeek not only engages in a detailed 

search for allusions to specific passages in Catullus' Carmina, but he 

discusses more fully the manner in which English writers adopt certain 

Catullan themes. Much attention is given to the influence of Catullus' 

passer theme (the sparrow). The author shows that this motif can be 

found in writers from Chaucer to Herrick; however, he also points out 

that writers of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance created their own 

tradition of the sparrow, a tradition quite different from the Catullan 

original. Writers such as George Gascoigne, in his "The Praise of Phillip 

Sparrowe," McPeek believes, simply knew of Skelton's use of the sparrow, 

not Catullus'.^'* Other writers such as Spenser in Amoretti 76 t u m the 



passer theme into an "elaborate conceit" that fits more appropriately with 

Petrarchan conventions.^^ In addition to Catul lus 'passer , the odi et amo 

(I hate and I love) motif seems to be adopted by many English poets. 

McPeek defines this theme as the totality of Catullus' experiences with 

Lesbia: sometimes happy, often sad, and occasionally bitter. ̂ ^ McPeek 

also illustrates that Renaissance marriage songs (such as those by 

Spenser, Sidney, Donne) owe at least something to Catullus; however, 

McPeek believes these poets owe more to continental writers of 

epithalamia (Marc-Claude de Buttet and Joachim du Belley) than to 

Catullus. ̂ ^ Overall, McPeek asserts that those Catullan themes could be 

made to fit into the established conventions that English writers did use, 

bu t they were more often than not gotten from intermediary, continental 

sources. 

All four of these works are of tremendous importance to this 

present study; taken together they establish that Catullus' influence was 

present in Renaissance poetry and its greatest English writers. However, 

while these books lay the foundation for studying Catullus' influence, 

none has the beneflt of the new perspectives or methodologies concerning 

Renaissance imitatio, and even more important none goes beyond simply 

identifying similar passages. What the scholarship lacks is a broader 

discussion of how similarly Renaissance love poetry and Catullus ' love 

poetry function within their respective cultural and poetic contexts. 



Understanding the affinities and understanding how the similar themes 

and poetic expressions fit into the poetic discourses of the times shed 

light on the complex, sometimes culturally subversive, nature of the lyric 

genre. What I hope will become apparent is that as Renaissance poets 

begin to demonstrate an affinity with Catullus, we witness a gradual 

transformation in Renaissance love poetry, a transformation that 

corresponds with the changes Catullus brought about in Latin love 

poetry 1500 years earlier. What Catullus and the Renaissance love poets 

fundamentally have in common that sculpts their work into a common 

aesthetic expression is a desire to move away from previous foreign 

models and to create a poetic voice that reflects the realities of the 

cultures rather than the ideals of those cultures. As a result, the writers 

began to use love poetry as a mechanism to undermine stale models and 

to create a new portrait of the lover, one that shows emotional 

complexity. 

The primary reason a study such as this has not been previously 

under taken is that, until recently, critics have focused their attention on 

direct imitation and the determination of influence, and there has been a 

problem determining the extent of CatuUus' direct influence on specific 

writers of the Renaissance. As Chapter H will show, writers such as 

Thomas Wyatt often sound much like Catullus, but Wyatt's knowledge of 

Catullus himself or his work cannot be assumed. Poets such as Marlowe 
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and Sidney certainly knew a few poems first hand, but whether they 

knew Catullus ' entire corpus is indeterminable. However, something can 

be said about Catullus ' growing popularity during the Renaissance, and 

understanding that growth helps lay the groundwork for this study. 

Although there are clear references to Catullus by British writers 

in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries—as will be discussed in 

Chapter II—the fact that the first truly "British" edition of CatuUus did 

not appear until the 1684 edition by Issac Vossius often complicates the 

analysis of Catullus ' influence. During the early Tudor period, Latin 

editions of Roman poetry published in England were rare. Mantozio's 

Latin edition of Virgil's Aeneid was not published in England until 1572, 

but the Aeneid was certainly known before 1572 and parts were 

translated by early poets such as Surrey. Arthur Golding's monumental 

translation of Ovrid's Metamorphoses could not have been translated from 

an English edition of the Latin text because a complete Latin edition had 

not yet been published in England. Most English writers obtained 

classical texts in either continental printed editions or in manuscript 

form. The most complete catalogue of texts present in private libraries 

during the period is Private Libraries in Renaissance England, edited by 

R.J. Fehrenbach. This five-volume, ongoing work catalogues thousands 

of books contained in private Renaissance collections across England. ̂ ^ 

Well over seventy-five percent of all the entries are continental editions 



that had been carried over to England, ^̂  and Fehrenbach notes four 

works of Catullus held in private libraries during the sixteenth century.^" 

The PLRE clearly illustrates that both printed editions of classical works 

as well as handwritten manuscripts produced on the continent were 

commonplace in England during the Renaissance; the continent was 

simply the place from which students and collectors acquired their 

reading material. The PLRE documents over four hundred texts of work 

by Cicero, Ovid, Horace, and Virgil, and again nearly all of those 

originated on the continent, not in England. 

As with most classical texts, knowledge of Catullus would have had 

its roots on the continent as well. Italy was the birthplace for the revival 

of classical literature, and that revival spread as s tudents and members 

of courts across Europe traveled to Italy and brought back with them bits 

and pieces of the classical tradition. Sometimes, courtiers might acquire 

Italian-printed editions of classical literature; often they would copy 

manuscr ipts they had read. Catullus was a major figure in late fifteenth-

century Italy. Italian humanis ts worked with the garbled manuscripts 

that originated from the so-called Veronensis manuscript of the 

fourteenth century. In Venice, Padua, Rome, and Florence, there were 

over a hundred manuscripts of Catullus transcribed by the time of the 

editioprinceps published in Venice in 1472.^^ At least in part because 

this first edition contained so many errors, many Italians attempted 
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corrections and new editions. By 1481 Giovanni Calfumio had produced 

another edition of Catullus. Calfumio, an important figure in classical 

scholarship, edited and wrote commentaries on many Latin writers, 

including Ovid, Terence and Servius.^^ Other scholars such as Angelo 

Poliziano, Marcantonio Sabellico, and Girolamo Avanzi worked on 

emendations of the editions.^^ Poliziano was particularly important 

because he was also a poet, and his poetry sets a precedent for 

integrating both Petrarchan and Catullan characteristics.^'* As Julia 

Gaisser establishes, the 1480s alone saw six editions of Catullus 

published; by 1535 there were nearly a dozen. Gassier documents a 

press run of 3000 copies of the first Aldine edition of Catullus, and D.C. 

Reetham in Textual Scholarship states that as a whole fifteenth-century 

printers typically ran at least two hundred and fifty copies of an edition. 

This means that at the very minimum there were 5500 or so copies of 

Catullus circulating in Italy alone.^^ 

English s tudents and courtiers may have been exposed to the 

scholarship on Catullus. However, Jona than Woolfson, in Padua and the 

Tudors (1998), makes no mention of Catullus (nor does he discuss the 

influence of any other Latin poet, including Ovid or Horace); ^̂  he focuses 

instead on s tudents from England who went to the studium of Padua to 

study law and medicine. Woolfson establishes that Padua was a mecca 

for educated Englishmen; Henry Wotten, Reginald Pole, Richard Pace, 

11 



Philip Sidney, and Thomas Starkey all visited Padua, and Sidney engaged 

in formal study in Padua during the early months of 1574 after he left 

Oxford. In all, Woolfson provides a register of over 300 Englishmen who 

visited Padua between 1485-1603, and that register itself is incomplete. 

Furthermore, Calfumio, the editor of the 1481 Vicenza edition of 

Catullus and an acknowledged expert, became a professor in 1486 at the 

Padua studium, where he lectured on Catullus for years. According to 

Girolamo Avanzi, an Italian who attended such lectures: 

But in every lecture he [Calfumio] gives in the crowded Paduan 
Studio he corrects and explains daily (as they say) more meanings 
of Catullus that have been obscure and misunderstood until now. 
I ask and encourage you to get them all . . . ^̂  

It is worth emphasizing that Avanzi describes the studio as crowded and 

such lectures as frequent. Calfumio died in 1503, and if a significant 

number of English s tudents and courtiers were present in Padua, as 

Woolfson demonstrates, they certainly could have heard the lectures of 

Calfumio and had access to the various editions and manuscript copies 

of Catullus ' work. Although Calfumio died much too early for many of 

the great English writers to have heard his lectures, many older members 

of Henry VIII's court could have attended such lectures and shared their 

experiences with younger courtiers. 

Padua of course was not the only Italian city that members of the 

English court visited. Courtiers such as Wyatt made frequent trips to 

Venice, Rome, and Florence. By 1530, Venice alone had seen the 
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publication of at least five editions of Catullus. There had been an 

edition of Catullus published in Rome in 1475, and during the 1520's 

Pierio Valeriano gave regular lectures on Catullus at the University of 

Rome.^^ Valeriano was a poet and an important Latinist who edited, 

translated, and wrote commentaries for various Latin texts, and he was 

also well known for his relationship with a most important patron, Pope 

Leo X. During the period of Valeriano's lectures, Henry VIII's court often 

made diplomatic and recreational trips to Italy, and it is again possible 

that members of his court might have heard such lectures, acquired 

manuscr ipts or published editions of Catullus, or at the very least 

associated with Italian humanis ts who had. In fact, a scribe 

documenting one of Valeriano's lectures actually records the presence of 

Richard Pace, a member of Henry VIII's court, and Valeriano apparently 

addressed Pace directly during this lecture with regards to the 

horribilesque . . . Britannos of CatuUus' Carmen 11.^^ 

Although Italy was the origin of interest in Catullus, Catullus' 

popularity spread rapidly as the sixteenth century progressed. There 

were fourteen editions of Catullus pubUshed outside Italy from 1521-

1554.^° In France, the 1554 edition produced by Marc-Antoine de Muret 

was of t remendous importance to the so-called "Brigade" poets in France. 

Pierre de Ronsard and Joachim Du Bellay, acknowledged models for 

English writers, were friends with Muret and heavily influenced by 

13 



Catullus.^^ As Gaisser states: "Italian Neo-Latin poets had imitated 

Catullus from the early days of the Renaissance, but from around 1530 

on he also became a favourite model for French Neo-Latin poetry and in 

the early 1550s . . . the Catullan style was naturalized into French 

poetiy."^^ English writers knew and imitated French poets. Clement 

Marot, who read and imitated Catullus, influenced Thomas Wyatt. 

Marot's marriage song, Chant nuptial du manage de Madame Reneefille 

de France avec le Due de Ferrare (1528), was influenced by and adapted 

from Catullus ' Carmen 62. Wyatt's "Thou hast no faith of him that hath 

none" is an adaptation of Marot's Rondeau "Amoretfoi, " and I will 

demonstrate in Chapter II that this poem shares an affinity vyith 

Catullus ' own disillusionment over a faithless lover. Later, Ronsard and 

Belley heavily influenced Sidney and Spenser. These French writers 

imitated Catullus directly in their epithalamia and their love sonnets, 

and the epithalamia of both CatuUus and the French imitators have 

t remendous importance in sections of Sidney's Arcadia and Spenser's 

Epithjalamion. Thus, at the very least, many English writers were exposed 

to Catullus through secondhand sources. However, it is also possible 

that English writers who visited France—and presumably had associated 

with French writers—might have had the opportunity to read Catullus 

firsthand. 

14 



These various continental editions of Catullus' work did find their 

way into the hands of English readers. A contemporaiy of John Leland 

and Sir Thomas Wyatt, named WiUiam Browne, owned a copy of TibuUus, 

Catullus, and Propertius, as weU as all the other significant classical 

texts available. According to the PLRE, Browne, who obtained his B.A. 

in 1533 and his M.A. in 1538, became a Fellow of Merton College; in 

1539 he was appointed Clerk of the Market. Based on the probate 

inventory conducted after his death in 1558, his overall literary collection 

is impressive; his edition of Catullus can be identified as continental but 

the exact date or place of origin cannot. William Framyngham, a fellow 

of Queen's college who died in 1537, was another contemporary who 

owned a copy of Catullus ' work.^^ Framjoigham was part of the circle of 

Henry VIU and a close friend of the important scholar John Caius.^"* 

The will of John Bury, a student at Brasenose College in 1555, 

contained an entry for a book entitled Propertius cum aliis. The "alif were 

probably Catullus and TibuUus. The three poets were nearly always 

grouped together within texts, partly because each writer's corpus was 

relatively small, and partly because the three writers had always 

appeared together as the three Latin lyric poets. Even on those few 

occasions where the works were separated, Propertius was never grouped 

with other writers. EUen Summers who records the entry in PLRE says, 

"Although it is impossible to determine which of many editions this entry 
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represents, it is probably one of the collections of lyrics by Catullus, 

TibuUus, and Propertius popular in the period."^^ Buiy's copy of the three 

lyric poets, Hke that of Brovyne, is continental, but its exact origin is 

unknown. In addition, another two copies of Catullus' works were in the 

library of J a m e s Reynolds. Reynolds, a scholar who obtained his M.A. 

from Exeter on J u n e 20 1573, became a Lecturer in the Humanities in 

1577 but died soon after. The Probate inventory Usts both books as 

simply "Catullus," but as with Bury's Propertius cum aliis, Re3rnolds' 

probably had a coUection of all three of the Latin lyricists. There was 

also an entry for the 1604 edition of Catullus Usted in the first printed 

catalogue of the Bodleian library in 1605.^^ None of these copies of 

Catullus, including the 1604 copy in the Bodleian, can be identified 

today in libraries, but the Bodleian catalogue and the probate inventories 

of the period are, without having ascribed copies now available, the most 

reliable source of information on such books. 

By the late sixteenth century, after the publication of the well-

known commentaries by Achilles Statius (1558)—who began his work on 

Catullus in Padua—and Joseph Scaliger (1577), Catullus' popularity was 

growing even more rapidly in England. Ben Jonson owned two copies of 

CatuUus. One of his copies was from Clare CoUege in Cambridge, which 

of course means s tudents and scholars at that college had access to the 

work.̂ "^ The British Library currently holds one of the copies of Jonson's 
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Catullus, and apparently, a few poems were missing and have been 

added in Jonson 's hand. In addition, Catullus was taught in both the 

Eton and Westminster curricula during Henry VIII and Elizabeth's 

reign.^^ Nicholas Udall became headmaster of the Eton grammar school 

in 1534, and he held that position for six years. In 1554 he became 

headmaster of Westminster, where he remained until his death in 1556. 

Udall knew CatuUus well, and there are surviving records that illustrate 

his use of Catullus in his lectures.^^ Udall's presence at these schools 

and his knowledge sind use of Catullus suggest that s tudents there were 

exposed to Catullus in their formal study. 

Elizabethan poets and scholars frequently refer to Catullus and 

use Catullus in their work. Sir PhiUp Sidney writes the first English 

translation of a Catullus poem: 

Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle 

Quam mihi non si se hipiter ipse petat. 
Dicit sed mulier Cupido quae dicit amanti. 

In vento out rapida scribere oporten aqua 

Unto no body my woman saith she had rather a wife be 
Than to myself, not though Jove grew a suitor of hers. 

These be her words: but a woman's words to a love that is eager 
In wind or water stream do require to be writ.'*° 

Roger Ascham mentions Catullus in his letters and in The Scholemaster, 

noting that Catullus was one of the "most excellent poetes, deserving weU 

of the Latin tonge";"*^ William Webbe asserts there were "many rare and 

excellent Poets . . . among whom may be accounted Propertius, TibuUus, 
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and Catullus."'*^ George Puttenham mentions Catullus on at least three 

occasions in his Of Poets and Poesy (1589) and appears to have had 

certain knowledge of Catullus' marriage songs (Carmen 61 and 62); 

speaking about the epithalamic genre, Puttenham writes that "Catullus 

ha th made of them one or two very artificiall and ciuil."'*^ Francis Meres 

mentions Catullus three times in "A Comparison of EngUsh Poets," from 

Palladis Tamia (1598), and Richard Carew also refers to Catullus in "The 

Excellency of the EngUsh Tongue." George Gregory Smith, in his edition 

of Carew's work, dates the essay circa 1595-96; however, there is reason 

to believe the essay was written later. The essay itself is actually a letter 

to William Camden,'*'* and Camden includes the letter in his 1614 edition 

of the Remains. However, Camden did not include the letter in the first 

edition of the Remains in 1605, which seems to indicate that he did not 

have the letter to include in the first edition. In addition to the essay 

writers, poets, too, demonstrate certain knowledge of Catullus. Samuel 

Daniel quotes Ceirmen 22 in A Defense ofRyme, and he clearly imitates 

"Vivamus, mea LesbicT in the closing of "A Pastoral": 

Let's loue! This life of ours 
Can make no truce with time that all deuours. 

Let's Loue! The sun doth set and rise againe, 
But whenas our short Ught 
Comes once to set, it makes etemall night."*^ 

In a similar fashion, Thomas Campion in the opening to "My Sweetest 

Lesbia" shows his own indebtedness to Catullus: 
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My sweetest Lesbia, let vs Hue and love. 
And though the sager sort our deedes reproue. 
Let vs not weigh them: Heau'ns great lampes doe diue 
Into their west, and straight again reuiue. 
But soone as once set is our Httle light. 
Then mus t we sleepe one euer-during night.'*^ 

That Catullus ' popularity grew tremendously during the 1580's is clear 

by the numerous references to his work. However, why such a jump in 

his popularity occurred is not quite clear. 

To recognize that many Englishmen knew and referred to Catullus 

brings u s no closer to understanding how much Catullus' work really 

had in common with the innovative love poets in the Renaissance. When 

direct allusions to Catullus are found, the imitation seems quite 

superficial; the writers often adopt individual lines or images without 

adopting the spirit of the poems from which they came. What is much 

more Uluminating is to find those places in the literature where a basis 

for comparing the aesthetic goals exist. Love poetry manifests itself as a 

genre in every culture and every age, but CatuUus and the Renaissance 

poets I discuss share a common vision—even though that vision often 

emerges from different social, political, and cultural ideologies—that 

raises the lyric form to the stature of greater genres such as the epic or 

drama, genres that reflect writers' struggles with Uterary models and 

cultural ideals. It is a vision of love based on real expectations and real 

failures, a vision based on passion and intensity of desire and 

disillusionment. However, certain qualifications mus t be made. As a 
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whole, Renaissance love poetry is still dominated by Petrarchan imitation 

and conventions, but in the writers whose work begins to transform or 

alter the Petrarchan conventions, a CatuUan flavor appears. Simply 

stated, it is in the moments of innovation that an affinity can be seen. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to explore those "moments of 

innovation," those moments when Renaissance poets seek to undermine 

the stale Petrarchan s tandards and offer the reader a more complex, 

more realistic depiction of love. These poets implement motifs that 

exploit the weaknesses and failures of the Petrarchan ideals in the same 

way Catullus exploited those of the Roman ideals of fides, pietas, foedus, 

and ofJT.cium.'^^ Now it could be argued that such subversion of ideals, the 

self-analytical nature of the poetry discussed, and the depiction of a 

cynical, rejected lover are themes found in other Latin writers— 

particularly in Ovid, TibuUus, and Propertius. CatuUus' dates fall 

somewhere around 84-54 B.C.E. The other significant love poets came 

shortly after, though their exact dates are not certain either: TibuUus 

(55-50 B.C.E. to 18-19 B.C.E.); Propertius (49-47 B.C.E. to 16-17 B.C.E); 

and Ovid (43 B.C.E to 17-18 C.E.). AU three of these love poets use some 

of the prominent themes found in Catullus. Although very different in 

content, Catullus ironically plays the same progenitive role in Roman 

love poetry that Petrarch plays for European poetry. Many European 

poets use the same conventions as Petrarch, but the conventions are still 
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considered "Petrarchan." Likewise, many of the Roman love poets after 

Catullus use CatuUan themes; those themes—the cynical lover, the 

complexity of emotion, the multifaceted poetic experience—must be 

recognized as CatuUan. Both poets create the model for writers to come. 

In addition, Catullus ' at tempt to trace the progress of a relationship with 

a particular lover (in the Lesbia sequence) represents the first sequence 

of its kind in Westem literature. Ovid, TibuUus, and Propertius all 

imitate Catullus in this regard. The Europeans—usually through 

Petrarch with his Laura—all adopt this Latin convention, but the 

ultimate source is Catullus. Even though Roman love poets borrowed 

much from Catullus, CatuUus was still unique in his interest in the 

possibilities of poetic expression through an examination of love and of 

failed expectations. Ovid's depiction of love is quite different; it is more 

playful. For Ovid, to analyze love is often to analyze a game of love. 

Certainly, as the critical attention given to the subject attests, Ovid's 

concems can also be seen in Renaissance poetry, but with the possible 

exception of Donne (whose work 1 wiU discuss in Chapter V), the figure of 

the poet-lover in many of the innovative English poets is much more akin 

to the sincere disillusionment of Catullus' lover than the playful 

subversiveness of Ovid's. 

In order to unders tand any element of Renaissance love poetry, it 

is necessary to recognize the dominant influences on that poetry. Lyric 
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poetry of the sixteenth century was constructed from three different, but 

related, traditions. The first was the courtly love tradition of the Middle 

Ages. Courtly love itself is believed to have had its origins in the amatory 

poetry of Ovid (Ars Amatoria, Amores, and Remedia Amoris) and the 

neoplatonic love poetry of Arabic courts. The "art" of medieval courtly 

love served first and foremost as a system of manners for the lover. A 

good lover in this tradition based his love on a feudal arrangement, 

placing himself at a lower level than his mistress. Such a lover 

recognized specific rules for loving. Andreas Capellanus in his Art of 

Courtly Love explains the guidelines that the courtly lover should follow, 

and he lists thirty-one specific "rules" of love, including "marriage is no 

excuse for not loving," "when made public love seldom endures," and 

"real jealousy always increases the feeling of love."'*^ CapeUanus explains 

that love is a suffering that begins with the lover's seeing the mistress, 

then progresses to his contemplation of that mistress, and ultimately 

ends, after much more stiffering, with the lady's submitting to the will of 

the lover. CapeUanus stresses that the intense suffering the lover feels 

results not from any specific action but from excessive meditation; this 

suffering also physically affects the lover, making him thin and pale. 

Part of this "excessive meditation" is the lover's deciding how he might 

see his lady again, how he might gain her favor, and—as Capellanus 

makes clear—how her body might be put to use. 
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The pleasures of sexual satisfaction, which Capellanus explicitly 

states is the ultimate goal of courtly love, does conflict, from a Christian 

standpoint, vyith another idea Capellanus puts forth: that love ennobles 

the lover. The neoplatonic influence on courtly love subtly reveals itself 

in such statements as "beauty never pleases that lacks goodness" (35), 

and although physical consummation is the goal of the lover, Capellanus 

says "an excess of passion is a bar to love" (33) because such excessive 

passion can cause a lover to forget his first love and lust after a new love. 

Court poets also frequently compared their mistresses to the Virgin 

Mary, further elevating the connection of love and goodness. The 

significance of the courtly love tradition is that it provided a model both 

for poets interested in physical love and poets interested in a spiritual 

love; a poet like Petrarch was interested in both.'*^ 

Petrarch's poetry to Laura stems directly from the courtly love 

tradition. Petrarch recalls the moment he first saw Laura, and the 

poems represent the process of the lover's "contemplation," which 

Capellanus stated was the origin of love. In Petrarch, the reader finds all 

the typical characteristics of courtly love: the love-sick lover who grows 

pale; the lover is a warrior in love; separation from the mistress makes 

the love and suffering more intense; and the lover always speaks of Laura 

from a lower rank. Although physical desire is not expHcitly addressed 

by Petrarch, the lover suffers all the symptoms of a courtly lover who 
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wants sex. Petrarch, however, introduces the conflict between passions, 

intellect, and spirit. Petrarch's lover, especially after the death of Laura, 

finds it difficult to reconcUe the desires of the flesh and the desires of the 

spirit. The lover is never able to acquire his lady (at first because she is 

married and later because she dies), and the sonnets written after 

Laura's death focus on the lover's attempt to spiritualize his vision of her. 

In Sonnet 365, the poet eventually recognizes that the sensual love he 

had for Laura is insignificant when compared to the spiritual love for 

God: "1 go repenting of the years gone by / In which I chose to love a 

mortal thing. "^° 

Petrarch's poetry serves two important purposes in the 

development of Renaissance love poetry. First, he expands and 

conventionalizes the "manners" of courtly love into a literary model. He 

takes the basic ideas as set forth in The Art of Courtly Love and t u m s 

them into a set of elaborate Uterary conventions. The lover no longer jus t 

t u m s pale and grows thin because of his suffering; with Petrarch, the 

lover suffers from a whole Ust of physical ailments ranging from fever to 

chills to nausea. Petrarch conventionalizes the figure of the sleepless 

lover, the conceits used to praise the beauty of his mistress, the 

acknowledgment that the lady herself (because she is his inspiration) 

deserves credit for the poetry he writes, and the assertion that the poet 

can save the couple from time. All of these characteristics become 
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influential for the development of love poetry; however, because Petrarch 

never obtains Laura, his poetry serves as a model for unrequited love. 

Perhaps because of that fact, Petrarch also brings an explicit spiritual 

element into the genre. Subsequent love poets consistently r e tum to 

Petrarch's literary conventions, thus estabUshing a distinct Petrarchan 

tradition of love poetry. 

Most Petrarchan love poetry focuses on the burning lover who tries 

to obtain the acceptance of a beautiful woman, who ultimately must 

reject the lover because of her virtue; however, many Christiem 

humanis ts , who were concemed about the religious implications of 

courtly love, applied neoplatonic phUosophy to the dilemma of the courtly 

lover. Petrarch's lover provided an example, perhaps unintentionally, of 

the lover's initial physical desire developing into the desire of something 

spiritual. Neoplatonic philosophy could easily be applied to a lover's 

earthly passion leading to a spiritual passion. The neoplatonic 

philosophy of Plotinus was concemed with the different levels of human 

perception. Plotinus believed that there was an ultimate, mystical "One," 

which, like a fountain, flowed over into the lower realms of human 

existence. As a result, what humans perceive in the sensual world are 

manifestations of the "One," and, by using the intellect, humans can be 

mystically joined to the "One." Christian neoplatonists, especially Marsilo 

Ficino, view the "One" as God, and, therefore, all beauty perceived in the 
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sensual world is but a shadow of God's beauty. Even St. Augustine in De 

Doctrina Christiana says that God is the object of all things mankind 

enjoys, and all enjo)mients are but ways for the soul to re tum to God 

(1.22). The topic of love was only a small component of neoplatonism, 

but Baldassare Castiglione, in II Cortegiano, specifically applies Christian 

neoplatonism to courtly love. 

The character, Bembo, in Book Four of The Courtier, creates 

through Christian neoplatonism an alternative to the courtly love 

tradition, including the version of courtly love found in Petrarchan love 

poetry. Bembo states that love is the desire for beauty, and beauty is 

always good. Superficial beauty is the outward manifestation of the 

inner beauty of the soul, which itself is a manifestation of God's beauty. 

The lover, especially the young lover, is initially drawn to the physical 

beauty of the mistress because he is controlled by the senses, not the 

higher level of perception, namely reason, that raises mankind above 

beasts . Bembo implicitly addresses the nature of the "cruel fair^ in 

Petrarchan love poetry as he states "it is not, then, to be spoken that 

beauty maketh women proud or cruel."^^ Bembo grants that the young 

courtier should be allowed to love sensually; however, the older courtier 

mus t "shun thoroughly all filthiness of common love and so enter into 

the holy way of love with the guide of reason" (353). Using Plotinus' 

image of the fountain, Bembo states that the body is "not the fountain 
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whence beauty springeth" (353). Echoing several of the rules of courtly 

love as explained by Capellanus, Bembo ins tmcts the older courtier to 

"obey, please, and honor with all reverence his woman, and reckon her 

more dear to him than his own life" (353). J u s t as Capellanus says that 

separation will make love, and the suffering love causes, grow 

stronger—and Petrarch demonstrates this fact when his lover is 

separated from Laura—Bembo recognizes that losing the view of the 

mistress causes "tears, sighs, vexations and torments of lovers" (358). 

However, Bembo instructs lovers not to covet the body of the mistress 

but to enjoy beauty in a purer form, to construct a "universal concept" 

from the memories of all beauties. He vyUl no longer see the "particular 

beauty of one woman, but a universal, that decketh out all bodies" (359). 

This is the manner by which the lover may climb the stairs that begin 

with "shadows of sensual beautj^ to the place where "heavenly, euniable, 

and right beauty dweUeth" (363). By ascending the stairs to heavenly 

beauty, we may "find a most happy end for our desires, true rest for our 

travails, certain remedy for miseries, a most healthful medicine for 

sickness, a most sure haven in the troublesome storms of the 

tempestuous sea of this life" (363). For many love poets, Castiglione 

ultimately offers a neoplatonic and Christian justification for the desires, 

travails, miseries, sickness, and tempestuous sea of the Petrarchan lover; 
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as Gordon Braden states, "the love of which Bembo speaks is a 

redeemed Petrarchism."^^ 

My proposition in this dissertation is that a comparative study of 

Catullus and the Renaissance poets who are most often acclaimed for 

their originaUty in deviating from these Petrarchan conventions and 

neoplatonic ideas about love will illustrate a similarity in their aesthetic 

visions that has to this point gone relatively unnoticed. Considering my 

interest in the broader affinities, and considering that the works by 

Harrington and McPeek in particular establish the writers' imitation of 

Catullus, this dissertation will not be a source study nor primarily an 

inquiry into the Renaissance imitation of Catullus. Previous works have 

covered that territory quite well. Although direct knowledge of Catullus 

by the majority of leamed English writers is possible—perhaps even 

probable considering the spread of Catullus' continental popularity 

during the early sixteenth century—I do not contend that the similarities 

I will address stem from such influence. In fact, the direct knowledge 

and imitation of Catullus that has previously been acknowledged by 

critics does not really reflect the whole of Catullus' work; such imitation 

does not capture the complexity of emotion found in CatuUus. However, 

such "Catullan complexity^ does exist in Renaissance love poetry apart 

from any direct imitation, and that is where 1 will t u m my focus. 
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Latin love poetry as a whole did not fit into the vision of 

neoplatonic love found in Castiglione and Petrarch. There were certainly 

moments in Latin poetry with which neoplatonic idealism and Petrarchan 

sentimentality could be made to fit, and within the Renaissance 

conception of imitatio, Petrarchan poets often looked for those moments 

of common ground with the Latin writers. However, the greater affinities 

that exist with the Romans and the Renaissance writers can be found in 

those writers who began to break from the neoplatonic ideals and began 

to search for a more realistic and self-expressive depiction of love. 

Inherent in this "realistic" depiction are serious problems in the 

relationship, in the moral character of those involved, and in the explicit 

recognition that physical desire plays a significant role in the lovers' 

interaction. Chapter II wUl deal with the early Tudors, with an emphasis 

on Sir Thomas Wyatt. I will begin with a discussion of Catullan imitation 

by J o h n Skelton and John Leland; however, Wyatt is the early Tudor who 

bears the most striking resemblance to Catullus, both in his adaptations 

of Italian poets who themselves imitated Catullus and his own depiction 

of the rejected lover. Wyatt is still primarily a Petrarchan imitator—and 

there is no evidence that he himself imitated Catullus directly—but he 

begins the trend of deviation from Petrarchism and begins the 

transformation of English love poetry into a more "Catullan" style. 
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Chapter III wdU look at Shakespeare's sonnets. Shakespeare's love 

poetry reflects the subversive characteristics begun by Wyatt; however, 

Shakespeare 's love poetry goes much further. In the sonnets, 

Shakespeare 's poet-lover insists on praising his lovers—both the Fair 

Youth and the Dark Lady—as Petrarchan lovers, but we find that his 

Petrarchan expectations are let down when his relationships fail to live 

u p to those standards—as real love so often fails to do. It is in this 

recognition of the distance between idealized and real love that we find a 

t remendous similarity in the relationships depicted in Shakespeare's 

sonnets and Catullus ' poems to Lesbia. Shakespeare's entire sonnet 

sequence—the Dark Lady, the homoeroticism, the love triangle—bears a 

t remendous affinity with Catullus. In each, one finds a poet using 

similar kinds of affairs to show the vulnerability of the ideal love and 

commitment as defined by the values associated with Roman pietas (in 

Catullus) and neoplatonism (in Shakespeare). 

Chapter IV will look at the emphasis on both physical desire and 

the need for a secure union in love, a union not allowed in the 

Petrarchan model—and a union never achieved in Shakespeare's 

sequence. The chapter wUl discuss how these themes are developed in 

Sidney and Spenser, but more importantly it wiU show that they use the 

epithalamic tradition, a tradition typically associated with Catullus, as a 

way to undermine Petrarch and to reconcile the problems physical desire 
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can cause in love defined in neoplatonic terms. In other words, the 

lovers in Sidney and Spenser find a CatuUan solution to the problems 

caused by the lack of practicality in neoplatonic love. However, Sidney 

and Spenser must go outside the sonnet tradition in order to reconcile 

the problems present in their sonnet sequences, Sidney in The Old 

Arcadia and Spenser in his Epithalamion. 

The focus of my final chapter wiU be the love poetry of John Donne. 

I wiU show that Donne, though typically not thought of as a prolific 

imitator of the classics, represents the fuU spectrum of Catullus' poetry 

in terms of style, versatility, and the abiUty to use a variety of voices in 

his work. These same characteristics viltimately make Donne's work 

furthest removed from Petrarchan love poetry. In many of the idealistic 

poems, Donne reUes heavily on neoplatonic love—although he does often 

alter the neoplatonism of Castiglione and gives physical love more 

importance as in the original neoplatonic philosophy of Plotinus. Donne 

is very different from Catullus in his neoplatonic poems, but when Donne 

depicts lovers having to deal realistically with the objects of their 

affection, there are affinities with Catullus' lover and the idea of broken 

oaths. I will conclude Chapter V with a brief discussion of Ben Jonson 

and the "sons of Ben" and their direct imitation of Catullus. However, 

these writers, unlike Donne, do not capture the tensions and 

complexities found in Catullus ' poetry. Therefore, Donne, because of the 
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struggle between ideal love and the realistic problems lovers face in his 

poetry, is much more "CatuUam" than those seventeenth-century poets 

who frequently imitate Catullus directly. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CATULLUS, THE EARLY TUDORS, AND WYATT'S 

DE'VTATION FROM PETRARCH 

Certain problems have arisen when scholars have sought to 

explore the possibility of Catullus' direct influence on the early Tudor 

vyriters. Part of the difficulty perhaps stems from the limited number of 

university Hbraries that existed during the Renaissance; part stems from 

the patchy historical records from the period.^ However, the biggest issue 

the scholar mus t consider is that the early sixteenth century is 

transitional, in that exposure to continental works and continental 

editions of classical works is still very new, and often the original 

inspiration for poets is veiled in a sophisticated form of imitatio, in which 

multiple sources are blended together to construct a true English 

original. As I have discussed in the introduction, the continent was far 

ahead of England in its production and dissemination of classical works; 

however, with the extensive travel of members of Henry VIII's court, 

Italian art and humanist ic leaming were finally beginning to infiltrate 

England. Surrey was beginning to translate Virgil; both Wyatt and 

Surrey were imitating the Italians, Plutarch, and others. Although 

determining the extent of classical influence can be challenging, the 
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reward of seeing such influence seldom fails to reveal the innovation of 

the writers. 

Although most critics acknowledge the general expansion of Italian 

humanism into England, they stiU resist discussing the possibility of a 

Catullan influence during the period. Because vyriters seldom refer to 

Catullus directly, scholars rely on the assumption that Catullus had not 

yet been introduced into England. However, there is convincing evidence 

that proves othenvise, and I would like briefly to address some examples. 

One particular example concerning John Skelton serves as an 

illustration. Although Skelton's use of Catullus is not of tremendous 

importance in terms of the development of the love lyric, it is extremely 

important in terms of placing Catullus in England during the late 

fifteenth and early sixteenth century. Skelton's "Philip Sparrow," a poem 

in which a young girl laments the death of her sparrow, has long been 

considered an adaptation of Catul lus 'passer poems. Skelton also made 

the bold claim that he was the "British Catullus." However, James 

McPeek attributes this claim to a general "reputation" Catullus had: 

That he [Skelton] called himself the British Catullus offers no proof 
in itself that he knew the Carmina; it appears more probable that 
he was referring to the fame that CatuUus enjoyed as an 
uninhibited lyric poet even among people who presumably knew 
nothing of his poems.^ 

Perhaps McPeek is correct in saying that the claim Skelton made was "in 

i tseir not compeUing evidence that he knew Catullus first hand. 
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However, taken as a whole, the evidence—Skelton's own references to 

Catullus and the specific allusions to unique phrasing in 

Catullus—is strong evidence that Skelton did know Catullus' work. 

The "British Catullus" passage is significant in two ways. Skelton 

vyrites "/te, Britannorum lux O radiosa, Britannum, / Carmina nostra pium 

vestrum celebrate Catullum."^ Skelton's claim, if nothing else, proves that 

he knew o/Catul lus , but what is more significant is that such a 

s tatement presupposes that Skelton's audience would know of Catullus 

and would unders tand the comparison he was making. McPeek does 

admit that this quote may be evidence that Skelton knew one passage 

from Catullus ' Carmen 16: "nam castum esse decet pium poetam / 

ipsum, versiculos nihil necessesf^ [it befits the chaste poet to be pious; it 

is not necessary that his little verses be so]. Catullus uses "pium" to 

describe himself, and Skelton uses the same adjective. According to 

McPeek, "the accepted epithet for CatuUus is doctus; CatuUus was the 

only one to distinguish himself as pium."^ Skelton's use of this epithet 

supports that he at least knew Carmen 16.^ There is no reason to 

assume he knew only this one poem, and indeed there evidence that he 

knew more. 

Skelton refers to Catullus in another poem, "A Replication"; 

praising the poetry of King David, Skelton vyrites: "Flaccus nor Catullus 

with him may not compare, / Nor solemn Serenus, for all his harmony / 
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In metrical muses , his harping we may spare."^ As with the earlier 

reference, Skelton here wants the reader to believe that he knows and 

appreciates Catullus ' verses. To contrast CatuUus' poetry vyith the 

poems of King David is bold, and one would certainly think Skelton 

would have read a poet to whom he twice refers. In addition, if Skelton 

did base his knowledge of Catullus only on a general reputation, then he 

would have probably knovyn that many Italian commentators viewed 

Catullus ' work as bawdy and anything but pious.^ Based on Skelton's 

reputation for his knowledge of the classics, it is more than likely that he 

would have knovyn of Catullus' reputation as a "bawdy" poet. Other 

scholars of the period praised Skelton for his knowledge of classical 

literature. In 1499, Erasmus called Skelton "the one light and ornament 

of British letters"; the English translator and printer, WilHam Caxton, 

asked Skelton to "oversee" his translation of Virgil in 1490 and 

acknowledged how many Latin writers Skelton knew: 

. . . he [Skelton] ha th of late translated the Epistles of TuUy and the 
Book of Diodorus Siculus, and divers other works out of Latin into 
English, not in rude and old language, but in polished and ornate 
terms craftily, as he hath read Virgil, Ovid, TuUy, and all the other 
noble poets and orators to me unknovyn.^ 

Caxton does not say who those poets and orators are, but it is certainly 

plausible that Catullus was one. If Skelton had knovyn only of Catullus' 

reputation, as McPeek suggests, it is unlikely that he would have found 

CatuUus an appropriate comparison to Kind David. The comparison 
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Skelton makes suggests that he himself had read CatuUus and formed 

an independent judgment of the poetry, a judgment that contradicted 

some of the more negative receptions of Catullus in Italy. 

The most significant work of Skelton in terms of the CatuUan 

influence is of course "Phyllyp Sparowe." While McPeek can find no other 

close imitations of Catul lus 'passer , he stiU views the theme of mourning 

the loss of a sparrow as too conventional to make the case that Skelton 

knew Catullus ' Carmen 2 and 3. McPeek states that there are no direct 

allusions or any reference to Catullus' work in the poem: 

. . . when in 1382 lines we find not one mention of Catullus amid a 
veritable host of authors , not one word in all the abundance of 
Latin in the poem suggesting the phrasing of the Carmina . . . we 
mus t conclude either that Skelton is hiding information . . . or he 
does not know that the theme of his poem is of Catullan origin. ̂ ° 

Not only is McPeek's conclusion unUkely considering the reputation 

Skelton had as being an expert in Latin poetry, but there are passages in 

Skelton's poem that do seem to indicate a direct knowledge of CatuUus' 

passer poems. In one passage that is similar to Catullus, Skelton vyrites 

"For it would come and go, / and fly so to and fro; / and on me it would 

leap."^' This image is much like Catullus' sparrow who "circumsiliens 

modo hue modo illucT (3.9) [hops around now here, now there). Another 

specific reference occurs when Skelton writes that the spirit of Jane ' s 

sparrow travels "unto the Isles of Orcady."^^ This phrasing seems to draw 

directly on Catullus ' own description of Lesbia's sparrow having to face 
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the devouring "malae tenebrae / Orcf (3.13-14) (the evU shades of 

Orcus). The OED does not give a Hsting for the term "Orcady," so 

Skelton's use of the term could be one of the earliest EngUsh uses of this 

classical allusion. Although Skelton could have gotten the term from 

Terence, Virgil, Propertius, or Apuleius (according to the Oxford Latin 

Dictionary, all these poets, including Catullus, use the terms simUarly), 

the fact that Skelton is vyriting a poem that so resembles Catullus' 

sparrow poem seems much more than coincidence. It is certainly 

relevant tha t Skelton avoids the more common "Hades" £ind opts for 

"Orcady," a term that directly echoes Carmen 3. 

Skelton was not the only early Tudor to demonstrate a familiarity 

with Catullus. John Leland, a graduate of Christ's College in Cambridge, 

was in 1533 made Heniy VIII's "king's antiquary."^^ He was in charge of 

searching cathedrals, monasteries, and universities for English 

antiquities, and he traveled for a number of years across England to 

carry out that responsibility. Leland, an important member of Henry 

VIII's court, became close friends with Sir Thomas Wyatt. Leland alludes 

to Catullus on a number of occasions in his neo-Latin poetry. Leland 

vyrites, "Lesbia lascivo placuit formosa Catullo, / Lesbia fulgentes Candida 

pexa coma^^'^ [Lesbia pleases frisky Catullus vrith her form, her dazzling 

hair having been neatly combed]. In addition, Leland uses the line 

"Castas esse decetpoeta^ from Carmen 16 as the title of the poem.^^ 
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This line in Catullus, "nam castum esse decet pium poetam," (16.5) is the 

same passage Skelton uses in his claim to be the British Catullus. 

Leland directly addresses another poem to Catullus, "Ad Catullum"^^ and 

also makes what McPeek calls "the earliest direct allusion by an EngHsh 

writer" to Catullus ' "Lugete, o VeneresT in his elegy on Sir Thomas 

Wyatt. 1̂  

That elegy, in which Leland alludes to Carmen 3, Ulustrates more 

than Leland's ovyn knowledge of Catullus. First, as vyith Skelton's direct 

comparison of himself to Catullus, Leland's elegy assumes that readers 

would have understood the allusion he was making, that his audience 

would have known Catullus. Perhaps, even more important is that 

Leland felt alluding to Catullus in an elegy celebrating the work of Wyatt 

was appropriate: 

Tristi carmine passerem Catullus 
Extinctum queritur parum pudicus 
Deflet Stella suae vices Columbae 
Vates molliculus, tener, cinaedus. 
At nos qui colimus severiora 
Et musas sequimus sacratiores 
Lumen iudicii boni Viatum 
Abreptum querimus dolore qusto.^^ 

[Too little did chaste Catullus lament the dead sparrow with sad 
songs; and the tender, gay poet of Columba, lamented Stella. But 
we who honor the most unadorned and follow the most sacred 
muses , we lament the Ught of Wyatt, his good judgment taken 
away with great grief] 

These allusions suggest that Leland himself felt there was some 

connection between the "Veneres Cupidinesqu^ of CatuUus and Wyatt's 
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ovyn work. Perhaps Leland recognized the similar depth of expression 

and the intensity present in both poets. Even modem critics have 

acknowledged a similarity in Catullus and Wyatt. Karl Harrington states 

that "Catullus seems to live again in the lyrics of Wyatt,"^^ and James 

McPeek, although doubting the origin of the imitation, notices a 

"superficial imitation of the Sapphic stanzas used by Catullus" in 

Carmen 51 as weU several thematic affinities.^° Wyatt's poetry, of course, 

is most compelling because it represents the culmination of many 

influences obtained through many sources. Wyatt, even if he had knovyn 

the Latin poet firsthand—^which remains questionable—focuses his 

imitation on Italian poets who had themselves imitated CatuUus. Still, 

Wyatt was really the first English poet—other than Skelton and his 

sparrow poem—in the Renaissance to use the most significant Catullan 

themes: the cynical rejected lover, the lover as weary traveler, and the 

unappreciated kiss. Perhaps Wyatt can best be described as focusing his 

imitation on the "neo-CatuUan" poetry of the day rather than on Catullus 

himself Either way, the CatuUan elements present in Wyatt's poetry are 

indicative of Wyatt's level of imitatio and his ability to create intertexual 

art. 

One of the reasons Wyatt's poetry is built on such a wide array of 

sources is that Wyatt's travel abroad afforded him the opportunity to 

come into contact with so much non-English literature.^i ^^^ ^^.^vels gave 
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him the chance both to meet popular poets from the continent and to 

obtain texts not available at home. In March of 1526, when Wyatt was 

only twenty-three, he first traveled to France as a diplomatic 

representative. During this time, French writers such as Clement Marot 

and Mellin de Sakit-Gelais were alive and popular in the French court. 

Both of these vyriters' work became influential on Wyatt and both were 

noted imitators of CatuUus.^^ Wyatt imitates Marot in three of his poems 

and St. Gelais in another two. Documented accounts of Wyatt's future 

visits to France include a short stay in April of 1537 and the end of 

November 1539, and he spent nearly five months traveling with Emperor 

Charles V s court to Paris as well as to Ghent and Brussels from 

December 1539 to May 1540. In addition to his travels to France, Wyatt 

had been made an ambassador to the court of Charles V in 1537, so he 

spent an enormous amount of time in Spain. Both France and Spain 

had produced editions of Catullus' work. 

The most significant and influential of Wyatt's stops was Italy, and 

his exposure to Italian literary fashion helped shape his own work. 

Wyatt spent five months on a diplomatic mission to Rome from January 

to May, 1527. Wyatt was in Rome until February and then visited Venice 

on February 12. During his five-month visit to Italy, Italian poets such 

as Pietro Bembo, Lodovico Ariosto, Pietro Aretino were alive, and Wyatt 

may have had the opportunity to meet these men and others. Wyatt 
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imitated three of Ariosto's poems, but the most fashionable poets in Italy 

at the time of Wyatt's visit were Petrarch and the Petrarchan followers. 

Wyatt ended u p translating or adapting more than twenty-five of 

Petrarch's poems, eight of Serafino's, and fourteen of Aretino's. Also, by 

the time Wyatt had visited Italy, at least ten separate editions of CatuUus 

had appeared in major cities such as Rome, Venice, Padua—as well as 

various commentaries and pubUc lectures. Wyatt's travels to the 

continent exposed him to the kind of writing that was popular there, and 

this influence of continental writers on Wyatt's work proved to be of 

t remendous importance in the development of English love poetry. Along 

vyith Surrey, Wyatt introduced to England not only the Petrarchan sonnet 

form but also Petrarchan subject matter. The effect shows itself in the 

work of hundreds of sonneteers. Wyatt himself must be thought of as 

first and foremost a follower of Petrarch. His numerous translations of 

Petrarch attest to his love for the Italian poet; one need only look at "I 

find no peace" to see the presence of the typical Petrarchan paradox: 

1 fynde no peace and all my warr is done. 
I fere and hope, I b u m and freise like yse. 
I fley above the wynde, yet can 1 not arrise. 
And noght I have and all the worold I seson.^^ 

Finding affinities with Catullus in such Petrarchan tropes is difficult. 

For the most part, as McPeek correctly asserts, the Petrarchan 

conventions and Catullan conventions are not always compatible: 

. . . the poets responded to Catullus slowly. The formal beauty and 
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large sufficiency of Petrarchism united with the equivocal attitude 
of the critics to delay the recognition of his charm. As long as 
Petrarch dominated expression, the bitter-sweet Veronese with his 
passionate sincerity could not hope to gain a hearing except for 
such poems as contributed to the prevalent fashion.^'* 

If McPeek is correct in his assessment, then within the strict 

bounds of Petrarchan love poetry, Catullus may not have had a place. 

However, in Wyatt's work the same Petrarchan conventions that he so 

often adopts are occasionally undermined by an "anti-Petrarchan" strain. 

This strain is evident in poems such as "They Flee From Me" and "Blame 

Not My Lute," poems that depict feelings inconsistent with Petrarchan 

idealism. This anti-Petrarchan element in Wyatt's poetry has recentiy 

been the subject of much critical attention, and what has become clear is 

that Wyatt's practice of imitatio was not one dimensional, but rather a 

complex intertextual construction. J u s t as the anti-Petrarchan elements 

in Wyatt are not as prolific as those in later poets like Shakespeare and 

Donne, affinities vyith Catullus also play a lesser role in Wyatt than with 

later poets. However, Wyatt's similarity to Catullus is much more 

substantial than critics have previously acknowledged. Wyatt's work 

represents the beginning of a development in EngHsh love poetry in 

which the "ideal" and the "real" are at conflict, and Wyatt sets an early 

precedent for imitating neo-CatuUan poetry to deal with that conflict. 

What has consistently been recognized in Wyatt's work is his 

profound reUance on imitation, and since Petrarch was Wyatt's most 
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important model such discussions usually address the manner in which 

Wyatt uses Petrarch. Thomas Greene views Wyatt's imitation as being of 

the most sophisticated kind.^^ Greene believes that Wyatt's imitation of 

Petrarch calls attention to the cultural divide that exists in the two poets' 

worldviews. Wyatt seems to "show an alertness to cultural contexf^^ and 

his imitation "takes full responsibility for its cultural moment and 

location."^^ Greene first illustrates how Wyatt alters the conception of the 

lady in his translations of Petrarch. More specifically, Wyatt alters the 

purpose of the dramatic situation between the Petrarchan lover and his 

lady. Greene believes that Wyatt's poems focus on a "crisis of discovery" 

not present in the idealism of Petrarch,^^ and that to accompUsh this 

significant change in the Petrarchan original, to adequately take into 

accotint the "clash of cultures and sensibiHties,"^^ Wyatt engages in 

mistranslation. Greene looks at Wyatt's frequent use of "trouth" for 

Petrarch's "virtute." Greene asserts that the purity of the term "trouth" 

had been degraded, as had the concept itself so that Wyatt's poetry 

"reflects the moral, social, and linguistic d i sa r ray present in post-feudal 

England.^° Greene proposes that Wyatt consciously buUt his poetry 

"around words whose meaning are pointedly eroded or debased, like the 

word trouth itself "̂ ^ As a result, Wyatt's imitation of Petrarch takes on a 

different Hfe with different cultural and emotional concems; simply 

stated, Wyatt's imitation becomes "hauntingly modem."^^ 
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Wyatt's "mistranslation" of Petrarch is also addressed by Joe 

Glaser in "Wyatt, Petrarch and the Uses of Mistranslation."^^ Like 

Greene, Glaser notices that the most obvious thing about Wyatt's 

translations of Petrarch is "the degree to which they are unlike their 

originals" and that poems like "Whoso Hst to hunt" "could not be more 

different and stiU qualify even loosely as a translation."^'* Glaser calls 

Wyatt's deviations from Petrarch "harsh" and "resentful."^^ Unlike the 

well-knovyn Wyatt scholar Sergio Baldi, who believes that "the inward 

significance of Petrarch's poetry eluded" Wyatt,^^ Glaser asserts that 

Wyatt is simply using Petrarch as a context in which to set his ovyn 

poetic concems of power and social frustration caused by the court of 

Henry VIE. 

Also concemed vyith the nature of the courtier in Wyatt's work is 

Gary Waller. Waller in his important overview, English Poetry of the 

Sixteenth Century, sees the identity of the self in the court as a primary 

theme in Wyatt's work.^^ Wyatt seems to depict a "dislocation between 

the requirements of the courtly code and the unease of the courtly self 

Waller also recognizes that Wyatt's imitations of Petrarch were often 

altered in order to comment more effectively on the problems of the 

court. "I Know a Hind," for example is "transformed from Petrarch's 

original to a more meditative ironic poem, full of self-pity, bitterness, and 

disenchantment about the vulnerabiUty of the self in a dangerous 
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society." Again, as with other recent commentaries on Wyatt's work. 

Waller focuses less on the similarities Wyatt has with Petrarch, and more 

on the differences and how those differences show "an unease about his 

ovyn position in the Court."'*" 

Reed Way Dasenbrock in his "Wyatt's Transformation of Petrarch" 

also discusses Wyatt's deviation from Petrarch.'*^ Dasenbrock begins his 

study vyith an overview of previous critics who have failed to see the true 

significance of the differences in Wyatt and Petrarch. He challenges 

critics, such as J.W. Lever, who view those translations that are furthest 

removed from Petrarch's originals as being the best;'*^ he also disagrees 

with those critics such as Baldi who see Wyatt's deviations from the 

original as weaknesses. Dasenbrock proposes that Wyatt's poetic themes 

were simply different from Petrarch's; as a result, Wyatt transformed 

those themes of Petrarch that conflicted vyith his own. On the other 

hand, when Petrarch's subject matter was appropriate for Wyatt's own 

woridview, Wyatt remained faithful to the original. Wyatt vyrites 

"complaints," changing Petrarch to fit his needs: "his translations are 

sometimes quite faithful, sometimes quite free; and what determines this 

is the distance he needs to take the poem in order to transform it into his 

kind of poem."'*^ 

What becomes apparent in all these recent studies of Wyatt's 

imitation of Petrarch—and his practice of imitation in general—is that 
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Wyatt's conception of what imitatio is and how it should be used is quite 

sophisticated. Green and Dasenbrock both would argue that 

Renaissance imitation as a whole was sophisticated, and that critics 

simply searching for closely phrased parallels in wording and source 

studies do not do justice to the nature of true Renaissance imitation. 

Inevitably, this means that it is more difficult to identify influence than 

previous generations of scholars have recognized, and that is certainly 

the case vyith Wyatt. In fact, one could argue that the most faithful 

imitation of Petrarch by Wyatt is, in fact, Petrarch's conception of 

imitation itself: 

A proper imitator should take care that what he writes resembles 
the original vyithout reproducing it. The resemblance should not 
be that of a portrait to a sitter—in that case the closer the likeness 
is the better—but it should be the resemblance of a son to his 
father. Therein is often a great divergence in particular features, 
but there is a certain suggestion . . . . As soon as we see the son, 
he recalls the father to u s , although if we should measure every 
feature we should find them all different.'*'* 

Although a significant amount of attention has been given to the 

nature of Wyatt's imitation of Petrarch, critics have not adequately 

considered secondary models Wyatt may have followed to "carry out" his 

deviation from Petrarch. Although much of Wyatt's work does conform to 

Petrarchan conventions, Wyatt does deviate from those conventions in an 

effort to write love poetry that was unique to "English" poetry, and it is to 

those "anti-Petrarchan" elements that one searching for a Catullan tone 

mus t look. Wyatt may have been one of the first English writers to "test" 
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Petrarchan conventions, but he did have both continental and classical 

models that expressed the same themes as his own anti-Petrarchan 

verse. Certainly, Wyatt very often turned to the continent for his 

inspiration. In addition to Petrarch, he dUigently imitated other poets 

from Italy—as well as from France and Spain. While most continental 

poets tended to adhere to the Petrarchan standards, there were some 

vyriters who moved away from Petrarch. These anti-Petrarchan poets 

were almost exclusively in Italy in the early sixteenth century; although 

anti-Petrarchism would eventually make its way to France and Spain, at 

the time of Wyatt it had not yet spread. But in Italy, the so called 

"Caritean Petrarchans," who included Benedetto Gareth (II Cariteo), 

Antonio Tebaldi, and Serafino Aquilano, were noted for the emphasis 

they pu t on the erotic aspects of love and the use of flamboyant 

metaphors.'*^ Clearly, the emphasis on the physical separated them 

somewhat from the more neoplatonic notions of love found in Petrarch 

and Bembo. Although this group is stiU considered to be "Petrarchan," it 

did t u m to the Latin elegists for its inspiration. Patricia Thomson 

acknowledges Cariteo's "strong predilection for the pagan love poets, 

Propertius, TibuUus, Catullus, Ovid, and Horace," a predUection that 

modified "the attitude to the love theme derived from Petrarch."^^ Wyatt's 

imitation of those classical themes present in the Caritean poets shows 

that Wyatt looked for and used such themes in his own poetry. 
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Certainly for Wyatt, the most significant of these vyriters was 

Serafino D'Aquilano. Unfortunately, criticism deaUng with Serafino has 

been scarce. Patricia Thomson dedicates an entire chapter to Serafino 

and his influence on Wyatt."*^ An unpubHshed dissertation in 1998 by 

GabrieUa Eschrich, entitled The Italian Disperata Tradition and the French 

Neo-Petrarchan Baroque, discusses Serafino and the other Caritean poets 

and their influence on French lyric poetry.'*^ However, there is no EngHsh 

translation of Serafino's work currently available, even though, at least 

for Wyatt, Serafino was of tremendous importance. Wyatt's work shows 

an indebtedness to Serafino, and Wyatt may have found a intermediary 

source for Catullus in Serafino. Wyatt translates or adapts eight of 

Serafino's works, and of these eight, three in particular seem to be 

adapted from Catullus. Wyatt's Sonnet 14, a translation of Serafino, was 

in one manuscript entitled "The lover forsaketh his unkind Love." The 

scornful lover is found often in Catullus and the other Latin love poets, 

bu t the sonnet specifically echoes Catullus' Carmen 70: 

Nulli se dicit mulier mea nubere malle 
quam mihi, non si se hippiter ipse petat. 

dicit: sed mulier cupido cjuod dicit amanti 
in vento et rapia scribere oportet aqua. (70.1-4) 

[My lady says that she prefers to marry no one 
more than me, not even if Jupi ter himself sought 
her. She says this, but what a lady says to her desperate 
lover should by written in the wind and rough water.] 

This same sentiment is evident in Wyatt's translation of Serafino, in 
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which the poet says to his mistress: 

But S3T1S it please the to fain a default, 
FareweU, I say, parting from the fyre: 
For he that beleveth bering in hand, 
Plowithe in water and soweth in the sand. 

Wyatt's translation is here declaring the same supposition as Serafino's 

adaptation of Catullus, that the words of love from a woman to a 

impassioned man cannot be reliable. Implicitly, Catullus seems to be 

ready to separate himself from such promises of love, and Wyatt 

expHcitly states that he is "parting fro the fyre." Again, Wyatt is probably 

not directly alluding to Catullus in this poem, for Serafino also ends his 

poems vrith a similar water /sand image: "Perche chi pone lo suo amor in 

femina f Zappa nel acqua & nella harena semina.""*^ However, Wyatt does 

compare the "feigned" words of his mistress to the vrind in "Tanglid I was 

in loves snare" in which he states "With fayned wordes that ware but 

winde, / To long delayes I was assind" (17-18). Although different in 

wording from the Catullan original, the poem itself is very CatuUan. In 

the final analysis, the true source matters less than does the significance 

of Wyatt's introduction of the theme into "conventional" love poetry. 

Carmen 70 becomes one of the most frequently imitated during the next 

century. It was the first Catullus poem translated into English, Sidney's 

"TJnto nobody' my woman saith," and it was later direcdy alluded to by 

Shakespeare, WilHam Byrd, John Donne, Henry Wotten, and Ben 

Jonson. It is quite probable that Wyatt's introduction of the theme, 
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regardless of the original source, led other poets to the original. 

Finally, we can see in stUl another of Wyatt's translations a close 

parallel of a CatuUan theme transmitted through Serafino: 

Alas madame for stelyng of a kysse, 
Have I so much your mynd then offended? 
Have 1 then done so grevously amysse. 
That by no means it may by amended? 
Then revenge you: and the next way is this: 
A othr kysse shall have my lyffe endid. 
For to my movyth the first my hert did such. 
The next shall clene oute of my brest it pluck.^° 

In this poem we hear an echo of Catullus' Carmen 99, which begins: 

Surripui tibi dum ludis, mellite hxventi, 
saviolum dulci dulcius ambrosia, 

verum id no impune tuli: namque amplius horam 
suffixum in summa me memini esse cruce, 

dum tibi mepurgo nee possum fletibus ullis 
tantillum vestrae demere saevitiae. (99.1-6) 

[I stole a kiss, sweeter than amborsia, from you honeyed Juventius 
while you were playing. But the kiss did not go unpunished. For I 
remember that for more than an hour I clung to the gallows, while 
I excused myself to you, but with all my many tears I could not 
remove your anger.] 

Again, in both poems we have a simUar theme dealt with in similar 

terms. Both lovers have "stolen" a kiss from the object of their desire 

and have met with anger because of it. Wyatt's translation of Serafino 

focuses more on the actual attempt to "excuse" himself from the offense, 

while Catullus simply tells the reader that he tried for an hour to do the 

same. Wyatt's poem also conveys the danger in attempting to steal 
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another, the dual nature of such kisses: "An othr kysse shall have my 

lyffe endid," as does Catullus ' poem: 

praeterea infesto miserum me tradere amori 
non cessasti onmicjue excruciare modo, 

ut mi ex ambrosia mutatum iamforet illud 
saviolum tristi tristius helleboro. 

quam quoniam poenam misero proponis amori 
numquam iamposthac basia surripiam. (99.11-16) 

[Moreover, you hurried to bring your miserable lover to angry love, 
and to torture him in every way, so that the kiss, transformed from 
ambrosia, was now more bitter than hellebore. And because you 
impose such punishments on my unfortunate love, from this time 
on I will steal no kisses.] 

The poets depict a similar situation in these poems, and both have a 

similar original response. However, unlike the lover in Catullus who 

wants no more such punishment, Wyatt's lover transforms his anger into 

an excuse for a second kiss. 

Wyatt certainly seemed interested in translating and adapting 

those poems from Serafino that were neo-CatuUan in nature. However, 

there are places in Petrarch's work that convey other neo-CatuUan 

themes. Of course, the famous "I desire to perish and yet I ask 

health. / I love another and thus I hate myseir seems to echo the "odi et 

amo" of Carmen 85. However, a much more significant reliance on 

Petrarch's ovyn CatuUan references can be found in Wyatt's translation of 

Petrarch's Rime 360. The so-called "weary traveler" motif of Catullus is 

present in Wyatt's translation of Petrarch. In Catullus, the pilgrim is 

thirsty and tired from love as much as from actual travel. Catullus uses 
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the image of the mountain stream and the stream of tears to illustrate 

the anguish: 

Nam mihi quam dederit duplex Amathusia curam 
scitis, et in quo me torruerit genere, 

cum tantum arderem quantum Trinacria rupes 
lymphaque in Oetaeis Malia Thermopylis, 

maesta neque assiduo tabescere luminafletu 
cessarent tristique imbre madere genae. 

Qualis in aerii perlucens vertice mentis 
rivus muscoso prosilit e lapide, 

cjui cum de prona praeceps est valle volutus, 
per medium densi transit iterpopuli 

dulce viatori lasso in sudore levamen 
cum grams exustos aestus hiulcat agros. (68a. 51-60) 

[What great sadness of the heart the crafty Amathusian goddess 
gave me, you know, and in what manner she bumed me, when I 
already bumed as fiercely as the Trinacrian rock and the Manlian 
waters at Oetean Thermopylae, when my sad eyes wasted away 
with continual tears, and my cheeks streamed with a flood of 
sadness . Like at the top of a high mountain a glimmering stream 
leaps out from a mossy rock, and it gushes headlong dovyn the 
valley and crosses halfway through the people below, a sweet peace 
there is in his work to the weary wayfarer when sultry head makes 
the thirsty fields open.] 

In "Myne olde dere en'my, my froward master," Wyatt's translation of 

Rime 360, the voice of the lover states: 

He [the personified Love] hath chased me thorough dyvers 
regions. 

Thorough desert wodes and sherp high mountaignes. 
Thorough froward people and straite pressions: 
Thorough rocky sees, over hUles and playnes: 
With wery travaill and labourous paynes . . . (43-47) 

The journey of the lover is described in the same terms as it is in 

Catullus, as a weary traveller crossing high mountains. However, other 

poems of Wyatt also take on the idea of the lover being wearied "assiduo 
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fletij" [vyith continual or perpetual tears]. In "Was 1 never yet of your love 

greved," Wyatt states that "tears continual sore have me wearied" (4). 

Also, Wyatt says he will "wash my bed in teres contynuall" in "O Lord 

sins in my movyth thy myghty name" (77). Wyatt also reminds the reader 

of Catullus ' flood of tears in "Marvail no more all tho": 

And in my hert also 
Is graven vyith lettres diepe 

A thousand sighs and mo, 
A flod of teres to wepe. (5-8) 

The poem most reminiscent of Catullus is "What rage is this?": 

What rage is this? What furor of what kind? 
What pow'r, what plague doth eaiy thus my mind? 
Within my bones to rankle is assigned 

What poison pleasant sweet? 

Lo, see mine eyes swell with continual tears. 
The body still away sleepless it wears. 
My food nothing my fainting strength repairs 

Nor doth my limbs sustain. (1-8) 

Certainly, by itself, Wyatt's use of a lover tired with travel and emotional 

distress as well as his description of lovers' tears is not clearly Catullan— 

although "continual tears" which Wyatt twice uses is a nearly exact 

translation of assiduo fletu. 

In Wyatt's practice of translation, one finds certain habits that are 

relevant to a comparison of Catullus and Wyatt. Wyatt is interested in 

translating poems from Italians, such as Serafino, who were influenced 

by Catullus and who use images and motifs that are Catullan in nature. 

However, many of those same images and motifs are also common in 
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EngHsh proverbs: to plow the sand; words and women are inconstant 

like the vyind. Such a practice iUustrates Wyatt's attempt to imitate 

poems that can be used in creating a poetry in the vemacular; he tries to 

write "EngHsh" poetry while still practicing Renaissance imitatio. 

Catullus vyrote in the same manner; his sources were often Greek in 

origin—Sappho, Theocritus, the Anacreon—but he imitated themes that 

resonated in his own vemacular poetry. Both poets adapt their ovyn 

poetry to break from stale foreign models and to recreate the cultural 

realities that a poetry vyritten in a "nevy" language must reflect in order to 

connect to readers. Therefore, we find that Wyatt shares an affinity not 

ju s t with the content of CatuUus' work but vrith his practice of writing. 

Matters of translation and secondhand influence aside—those 

paraUels suggest little in terms of possible direct influence—there is one 

poem of Wyatt's that seems as if it could be directiy imitative of Catullus, 

for there is no known Italian intermediary source. J u s t as Wyatt so often 

attempted to imitate the forms of the Italians and others—forms such as 

the sonnet, the canzone, and the rondeaux—in "What men5rthe thys?" 

there is an intriguing similarity to Catullus' Sapphic stanzas of Carmen 

51.^^ Notice simply the visual similarities in the form of the two poems: 

Hie mi par esse deo indetur, 
ille, si fas est, superare divos 
qui sedens adversus identidem te 

spectate et audit 

dulce redentem, misero quod omnis 
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eriptit sensus mihi; nam simul te, 
Lesbia, aspexi, nihil est super mi 

[vods in ore] 

lingua sed torpet, tenuis sub artus 
flamma demanat, sonitu suopte 
tintinant aures, gemina teguntur 

lumina node. (51.1-12) 

And if perchance by me there passe 
She unto whome I sue for grace. 
The cold blood forsakythe my face. 

Wyat menythe thys? 

But y f I S5rt:te nere her by. 
With lowd voyce my hart dothe cry, 
And yet my movythe is dome and dry. 

What meyns thys? 

To aske ffor help no hart I have, 
My tong dothe fayle what I shuld crave. 
Yet inwardly 1 rage and rave. 

What menys thys? (17-28) 

The stanza form itself is comparable to Catullus'; however, comparing the 

translation of the CatuUus poem with Wyatt's poem is much more 

striking: 

[To me he appears to equal to a god, if it could be, he appears to 
surpass the gods, he who sitting across from you constantiy 
watches you and hears your sweet laughter. This takes away all 
my senses. When I see you, Lesbia, there is no sound of my voice 
that remains in my mouth, but my tongue becomes numb, and a 
flame runs dovyn my body, and my ears hum, and my eyes are 
blinded by a twofold darkness.] 

The most obvious difference in the two poems is that Catullus is torn 

because his love sits across from another man [sedens adversus]. 

However, Wyatt's speaker feels the same torment when he might "sytte 
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nere her by." Both poet-lovers describe the torment in the same terms. 

Both are suffering intense intemal emotions while on the outside they 

are sUent. Wyatt's lover says that his "movythe is dome and dry." 

Similarly, Catullus ' speaker states that no sound remains within his 

mouth. The lover in Wyatt exclaims "My tong dothe fayle" and the 

ins t rument of speech in Catullus' lover also falters: "lingua sed torpet." 

What is worth noting is that this paraUel is appropriate vrithin the 

Petrarchan conventions. Like the Petrarchan lover who experiences 

physical ailments due to his unrequited love, Catullus' narrator suffers 

from his own object of desire. 

Whether or not Wyatt knew CatuUus flrsthand simply cannot be 

determined. Wyatt's poetry demonstrates the presence of other Latin 

vyriters, Horace in particular, that foUow the same trend of secondary 

influence such as what one finds in his imitation of the Italians. Wyatt's 

most significant—and most acknowledged—imitation of the classics can 

be found in his three epistolary satires, and an overview of these works is 

helpful to the present discussion. Wyatt's main focus in the satires is to 

criticize the court and to glorify country living, and he adopts the style of 

the Horatian satire as a means to do it. "Mine ovyn John Poyntz" depicts 

court as a place where courtiers are subjects to the powerful individuals 

"whom Fortune has lent charge" over them. Wyatt struggles over having 

to conform to the behavior expected of him: 
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I cannot honour them that settes their part 
With Venus and Baccus all theire lyff long; 
Nor hold my pece of them al tho 1 smart. 

I cannot crowche nor knelle to do so grete a wrong 
To worship them, fyke Gode on erthe alone, 
That ar as woUffes thes sely lambes among. 

I cannot vyith wordes complajnie and mone. 
Nor suffer; nor smart withoute complaint; 
Nor torn the word that from my mouth is gone: 

1 cannot speke and loke tyke a saint; 
Use vyiles for vyitt, or make deceyt a pleasure; 
And call craft counceiU, for proffet styU to paint. (22-33) 

For Wyatt, the court expected one to hide truth, to mask real thoughts. 

By the end of the poem he decides that a life of contemplation, among 

the muses , is where he would rather be: 

But here I ame in Kent and Christendome, 
Emong the muses where I rede and ryme. 

Where if thou list, my Poynz, for to com. 

Thou shalt be Judge how I do spend my tyme. (100-103) 

Although the sentiment of this satire is completely organic to the 

court of Henry VIII and reflects the problems of the courtier, the origin of 

both this poem and "My mothers maydes" is Horace's Satire 2.6. In this 

satire Horace includes the fable of the city mouse and country mouse 

(the fable that Wyatt uses in "My mothers maydes") to illustrate that a 

life of contemplation in the country is better than the corruption of 

Rome. Horace wants to leave the commotion of the city, especially the 

practice of social climbing. Like Wyatt, Horace too wants to surround 

himself vrith the muses; he wants to enjoy his favorite literature: 
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[quandoque licetbit / nunc veterum libris, nunc somno et inertibus 

horis, 60-61]. Both poets desire a life in which poetry and learning is the 

priority, not courtly or social position. 

Perhaps Wyatt's most sophisticated manifestation of Horace comes 

in "A spending hand." Addressed to Sir Francis Brian, this satire gives 

Brian instructions on how to do well in the city or in the court. Wyatt 

states that one mus t "Fede thyself fat," (17) forget truth, and to use 

"virtue" as others do: "Use Vertu as it goeth now a dayes so / In word 

also to make thy langage swete / And of the dede yet do not as thou say" 

(37-39). Wyatt believes one must be stingy and must get close to rich old 

men and widows. All of these things of course represent the corruption 

of courtly life, the masks the courtier must wear in order to succeed. 

Again, this is a clever imitation of Horace's Satire 2.5, in which Tiresias 

explains to Ulysses how he might regain his losses and rebuild his 

wealth. In Hnes 23-42, Tiresias' advice is to fish for old men's vyills 

[captes astutus ubique / testamenta senum\, to become the advocate in a 

lawsuit of a rich person, regardless of his villainy (27-31), and of course 

to use flattery [obsecjuio grassare, 93]. Horace's influence is indisputable 

in all three of these satires, but their immediate source appears to be the 

terza rima versions handed down by the Italian Luigi Alamanni.^^ 

Although Wyatt, in the case of the satires, might have known the 

Horatian original, he seems to go first to the Italian rather than to the 
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original itself Again, such indirect imitation of the classics is what one 

finds in the CatuUan passages as well. 

Whether or not Wyatt was exposed to CatuUus is unknown, but 

what is knovyn is that Wyatt's poetry recreates much of the spirit of 

Catullus ' verse. As has been shovyn, Wyatt was exposed to Catullus 

secondhand, and perhaps that influence was enough to shape some of 

his ovyn poetry into a neo-CatuUan voice. Wyatt's verse is one of intense 

intertextual construction, constructed out of numerous influences, and 

one poem that best illustrates the result of Wyatt's imitation is "They Fie 

From Mee." This poem demonstrates the compatibility of Catullan 

themes with Wyatt's anti-Petrarchan works. In fact, this poem is much 

more akin to the spirit of Catullus than the secondhand influence 

previously noted. The poem clearly deviates from the Petrarchan model 

by depicting an affair that was explicitly sexual in nature. The 

Petrarchan model often represented a love based on neoplatonism, one in 

which the fair-cruel maiden in her virtue was forced to reject the physical 

advances of the courtly lover. The paradox of this maiden both cruel and 

fair is thus estabUshed. However, Wyatt portrays neither the lady nor 

the man as a pursuer of divine virtue; the lady is one whose "lose govyne 

from her shoulders did fall" (11). She appears to have at one time sought 

out the lover, and she seems to enjoy this iUicit affair and proves herself 

to be the aggressor: "And She me caught in her armes long and small, / 
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Therewith all swetely did me kysee / And softly saide: "Dere hert ho we 

like you this?" (12-14). As Shormishtha Panja suggests,^^ the "they"(l) 

who stalk in his bedroom "vyith naked fote" (2) in line one of Wyatt's 

poem suggests that the poet has had other affairs, and the women 

"stalking" also suggests a sexual aggression on their part. Therefore, 

Wyatt portrays both the lover and the beloved as being engaged in a 

"stealthy pursui t of lust ,"^ not an affair based on the neoplatonic notion 

that the lover actually seeks Virtue, which manifests itself physically in 

the object of desire. 

Catullus also portrays an affair in which physical desire plays an 

important role. Lesbia asks her lover "quot mihi basiationes / tuae . . . 

sint satis superqueT (7.1-2) [how many of my kisses would be enough and 

more than enough for you]. The implication is that such kisses were 

shared, but the Carmina never explicitly reveals jus t how far the physical 

relationship has gone. Nevertheless, the speaker in Catullus, like that in 

Wyatt, does not portray his lover as a model of virtue. As Catullus' lover 

becomes bitter vyith his unrequited love he suggests the foUovying to 

Lesbia: 

cum suis mvat valeatque moechis 
quos simul complexa tenet trecentos 
nullum amans vere, sed identidem omnium 

ilia rumpens (11.17-20) 

[may she have good health and live long with her adulterers whom 
she holds, embracing three hundred at a time, truly loving no one, 
but breaking all their loins again and again.] 
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Although Wyatt's poet-lover does not give u s such a direct condemnation 

in "They Fie from Mee," like Catullus' own poet-lover, he feels bitter 

towards his lady. As Wyatt remembers the kisses of his lady, he 

suddenly realizes that "all is tomed, through my gentilnes" (16). He was 

the victim of a "straunge fasshion of forsaking" (17). With a sarcastic 

tone he has "leve to goo of her goodenes" (18) since he had been so 

"kyndely" (20) served. By the end of the poem he insinuates that he 

vyishes that the same distress from which he now suffers vyill fall upon 

the mistress, that she might get "what she hath deserved" (21). 

There is a strong resemblance in this last stanza of "They Fie From 

Me" and many of Catullus ' poems, especially Carmen 8. CatuUus' lover 

is also throvyn aside by his mistress, and he eventually attempts to 

overcome his lady's rejection of him. Again, Wyatt's speaker believes that 

all was "tomed" because of his "gentilnes," his nobility of character. In 

Catullus, the lover also seems to be concemed vyith his own behavior in 

dealing vyith Lesbia. In Carmen 8, he tvyice orders himself to "obdurd" 

(8.11 85 20.6-7) [stand firm]. The lover tells himself to stop being silly and 

"quod indes perisseperditum duca^ (8.2) [may you consider a lost thing a 

thing that should be gone]. CatuUus' lover admits, again like Wyatt's, 

that there was a time when the day shone on for his romance, but now 

she is unwilling; he mus t "nee quaefugit sectare, nee miser lAve, / sed 
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obstinata mentperfer^ (8.10-11) [neither follow she who flees, nor live 

unhappily but endure vyith a strong mind]. 

Like Wyatt's speaker, Catullus also vyishes some emotional distress 

on his former lover. He states that he will not be there for her when she 

comes looking; he teUs her "tu dolebi^ (8.14) fyou wiU suffer!] and asks 

"Quae tibi manet tntcf (8.15) [what life remains for you?]. He mockingly 

asks her to whom vyfll she now go, whom vrill she hold, whom vyill she 

kiss, and whose lips will she nibble. Catullus' lover is suggesting that 

Lesbia wiU suffer in the manner in which he has been physicaUy and 

emotionally suffering, and in essence Wyatt's poet-lover is hoping for the 

same thing when he says "I wold fain knowe what she hath deserved." 

The parallel vyith CatuUus' Carmen 8 can be found elsewhere in Wyatt's 

work as weU. Wyatt's lover expresses this same sentiment in "My Lute 

Awake." In this poem, the speaker has had enough of his mistress' 

disdain, and he predicts (and, presumably, hopes) that the woman vyill 

suffer at last, that she will "vrisshe and want as I have done": 

Perchaunce the lye wethered and old 
The wynter nyght that are so cold, 
Playning in vain unto the mone; 
Thy vyisshes then dare not be told; 

Care then who lyst, for I have done. 

And then may chaunce the to repent 
The tyme that thou hast lost and spent 
To cause thy lovers sigh and swone; 
Then shalt thou knowe beautie but lent, 

And vyisshe and want as I have done. (26-35) 
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J .B. Leishman has vyritten that the classical theme of an "ingrateful 

beauty threatened," part of which is that the "mistress's reputation for 

beauty is an illusion created by himself [the poet]," was not present in 

the so-called Petrarchan poets of England, and the theme also suggests 

that the poet has the power to "'uncreate"' that illusion which he has 

created.^^ Clearly, Wyatt, both implicitly and explicitly does touch on this 

classical theme. 

In considering the affinities present in Catullus and Wyatt, "My 

Lute Awake" and Wyatt's other "lute" poem, "Blame not my lute," are 

significant in a number of ways. In these two poems Wyatt draws 

attention to the very act of composition. The lute becomes the symbol for 

the act of writing poetry. In the second poem, "Blame not my lute," 

Wyatt's speaker asks the listener (presumably his lady) not to hold 

against him what his lute, or his poetry, says. In a mocking manner that 

criticizes the virtue of the mistress, Wyatt leaves behind Petrarchan 

idealization of the lover. Wyatt's lover asks his lady not to blame his 

poetry for speaking ill of her but rather to blame herself: 

Blame but the selffe that has mysdone 
And well desarvid to have blame; 
Change thou thy way so evyll begone 
And then my lute shall sownd that same; 
But if tyll then my fyngeres play 
By thy desartt, ther wontyd way 

Blame not my lute. (25-30) 

Wyatt is implicitly asserting that his poetry must say what is true about 
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the mistress and the nature of relationship; he is not going to offer 

"Petrarchan" praise to a woman who fails to live up to the Petrarchan 

s tandards (this is a problem of Petrarchan poets that Shakespeare wiU 

later point out in his Sonnet 130—poets He to make their mistresses 

seem like the ideal Petrarchan mistress even when they are not). 

Although Wyatt is setting the theme of this poem into a contemporary 

context, the sentiment resembles that of the Latin elegists, who often 

criticize their mistresses while always making the reader aware that the 

fault Hes not vyith the poet-lovers, but with their ladies. Such a fault in a 

mistress results from both physical and emotional betrayals. Wyatt asks 

the mistress of his poem not to blame his poetry "if perchance this 

foolish rhyme / Do make thee blush at any time." This is basically the 

sentiment of Catullus ' Carmen 16 when he says "nam castum esse decet 

pium.poetam/ ipsum, versiculos nigil necessesf (16.5-6) [For the pious 

poet should be chaste, but his verses need not be so]. The implication 

Catullus makes is that he vyrites what he sees; it is not his ovyn lack of 

piety that causes his verse to lash out, but rather the impiety of those 

around him. 

Wyatt cannot be said to be an imitator of Catullus, but through his 

artistic desire to begin moving away from the Petrarchan ideal and 

through his imitation of Italians that often did move away from 

Petrarchan conventions, Wyatt—much more so than Skelton—recreates 
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Catullan elements and brings those elements into EngHsh verse. 

Although affinities with Catullus are not as prolific in Wyatt as with the 

later love poets, some parallels do begin to emerge. What both poets do 

is take the simpHstic nature of idealized love and t u m their poems into a 

complex, more realistic understanding of love and the relationship 

between men and women. In Catullus' body of work, he provides the 

model for shovying aU levels of an affair. He shows the sensuality of love, 

the despair of love, and the bitter thoughts caused by an unrequited love. 

As Wyatt began to experiment with the notion of idealized love, his work 

too offers different levels of real, human love. Asserting that Wyatt's 

themes are often similar to those of Catullus, does not take away from 

the originality and creativity of Wyatt's accomplishments but allows u s to 

appreciate his understanding of the potential of the love poem. Clearly, 

Wyatt's friend John Leland understood the Catullan elements in Wyatt's 

work, and that is reflected in his elegy to Wyatt. It is Ukely that if Leland 

saw the affinity or compatibility of the two poets, then other Renaissance 

poets did as weU. By the time Shakespeare was vyriting his ovyn version 

of Petrarchan love, both affinities vyith Catullus and anti-Petrarchism 

had become more prevalent. As a result, Catullan themes become even 

more apparent. 
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CHAPTER III 

SUBVERTING THE IDEAL IN SHAKESPEARE 

AND CATULLUS 

To compare Shakespeare and Catullus is not vyithout precedent. 

Two of Shakespeare's contemporaries Hnk him to Catullus. Francis 

Meres in 1598 made the first reference to Shakespeare and Catullus. 

Meres was a scholar and Divine, who graduated from Pembroke College 

at Cambridge in 1587. Meres contributed verses to the miscellany. 

Paradise of Dainty Devices (1595), but he is best knovyn for his work 

Palladis Tamia (1598), in which he refers to Sir PhiUp Sidney, John Lyly, 

Sir J o h n Harrington, and Shakespeare. In the section, "A Comparative 

Discourse of our EngHsh Poets with the Greek, Latin, and Italian Poets," 

which compares contemporary English writers with the writers of 

antiquity, Meres vyrites: "As Pindarus, Anacreon, and CaUimachus 

among the Greekes, and Horace and Catullus among the Latines are the 

best Lyrick poets: so in this faculty the best among our poets are 

Spencer (who excelleth In all kinds), Daniel, Drayton, Shakespeare, 

Bretton."^ Meres considers Shakespeare to be a lyric poet, in the 

tradition of Horace and Catullus, and since Meres does not refer to any 

playwrights (and certainly the fact that neither Horace nor Catullus 

wrote drama), one can infer that he is indeed referring to the 
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non-dramatic works of Shakespeare; in fact, he directiy refers to 

Shakespeare 's "sugred Sonnets."^ However, Meres is not the only 

contemporary of Shakespeare to make such a connection between 

Shakespeare 's poetry and that of Catullus. Richard Carew—in an essay 

simUar to Meres'—also attempts to glorify EngHsh vyriters by comparing 

the great EngHsh ones to corresponding classical vyriters. Carew, in "The 

ExceUencie of the EngHsh Tongue" (1604-1614?), vyrites: "WiU you read 

Virgin? take the Earl of Surrey: Catullus? Shakespeare and Marlowes 

fragment."^ He associates Virgil with Surrey (probably due to Surrey's 

translations of the Aeneid) and Catullus with Shakespeare and Marlowe. 

For Marlowe the "fragment" may be "Hero and Leander," but for 

Shakespeare, although the reference is ambiguous, it is most likely to the 

sonnets.'* Carew, a cousin of the poet Thomas Carew, was from a 

prominent family of Comwall and is best knovyn for his Survey of 

Comwall, a historical account of his homeland. However, he also 

translated Tasso and was acquainted vyith such men as William Camden, 

Sir Walter Raleigh, and Sir Philip Sidney, vyith whom he quarreled at 

Oxford.^ Carew's comparison of Shakespeare and Catullus comes in a 

letter vyritten to Camden, who included it in his second edition of the 

Remains in 1614. Gregory Smith, the editor of Elizabethan Critical 

Essays, suggests a possible 1598 date for the letter (although Smith 

supplies no evidence for that date); however, that the letter was not 
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included in the 1604 edition of the Remains makes a post-1604 date 

more likely. 

Some three hundred years later in 1899, Hugh MacNaghten made 

a more substantial comparison of the two poets in his The Story of 

Catullus, in which MacNaghten makes the first comparison of Catullus' 

Lesbia and the Dark Lady of Shakespeare's sonnets.^ MacNaghten 

notices "that Shakespeare's record of his ovyn love and friendship recalls, 

if we may trust the sonnets, in almost every particular the experience of 

CatuUus."^ However, MacNaghten leaves his observation at that, 

obviously assuming the biographical nature of the works, and he does 

not analyze the similarities in the poets' texts. A more thorough 

discussion of these poets was undertaken by Robert Bagg in his 1965 

article, "Some Versions of Lyric Impasse in Shakespeare and CatuUus."* 

Bagg argues that although a basis for comparison does exist between the 

two poets, and although the poetry of both reflects an "attempt to 

preserve and express a sense of their ovyn love's goodness in response to 

a shattering sexual betrayal,"^ a difference emerges in that Catullus is 

"passionately naive,"^° while Shakespeare appears more observant and 

aware of his problems in love. (Bagg, although less explict than 

MacNaghten, also assumes the autobiographical nature of two poets' 

works.) Ultimately, Bagg's characterization of both poets is 
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incomplete. Catullus ' lover is not as naive, nor is Shakespeare's as 

insightful as Bagg suggests. Contrary to Bagg's view, there is a much 

larger affinity that Hnks these poets and their overall construction of the 

lyric, an affinity that results from more than jus t a "melancholy 

k inship ."" The greater similarities in these poets are evident in the 

function of their comparable—although not identical—cultural and poetic 

ideologies. The Roman civic virtues of pietas, offidum, fides, and foedus 

all play an important role in Catullus' conception and poetic 

representation of love, and Shakespeare similarly reUes on the ideologies 

associated vrith neoplatonism, courtiy love, and the Petrarchan 

conventions of love poetry. The characterization of love found in their 

poetry often results from the failure or inadequacies of these poetic and 

philosophical discourses. The poets depict the inadequacies of such 

s tandards as a way to show a more realistic view of love than such 

philosophical ideals and poetic conventions typically aUow. In other 

words, their poetry is the result of the struggle to find a poetic language 

that reflects the realities of love rather than the Uterary and philosophical 

ideals of love. 

That the works of these poets bears a resemblance to each other 

should become apparent in the following analysis of their poetry, but 

whether or not Shakespeare shaped his ovyn vision of love with Catullus 

in mind is much more difficult to establish. In fact, there is very littie 
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evidence that supports the view that Shakespeare knew Catullus' work. 

At best, there are reasons to believe that Shakespeare could have come 

into contact vyith Catullus. T.W. Baldvrin finds that as early as Edward 

VI's reign, Catullus, along with TibuUus, was taught in the grammar 

schools, primarily to Ulustrate verse forms—although "always guarding 

chastity."^^ According to Baldwin, the grammar school curriculum during 

this period was either based on or is very similar to the curriculum for a 

grammar school described by John Sturm, in his De Literarvm Lvdis 

Rede Aperiendis Liber (1538), in which Catullus' importance is 

discussed: "The Aeneid of Virgil has all the virtues of heroic verse; the 

remaining varieties must be gathered from Catullus, and TibuUus, and 

Horace."^^ Catullus continued to be taught in Winchester in 1560, 

particularly the epigrams in the Carmina, as weU as in Eton and 

Westininster during Elizabeth's reign. "̂̂  Baldvyin also notes that CatuUus 

was included in J a m e s VI's collection of textbooks. ̂ ^ James was only two 

years younger than Shakespeare,.and Catullus' inclusion, according to 

Baldwin, "shows what texts were most current for educational work in 

Shakespeare's day."^^ Although it would be hard to imagine Shakespeare 

not coming into contact vyith Catullus, there is no persuasive evidence of 

any direct imitation. Baldwin states that although "Catullus was 

specified at Eton and Westminster . . . . I know of but one really close 

paraUel to Catullus in Shakespeare."^'^ The parallel to which Baldwin 
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alludes is the phrase from 2 Henry FV, "He seem'd in running to devour 

the way" (1.1.47), a quote which closely parallels Catullus' "viam vorabif 

(35.7) [he vyiU devour the way). However, even this phrase had been 

borrowed by others, according to Baldvyin, and "can hardly cany much 

weight as indicating that Shakespeare had read CatuUus."^* 

The lack of specific references or allusions to Catullus in 

Shakespeare has made connecting the two vmters problematic for 

previous scholars looking for direct influence. James McPeek, 

particularly, acknowledges several of what he believes to be Catullan 

echoes; however, most of the parallels he discuss are phrases and motifs 

that had become commonplace in Renaissance poetry. McPeek notes 

simUarities in Catullus ' epithalamia and two passages from 

Shakespeare's plays. In Carmen 6 1 , CatuUus explains that the new 

husband vyill not want to wander sexually, but stay close to the bosom of 

his new bride, jus t as a "lenta xntis," a pliant or cHnging vine, entvyines 

the tree next to it. Catullus also describes the bride's love in the ssime 

terms, that love vyill bind her heart as the "tenax hedera," the clinging 

ivy, clasps the tree. SimUarly, in Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors, 

Adriana states: "Come, 1 vyiU fasten on this sleeve of thine; / Thou art an 

elm, my husband; I a vine" (2.2.175-76). Also, in A Midsummer Night's 

Dream, Titania states, "So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle / 

Gently entwist: the female ivy so / Enrings the barky fingers of the elm" 
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(4.1.43-44). McPeek is correct in noticing the similarities; however, this 

particular image of the clasping ivy is borrowed by other classical vyriters 

after Catullus (Ovid, Claudian, and Statius being the most important) 

and later becomes quite commonplace in Elizabethan marriage songs. 

The image could derive from these classical vyriters or the numerous 

intermediary borrowers from Europe. Therefore, the use of this one 

image is not convincing evidence of Shakespeare's knowledge of Catullus' 

work. 

McPeek also finds similarities vyith Catullus in Shakespeare's 

sonnets. Although Shakespeare's Sonnet 27 has sometimes been Hnked 

to Ovid, McPeek compares Shakespeare's Sonnet 27 to Catullus' 

Carmen 3 1 . Shakespeare writes "Weary vyith toil, I haste me to my bed 

/ The dear repose for Hmbs vyith travel tired" (27.1-2).^^ Stephen Booth 

notes that "weary vyith toil" is a translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses 

(15.188), "cum lassa quitet^; Golding translates the passage fairly 

literally, "when aU things wearily lie" (208).^^ Although the basic 

sentiment of these passages is similar, Shakespeare's words can hardly 

be called a "translation" from Ovid. In addition, Ovid's original has 

absolutely nothing to do vyith a weary lover. Because Shakespeare does 

connect the phrase to a weary lover, McPeek is justified in comparing 

the Hne from Shakespeare vyith lines 7-11 of Catullus' Carmen 31 : 

o quid solutis est beatius curis, 
cum mens onus reponit, ac peregrine 
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laborefesi venimus larem ad nostrum 
desideratoque acquiesdmus lecto? 

[Oh, what is more blessed than putting away cares when the mind 
lays by its burden, and tired with the labors of distant travel, 
we now come to our home and rest on the bed for which we have 
longed. This in itself is worth all these toils.] 

Both poets find themselves seeking the quiet of contemplation after their 

physical labors have been finished. Even though the passage in 

Shakespeare is more similar to Catullus than to Ovid, there is still a 

significant difference in that Catullus' lover seems to find some measure 

of peace in his new found comfort while Shakespeare's begins a "zealous 

pUgrimage." In this "pilgrimage" the poet's isolation causes him even 

more toils than the physical hardships now completed: "Lo thus by day 

my Hmbs, by night my mind, / For thee, and for myself, no quiet find" 

(13-14). 

McPeek notes another parallel in Shakespeare's Sonnet 30 and 

Catullus ' Carmen 96.^^ In Shakespeare's poem, the poet, again in 

soHtude, states: 

Then can I drown an eye (unused to flow) 
For precious friends hid in death's dateless night 
And weep afresh love's long since cancelled woe. 
And moan th'expense of many a vanished sight. (30.5-8) 

McPeek notes the similarity this poem has vrith Catullus' Carmen 96: 

Si quicquam mutis gratum acceptumve sepulcris 
acddere a nostra, Calve, dolore potest, 

cjuo desiderio veteres renovamus amores 
atque olim amissas flemus amidtias . . . (96.1-4) 
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[If the quiet grave accepts any pleasure, or sweetness from our 
mourning, Calvus, the grief and regret vyith which we make old 
loves live again, and weep for friendships long gone . . .] 

Shakespeare 's drovyning his eyes "For precious friends hid in death's 

dateless night" and Catullus' weeping in grief and regret for friends now 

deceased are similar in phrasing. However, there is once again a 

difference in sentiment, for Shakespeare's poet-lover ultimately feels a 

consolation in his love for the friend that one does not find in Catullus' 

version of the theme. 

Finally, McPeek also notices that a passage from Shakespeare's 

Cymbeline echoes the popular sentiment of Catullus' "odi et amo"; 

however the parallel itself is far too common to attribute specifically to 

CatuUus: 

I love and hate her; for she's fair and royal. 
And that she hath all courtiy parts, more exquisite 
Than lady, ladies, woman; From every one 
The best she hath, and she, of all compounded. 
Outsells them all . . . (3.5.70-74) 

The first line obviously reminds one of the well-knovyn—and much 

imitated—epigram from CatuUus: 

Odi et amo. Quare id fadam fortasse requiris? 
Nesdo, sed fieri sentio, et excrudor. (85.1-2) 

[1 hate and love. Why I feel this way you ask? 
1 don't know, but I do, and am in anguish] 

The hate/love paradox had become a common theme during the 

Renaissance and the parallel is not Uluminating in itself; however, 
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McPeek rightfully acknowledges that the passage from Cymbeline not 

only resembles the "Odi et amo" of CatuUus but also the poem that 

immediately foUows, Carmen 86. Here Catullus begins by discussing the 

praise the woman Quintia receives for her beauty; she's deemed 

"Candida, longa, rectasf [pale, tall, and straight]. However, Catullus says 

that Lesbia, too, is beautiful and must have stolen away the graces of 

Venus from other women: "Lesbia formosast, quae cum pulcherrima 

totast, I tum omnibus una omnis surripuit Veneres (86.5-6) [Lesbia is 

beautiful—she has all beauties—eind has stolen the graces of Venus from 

all other women]. That the mistress is made up of the qualities of all 

other women is a sentiment also echoed in Cymbeline, in which Cloten 

states " . . . From every one / The best she hath" (Cymbeline 3.5.72-73). 

When taken together, these two images in Shakespeare become more 

significant, suggesting, perhaps, Shakespeare's knowledge of the order of 

CatuUus' Carmina, not jus t the image itself The fact that these two 

poems in the Carmina are so close to one another (Carmen 85 and 86) 

makes this observation McPeek's most persuasive evidence that 

Shakespeare might have actually had Catullus in mind, but it is far from 

conclusive and has littie relevance to the sonnets themselves, which is 

the focus of this present study. Nevertheless, these specific images and 

themes—the clasping ivy, the restiess lover, the remembering of friends, 

the presence of contrary emotions, the claim that the graces of a loved 
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one exceed those of other women—are all too common in love poetry and 

too different in wording from the Catullan original to prove anything in 

the way of direct influence. Baldwin's estabUshing Catullus' place in the 

grammar school curriculum is the most substantial evidence that 

Shakespeare could have knovyn Catullus, but because there is nothing 

that resembles direct translation or direct borrovring, one cannot be sure 

that CatuUus was knovyn by Shakespeare even if Catullus' work was part 

of the grammar schools. Because we are left with only the "possibility" of 

influence, there are no grounds for supposing that Shakespeare did 

know Catullus. However, even if the reader is forced to assume that 

Shakespeare never read Catullus, their poetry still suggests a similar 

approach to dealing with love. However, such an analysis must pull 

away from locating similar passages and examine the significant 

thematic parallels, as well as the general nature of the lover as a figure, 

in Shakespeare 's Sonnets and Catullus' Carmina. 

Before proceeding vyith such an analysis, certain factors should be 

acknowledged. To begin vyith, there is no truly original love affair; the 

plight of the "lover" is a universal experience, and that experience is 

usually depicted in every culture's mythology, art, and literature. Even 

outside of the Westem tradition, one can find similar problems for the 

lover.^^ The lover in all of his (or her) anguish fundamentally serves as an 

archetypal symbol; the desires and drives that plague the Petrarchan or 
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Catullan lover are part of the human experience and, perhaps, part of a 

larger coUective unconscious. Roland Barthes, in A Lover's Discourse, 

discusses this universal discourse of the lover, which includes the 

expression of anxiety, jealousy, and the pains of separation. However, as 

Barthes notes, the lover vriU always attempt to affirm his love: "despite 

the difficulties of [his] story, despite discomforts, doubts, despairs, 

despite impulses to be done vyith it, [he] unceasingly afrirm[s] love, vrithin 

[himselfl, as a value."^^ One hardly needs a theorist such as Barthes to 

recognize the common pitfalls of love, as well as the need to legitimize 

ones feeling of love; however, Bgirthes does make clear the universality of 

such a discourse and, at least implicitiy, the archetypal nature of the 

suffering lover. If we are to consider the lover as a kind of archetype, 

then recognizing the manner in which two cultures, two literary periods, 

define and then redefine that archetypgil figure becomes significant. The 

despairing lover as a figure may be common—and have common 

problems—but what this figure suggests, how it functions vrithin a 

specific set of values and what similarities and differences we find in the 

psychological make-up of the lover can help u s understand how poets 

use lyric poetry as a genre and, specifically, how the literary lover 

integrates certain value systems into his love affair. 

Considering the universality of the lover as a figure and 

considering the experiences common to all lovers, it should not come as 
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a surprise that Catullus and Shakespeare both depict iUicit affairs and 

lovers vyith common problems (common to one another but also to other 

literary "lover" figures). However, how the lovers choose to handle their 

problems and how they deal vyith the particular values that become part 

of their conception of love are processes that usually vary significantiy 

from one "lyric voice" to another. One example that Ulustrates such a 

process is Chaucer 's Canterbury Tales. Both the Knight's Tale and the 

Miller's Tale depict a rather common problem for the lover: the love 

triangle. The knight's version of this problem glorifies the values of 

chivalry, of friendship, of sacrifice; however, the miller, immediately 

undercuts those values in his ovyn tale, bringing to light lust, trickery, 

betrayal, and faithlessness. Unlike the framed structure of Chaucer's 

work, the lyric poet does not have the benefit of two separate voices 

expressing different views, and often, as vyith a poet like Petrarch or a 

neoplatonist like Castiglione—and even Spenser—the speakers often 

portray their relationships as ideal relationships that conform to the 

models which they follow. However, what makes Shakespeare different 

from the traditional Renaissance love poets is that they he, Hke Catullus, 

uses the single, subjective voice of the lyric lover to both introduce a set 

of values and then slowly show how those values deteriorate within the 

lover's affair. The values associated vyith the lover's relationship vary 

from poet to poet and from age to age. Shakespeare and Catullus are no 
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exception. Catullus includes elements of Roman civic virtues in the 

Lesbia affair, and Shakespeare similarly uses the virtues inherent in 

Renaissance neoplatonism and courtiy love. It is not the values 

themselves that connect Shakespeare and CatuUus, but rather how their 

own sets of values function vrithin the relationship. 

Both Catullus and Shakespeare use love poetry as a way to reflect 

values inherent in their poet-lover's initial conception of what love should 

be or could be, then to show these values fail. Catullus' poetry reflects— 

as do many of Shakespeare's sonnets—constant shifts in the lover's 

mood; these images make u p the conflict in Catullus' work. Classicists 

have traditionaUy recognized certain characteristics in Catullus' poetry 

that to some degree account for the conflict and have typically 

characterized Catullus ' poetry as a depiction of failed expectations in 

love. These expectations are closely connected to the Roman social 

values of fides and pietas (faithfulness and duty), as well as offidum 

(service) and foedus (pact); these terms represent significant social 

virtues applied to poHtics, mUitaiy, and famUy. R.O.A.M Lyne, in The 

Latin Love Poets (1980), sums up the importance of these concepts in 

Catullus by asserting that during Catullus' time there was not "a 

vocabulary for profound commitment in love . . . but it did have a highly 

developed code . . . of social commitment."^'* This vocabulary of social 

values became Catullus ' way of talking about the values of love, but 
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again those values, applied to Lesbia, often coUapse. The poetry, in a 

sense, becomes what Lyne caUs "an attempt to express feelings 

consequent upon a knowledge of failed love."^^ The operative phrase in 

Lyne's s tatement is "an attempt to express." Once pietas and fides are no 

longer adequate in characterizing his relationship, the poetry becomes 

more personal and more self-reflective (at least self reflective for the 

persona of the poet-lover). Lyne's characterization is fundamentally 

accurate and has been applied to an even more sophisticated inquiry into 

Catullus ' poetry. William Fitzgerald, in Catullan Provocations (1995), 

explores what he calls the "positionality of reader and poet" and views 

the affair between Catullus ' poet-lover and Lesbia as dominated by a 

language that "is pervaded by the rhetoric of aristocratic obligation, 

which is vyrenched from its usual social context to speak of a radically 

unconventional relationship."^^ This "rhetoric of aristocratic obligation" 

is, according to Fitzgerald, linked to those same values described by 

Lyne,^'^ and the values themselves are applied to the affair with Lesbia— 

awkwardly—and then undermined within the context of the poems: "The 

Catullan lover speaks vyith great intensity a language that has been 

deprived of the social context that would render it efficacious; the poet's 

language, too acquires much of its energy from the fact that it is 

withdravyn from the usual social contexts."^* 
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The virtues of pietas, fides, foedus, and offidum, all of which define 

the initial expectations of the lover in Catullus, have a correspondence in 

the values of courtiy love and in the traditional Renaissance conception 

of love. Unlike Catullus, who integrates Roman civic virtues into his 

literary depiction of the lover, Shakespeare has weU-estabHshed 

philosophical and literary models that already provide a set of values in 

love. The failure of such Renaissance models of love in Shakespeare 

corresponds to the failure of the Roman virtues in Catullus. Similar to 

Lyne's and Fitzgeredd's discussions of Catullus and the Roman virtues, 

Steven Booth, in his edition of the sonnets, notes numerous instances of 

Shakespeare 's using elements of the courtiy love tradition in the sonnets. 

The expectations of courtly love, and the literary conventions used to 

express those expectations, are comparable to the Roman virtues in 

Catullus ' poetry. Courtiy love established the roles of the lovers. The 

entire courtiy love experience involved the lover in an exercise of fidelity 

(fides) to the mistress. Regardless of any rejection from the mistress, the 

lover was expected to uphold faithfully the duty (pietas) and service 

(offidum) he had sworn to that mistress. Booth notices that the "master 

mistress" of Sonnet 20 estabUshes "an almost technical term of courtiy 

love: a lady to whom the lover swears allegiance—on the pa t tem of a 

vassal who swore allegiance to a lord."^^ In fact, the lover in Shakespeare 

is often concemed with "truth" and whether or not such "truth" is 
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present in the Fair Young Man or the Dark Lady. Booth notes the 

primary definition of "truth" as "constancy, fideHty,"^^ and by this 

definition, the virtue is simUar to the Roman concept of fides found in 

Catullus. 

In addition to the model relationship born from courtly love (and 

typically found in Petrarchan love poetry), the spuitual element of love 

estabUshed by Christian neoplatonism is also significant to 

Shakespeare 's model of love, particularly the neoplatonic model of love 

set forth in CastigUone's The Book of the Courtier, in which the search for 

love becomes the search for beauty, a heavenly beauty that is always 

good. Robert Witt, in his Of Comfort and Despair: Shakespeare's Sonnet 

Sequence, argues that Shakespeare's entire sequence can be viewed as a 

neoplatonic affair—if the sonnets are rearranged.^^ Labeling 

Shakespeare 's sonnets as a true neoplatonic affair is perhaps 

overstating; however, J .B. Leishman more accurately discusses the "un-

platonic hyperbole" of the sonnets, noting both the presence and 

adaptation of neoplatonic concepts.^^ Booth notes obvious neoplatonic 

elements in eighteen of the sonnets. As Lyne and Fitzgerald remarked 

concerning Catullus ' deviation from the Roman virtues, Booth, 

discussing Sonnet 53, states "the mere presence of the two Platonic 

terms ["substance" and "shadows"] in lines 1 and 2 estabUshes the 

Platonic doctrine of ideas ' and 'forms as a basis from which Shakespeare 
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can expand."33 The Petrarchan model being used as an expression of 

neoplatonism estabUshed that the desire for the mistress at least should 

be a desire for heavenly beauty itself These philosophical concepts and 

the at tempt to express them through common literary conventions 

provides the lyric lover vyith a way to sublimate sexual desire, a way to 

redirect sexual energy to a set of values that legitimize the obsessive 

desires the lover feels. The lover may have sexual desire, but such desire 

undermines the values of the conventions and thus destroys the mistress 

as the ideal. Therefore, when the speaker in Shakespeare (and Catullus) 

express disillusionment in love he simultaneously reflects a more general 

failure in the set of models—both philosophical and literary—initially 

used to glorify such love. 

Catullus portrays the affair vyith Lesbia as a multifaceted 

emotional experience. The poems depict a developing relationship and a 

development in the poet's understanding of that relationship. In many of 

the poems, the poet expresses sincerity and has affection, praise, and 

admiration for his mistress (Carmen 2, 3, 5, 7, 86, 87, 109). Later, the 

poet realizes the shortcomings (and betrayal) of his mistress and 

experiences denial, jealousy, and a desire for her to suffer in the same 

way he suffers, but the poet cannot escape his ovyn feelings of desire and 

hope for reconciliation (Carmen 51 , 70, 72, 75, 76, 82, 83, 85, 92, 104, 

107). The poet ultimately feels embittered and wants to reject his 
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misti-ess completely and expose her lack of virtue and pietas (Carmen 8, 

11, 58). The most intriguing of those poems are the ones in which the 

poet struggles with the conflict between the idealized bond he initially 

feels and the realization of Lesbia's failure to live up to the virtue of 

pietas. 

Shakespeare's depiction of love represents a similar 

disiUusionment vyith the failure of love to Uve up to the models obtained 

through neoplatonism and courtiy love as expressed through the 

Petrarchan conventions of love poetry. The major compHcation in 

discussing Shakespeare, however, is that his sonnets depict two affairs, 

one with the Dark Lady and one vyith the Fair Youth, and those affairs, 

although connected, have typically been viewed quite differentiy. It is 

easy for the reader simply to take the "good angel" versus "bad angel" as 

a summing u p of how each is thought of by the poet. However, that 

supposition undermines the complexity of the poet's attraction and 

devotion to both objects of his desire. Joseph Pequigney, in particular, 

has estabUshed the view that the poet's relationship vyith the fair youth is 

far from conventional Petrarchism—especially in what Pequigney views 

as the explicit homosexual nature of the affair—and he also asserts that 

the lover's feelings of betrayal by the Dark Mistress are caused by his 

emotional disappointment as well as the failed attempt at satisfying his 

lustful desires.3'* Martin Green, in The Labyrinth of Shakespeare's 
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Sonnets: An Examination of Sexual Elements in Shakespeare's Sonnets, 

offers an even darker reading of the sonnets. Green views the sonnets as 

a portrayal of a complex sexual relationship between the three figures, 

and the "cankered" rose represents the spread of venereal disease from 

the Dark Lady to the Fair Youth—and eventually to the speaker 

himself. ̂ ^ The affair vyith the Fair Youth is also complicated by 

Renaissance conventions of friendship between men (which actually have 

Platonic roots) as well as Renaissance attitudes toward patronage. What 

one finds in an analysis of Shakespeare's sonnets is that the lover's 

relationships have a complexity similar to CatuUus'; the relationships 

include praise and adoration (as the lovers adopt certain values initially 

to idealize the affairs) but they also reflect the failure of those values, a 

failure that results in betrayal and disillusionment. 

Although the values the vyriters assign to their affairs are not 

exactiy the same (although duty and fidelity are important in both), their 

ftmction vyithin the lovers' relationships is, and in Catullus those values 

initially serve to praise the lover's relationship vyith Lesbia. In the 

Carmina, of the poems that portray Catullus' lover's intense devotion and 

unwavering confidence. Carmen 87 and 109 estabUsh that initial 

expectation Catullus has concerning the fidelity (fides) and bond (foedus) 

that should tie the lovers together. In Carmen 87 the speaker seems to 

have nothing a sincere affection for his mistress: 
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Nulla potest mulier tantum se dicere amatam 
vere, quantum a me Lesbia amata mea's. 

Nulla fides ullofuit umquam foedere tanta, 
cjuanta in amore tuo ex parte reperta meast (87.1-4) 

[There is no woman who is able to say tmthfuUy that she has been 
loved as you, my Lesbia, have been loved by me. No faithfulness in 
any bond has ever been found as true as the faithfulness in my 
love for you.] 

Here the poet is using the Roman ideals of foedus and fides to express 

the lover's complete devotion to her. This bond extends beyond mere 

love; foedus again refers to any bond—legal, marital, poHtical, etc.—and 

he is in essence claiming that his bond is greater than any such public 

contract. Of course, such a bond would seem not to apply to an 

extramarital affair, but Catullus' lover is willing to ignore this fact. 

Carmen 109 continues with the sentiment of praise; here the poet-lover 

prays to the gods, asking that Lesbia's promise of eternal love and 

happiness may come to pass . He wamts this eternal bond of sacred 

friendship [aetemum hoc sanctiae foedus amidtiae (109.6)] to last 

throughout their fives. Carmen 72 depicts the poet expressing how he 

once loved Lesbia in a kind of familial way: "dilexi tum te non tantum ut 

vulgus amicam, / sed pater ut gnatos diligit et generos" (72.3-4) [Then 1 

loved you, not as a plain mistress, but as a father loves his chUdren and 

in-laws]. Catullus establishes his idealization of Lesbia, his sense of 

duty (pietas) toward her, and it is a duty that Catullus links to the 

commitment and love of family. The speaker is clearly estabUshing-
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attempting to establish—a set of values, as well as a way to discuss those 

values, that he can apply to his relationship; he does, in essence, try to 

give legitimacy to a relationship that has none. 

Although Shakespeare does not tie his adoration and duty to the 

Fair Youth to family, Shakespeare does, like Catullus, use a language in 

order to idealize the values of his affair; in the case of Shakespeare, such 

values are associated vyith the ideas of courtiy love (through the literary 

conventions of Petrarchism) and the neoplatonic philosophy of love. 

Shakespeare, like most Renaissance love poets, models the relationships 

in his sonnets on the duties of the lover appropriate vyithin a feudal 

arrangement, which is inherent in courtiy love; he addresses the young 

man, "Lord of my love, to whom in vassalage thy merit hath my duty 

strongly knit" (26.1-2). During the first sequence of the sonnets, in 

which the poet praises the youth's beauty and endorses reproduction as 

a way to pass on that beauty ("Now is the time that face should form 

another" [3.2]), the poet also uses neoplatonic rhetoric and conventional 

Petrsirchan conceits—just as CatuUus falls back on a rhetoric of Roman 

duty; although the praise of the Fair Youth's beauty is standard 

Renaissance love rhetoric, Shakespeare adds the procreative element, 

which was not typically one of the conventions. The speaker teUs the 

young man, "Now is the time that face should form another" (3.2) and 

"His tender heir might bear his memory" (1.4) so that "beauty's rose 
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might never die" (1.2). Perhaps encouraging the object of the speaker's 

affection to marry and reproduce is only tactic that one man could use to 

another. Ultimately, suggesting that the young man reproduce his 

beauty is not an attempt at seduction but merely a creative altemative to 

praising his beauty, and the praise of the youth's beauty is, for the most, 

conventional. Sonnet 14, the standard conceit comparing the mistress' 

eyes to stars, is applied to the fair young man in celebration of his 

beauty: 

But from thine eyes my knowledge I derive. 
And constant stars, in them I read such art 
As t ruth and beauty shall together thrive 
If from thyself, to store thou wouldst convert: 

Or else of thee this 1 prognosticate. 

Thy end is truth 's and beauty's doom and date. (14.9-14) 

Shakespeare not only uses the common conceit, but he also uses a 

variation on the neoplatonic idea that goodness is inherent in beauty. 

The speaker says "truth and beauty shaU together thrive." The fact that 

the Fair Youth's "truth" concems the speaker comes as no surprise; that 

concem is reiterated in Sonnet 54 when the speaker exclaims "O how 

much more doth beauty beauteous seem / By that sweet ornament 

which t ruth doth give" (54.1-2). Katherine Duncan-Jones, in her edition 

of the sonnets, notes that the speaker is asserting "inward truth 

manifests itself as the crovyning glory of extemal beauty,"3^ and the 

meaning of "truth," which Booth defines as "constancy, fidelity," is again 

similar to the Roman concept of/ides found in Catullus. In the famous 
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Sonnet 18, "Shall 1 compare thee to a summer's day," Shakespeare also 

adopts the convention (not exclusively Petrarchan) of immortalizing his 

beloved's youthful beauty in rhyme: 

But thy eternal summer shall not fade. 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st. 
Nor shall death brag though wander'st in his shade 
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st: 

So long as men can breathe or eyes can see. 
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. (18.9-14) 

In Sonnets 27 and 28, where the poet, after weary days, stays u p all 

night thinking about the young man, the reader sees the conventional 

sleepless Petrarchan lover: "Lo, thus by day my limbs, by night my 

mind, / For thee, and for myself, no quiet find" (27.13-14). Moreover, in 

Sonnet 38, also in typical Petrarchan fashion, the poet credits his ability 

to vyrite poetry with the inspirational beauty of the young man: "If my 

slight Muse do please these curious days, / The pain be mine, but thine 

shall be the praise" (38.13-14). 

These examples show the poet-lover at least attempting to praise 

the characteristics of this "master mistress" using neoplatonic ideals and 

Petrarchan conventions—in a way that is similar to Catullus' lover's 

praising of Lesbia using the Roman ideals. However, Shakespeare's 

speaker subtiy alters the very ideals he introduces. The fact that he 

replaces the typical mistress with a male lover changes the conventional 

Petrarchan model used to express neoplatonic ideals (although Plato 

himself originally wrote that love between men was on a higher plane 
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than that between man and woman). More significant is the fact that the 

speaker does not praise the young man in truly neoplatonic terms. He 

changes neoplatonic "goodness" to "truth," but the connection t m t h has 

to extemal beauty is essentially the same as that of goodness in 

Castiglione—his outward beauty is a manifestation of an inward virtue. 

In addition, for Shakespeare's speaker the young man's physical beauty 

is more than simply a shadow of heavenly beauty. The lover in 

Shakespeare characterizes the beauty of the Fair Youth as true beauty 

and cladms that other beauties are but shadows of it; in other words, the 

beauty of the Fair Youth is the "form" and other beauties are reflections 

of his beauty. The speaker says that Adonis is "poorly imitated after you" 

(53.6); regarding spring and the "foison" it jrields, "the one doth shadow 

of your beauty show, / The other as your bounty doth appear / And you 

in every blessed shape we know" (53.9-11). Differing from the love object 

in CastigUone's exposition of neoplatonic love, the beautiful object of the 

poet's affection is not a shadow of heavenly beauty, but rather the form 

of beauty itself: "In aU extemal grace you have some part" (53.13). 

Sonnet 53 demonstrates that the poet-lover uses all the rhetorical 

terminology of neoplatonism—shadows, substance, beauty—but his 

neoplatonism from the outset is suspect. In Sonnet 53, he appears to be 

manipulating the phi losophy^but only slightiy. As the affair wanes, the 

lover's deviation from neoplatonic love wiU become more evident. 
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Botii poets firmly insist, in the beginning, that their love is ideal 

and they use an expected poetic rhetoric that reflects ideals typically 

endorsed by the cultures themselves (in and out of the realm of poetry). 

However, the reader soon knows that the relationships are neither ideal 

nor indicative of relationships founded on fideUty and duty. Bagg 

acknowledges the flaws present in the relationships of both poets' lovers, 

but he differentiates the affairs by vievring Catullus' lover as naive, 

unaware of the reality of his love interest, while viewing Shakespeare's as 

aware but vyilling to set aside his knowledge. In essence, Bagg is 

claiming that Shakespeare's lover is aware of the flaws in his 

relationships, whUe Catallus' has no idea of the flaws in his ovyn. Bagg's 

characterization is accurate only to the extent that the speaker in 

Shakespeare seems aware that there is some question concerning the 

virtue of both the Fair Youth and the Dairk Mistress. However, vyithin the 

context of all Catullus ' poems to Lesbia, it appears Catullus' speaker, 

too, is aware of Lesbia's questionable reputation, but, like Shakespeare's 

lover, he at tempts to rationalize her shortcomings. Carmen 5 and 7 both 

deal vyith the sincere and affectionate "thousands of kisses" [basia mille 

(5.7)]. However, the more telling motif present in these two poems is that 

people seem to be opposed to their relationship. Carmen 5 begins 

" Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemus, / rumoresque senum severiourm / 

omnes unius aestimemus assisT (5.1-3) [Let u s live, my Lesbia, and love, 
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and let u s not value a bit all the talk of cranky old men]. Carmen 7 has 

the same theme: 

tam te basia multa basiare 
vesano satis et super Catullost, 
quae nee pemumerare curiosi 
possint nee malafasdnare lingua (7.9-12) 

[To kiss you vyith so many kisses is enough and more for mad 
CatuUus—these kisses which neither the curious can add nor 
adverse tongues bevyitch] 

In both poems the adverse words of the people around Catullus and 

Lesbia can be read simply to mean that such people are envious of their 

love. However, considering that the lover and others certainly know at 

the outset that the object of his affection is married and considering that 

others would also know that Lesbia engages in the kind of promiscuous 

behavior that Catullus himself acknowledges in other poems, the speaker 

seems to be referring to older men who are talking about the worth of 

Lesbia and the poet's involvement vrith her. Public reputation was 

important in Catullus ' Rome, and the lover here seems vyilling to ignore 

that reputation. The poet recognizes that others do not praise Lesbia in 

the same way they praise other women. In Carmen 86, Catullus seems 

upset that Quintia receives an enormous amount of praise for her 

beauty; she is considered "candida, longa, redasf ([fair, tall, and 

straight]. Catullus, by implying physical and non-physical graces, says 

that Lesbia too is beautiful and must have stolen away all graces from all 

women for herself; however, Quintia is typically the one who receives 
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such praise, not Lesbia. Even though Catullus knows that others 

around him do not view Lesbia as a worthy object of praise, he remains 

firm in his ovm outward assertions conceming the fides (fideUty) of 

Lesbia and his own pietas (duty) to her. Contrary to Bagg's view of the 

speaker's naivete, the speaker in Catullus, like the one in Shakespeare, 

seems to recognize the flaws but chooses to rationalize the virtues of his 

beloved. 

This entire group of poems by Catullus illustrates the need for the 

lover to rationalize his mistress ' behavior, and one finds the lover in 

Shakespeare's sonnets doing the same. Catullus' lover is striving to have 

a relationship founded on the most noble of Roman ideals—an unusual 

goal considering the affair is extramarital—and he uses a language 

(based on pietas and fides) that reflects those ideals. However, it is 

doubtful that such a language was ever truly appropriate. Others, who 

knew the couple, do not seem to accept their relationship as a 

representation of pietas. Lesbia was married, and there is no reason to 

assume her reputation for being promiscuous was not knovyn early in the 

relationship. The speaker uses such a discourse as a way to legitimize 

his own love and passion for this less than perfect woman. This is 

exactly where we begin to find parallels in the way Shakespeare's speaker 

depicts his vision of love; Shakespeare's poet-lover initially attempts to 

use the conventions of Petrarchism, conventions that reflect the virtue, 
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duty, and faithfulness associated with courtly love, and the spirituality of 

neoplatonism to legitimize that love, but such a language faUs when the 

flaws of his love become apparent. 

In Shakespeare, the poet's relationship with the Fair Young Man 

deviates from conventional Petrarchism in that the object of the poet's 

desire and praise is not simply a mistress, but rather a "Master 

mistress," a young man. Although there remains some critical debate on 

sexual nature of the affair, it is also quite "anti-Petrarchan" that the poet 

likely has a sexual relationship vyith his beloved.3^ It is also apparent 

that the young man himself is promiscuous; there is at least the 

impUcation that the young man is having an affair vyith the rival poet as 

weU as an affair with the Dark Lady. Thus, in the sonnets a lover is 

attempting to use the accepted discourse of Petrarchism to depict an 

affair that is quite antithetical to the values that discourse was originally 

used to promote. As previously mentioned, Fitzgerald characterizes the 

relationship in Catullus as one "pervaded by the rhetoric of aristocratic 

obligation, which is vyrenched from its usual social context to speak of a 

radically unconventional relationship." In essence, Shakespeare's 

sonnets about the Fair Youth function in the same way: they are poems 

dominated by the rhetoric of traditional Renaissance love, but the 

rhetoric is "vyrenched" from its normal contexts and used in the speaker's 

ovyn "unconventional" relationship. 
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Although the relationship with the Fair Youth is unorthodox for 

most Renaissance love poetry because the object of the speaker's 

affection is a man, one finds a sHghtiy different problem in the poet's 

affair vyith the Dark Lady. In her appearance alone the poet's mistress is 

an atypical object of affection. Unlike the sequence addressed to the 

young man, the Dark Lady sequence reflects the problem in using 

inadequate Petrarchan conceits to describe her. As a result, 

Shakespeare at tempts to renounce Petrarchan conceits. Black becomes 

"beauty's successive heir" (127.3) in Sonnet 127, and in Sonnet 130 the 

poet in a sense renounces the authenticity of Petrarchan conceits as a 

whole by declaring that Petrarchan poets often He; their Petrarchan 

mistresses do not typically live up to the ideals they assign to them. 

Shakespeare 's speaker unders tands that his mistress does not live up to 

the Petrarchan rhetoric but other mistresses do not either. Therefore, 

the Dark Lady is jus t as "fair" (in terms of both appearance and virtue) as 

any other: "And yet, by heaven, 1 think my love as rare / As any she 

belied with false compare" (130.13-14). Shakespeare, in the Dark Lady 

sequence, does begin to deviate from the Petrarchan conceits but only 

enough to redefine the conceits to make room for the "dark eyes" of 

mistress,3* as in Sonnet 132: 

Thine eyes I love, and they, as pitying me. 
Knowing thy heart torment me with disdain. 
Have put on black, and loving mourners be. 
Looking with pretty ruth upon my pain; 
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And truly, not the morning sun of heaven 
Better becomes the grey cheeks of the East, 
Nor that fuU star that ushers in the even 
Doth half that glory to the sober West 
As those two mourning eyes become thy face: 
O let it then as well beseem thy heart 
To mourn for me, since mourning doth thee grace. 
And suit thy pity like in every part: 

Then vyill I swear beauty herself is black. 

And all they foul that thy complexion lack. 

The speaker is portraying himself as a typical Petrarchan lover who is 

being rejected and is in torment because of that rejection. However, the 

Dark Mistress' outward appearance is not like that of the ideal 

Petrarchan mistress; the speaker is therefore willing to alter the 

conventions so that he is not guUty of what he, in Sonnet 130, accuses 

other poets of doing—appl5dng the conventions to women to whom the 

conventions do not realistically apply. 

The two poets depict a similar scenario at the start of their affairs 

by idealizing their relationships and ignoring or rationalizing the 

apparent faults. The speakers in Shakespeare (vyith the young man and 

the Dark Lady) and Catullus both seem sincere in their praise and in 

their intensity of desire, and they remain constant in their faithfulness 

and duty even though they know of their lovers' flaws. Because of their 

faithfulness and duty, they use a language that reflects the ideal: 

Catullus focuses on pietas, fides, offidum, and foedus, Shakespeare on 

similar virtues of commitment and fidelity characteristic of the traditional 

courtly lover. However, the inaccuracy in depicting their love in such a 
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way is glaringly obvious: the "Master Mistress" is a young man, both 

Lesbia and the Dark Lady are married, and they all appear promiscuous 

and lack any real commitment to their lovers. Shakespeare and 

Catullus ' poet-lovers are seemingly wiUing to ignore the less than ideal 

beginnings, but they can no longer hide behind the discourse, and the 

emotions of the lover vyill move into jealousy and self-deception. 

Such jealousy and delusion become quite apparent in the two 

sequences. The second group of poems in Catullus' Carmina represents 

a movement away from the idealization of the poet's relationship vyith 

Lesbia. In this group, we find the poet experiencing conflicting emotions 

based on Lesbia and the relationship as a whole not living up to the 

enthusiastic ideals present in the first group. Indeed, Lesbia rejects the 

poet. In Carmen 107, the poet still hopes for that bond to be re

established: 

Sicvi quid cupido optantique optigit umquam 
insperanti, hoc est gratum animo proprie. 

quare hoc est gratum nobis quoque, carius auro, 
quod te restituis, Lesbia, mi cupido, 

Restituis cupido atque insperanti, ipsa refers te 
nobis: o lucem candidore nota! 

quis me uno vivit felidor, out magis hac rem 
optandam in vita dicere quis poterit? (107.1-8) 

[If anything happened to a person who longed for something and 
never hoped for it, that would be a true joy to the heart. And so for 
me too is this joy more desirable than gold, that you Lesbia come 
back to me who wants you, come back to me who desired but 
never hoped. Yes, give yourself to me again. O glorious day. 
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blessed with a whiter mark. What thing is luckier than I; and who 
can see Hfe's fortunes are better than this.] 

Clearly, the poet has lost Lesbia, but he hopes he can get her back (his 

constant denial that he does not hope seems to reinforce the fact that he 

does hope he can have her again). Significantly, although the 

relationship is failing, the poet seems to try not to color the worth of 

Lesbia or the relationship as a whole. To get her back, he says, would be 

a whiter mark [candidiore nota], a joy more valuable than gold [carius 

auro]. Lesbia's lack of duty (evident in her absence) does not affect the 

lover's depiction of her nor his own duty to her. Shakespeare depicts a 

similar problem in the affairs vyith the Fair Youth and Dark Lady. J u s t 

as Catullus ' lover initially seemed to have recognized Lesbia's failures but 

refused to admit her faults, Shakespeare's lover, too, at one point finds it 

difficult to recognize that the young man does not live up to the 

neoplatonic ideal, and, as a result, he t u m s to rationalizing the failures 

of the young man. Sonnets 33-36 deal vyith the poet's emotional 

response to the betrayal by one whom he wants to view as virtuous. 

Sonnet 33 introduces the c loud/sun metaphor. The brightness of the 

Fair Youth is being hidden by a "region cloud" (33.12), and he was for the 

poet "but one hour mine" (33.11). The metaphor represents some other 

party who is luring away the object of the poet's affection and, as a 

result, the poet's exclusive having of the young man. Nothing in Sonnet 

33 itself explicitly defines the relationship between the Fair Youth and 
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the rival as sexual;3^ however. Sonnet 35 does clearly state that the Fair 

Young Man's fault is "sensual" (35.9), noted by Booth as "merely 

physical . . . often vyith overtones of lewd,' lustful, ' and Voluptuous'."'*° 

Although the reader is left to assume that the Fair Youth is an active 

participant in this sensual affair, the poet tries to overlook the fault by 

claiming the Fair Youth acts in the same way as the heavenly sun: "Yet 

him for this, my love no whit disdaineth: / Suns of the world may stain, 

when heaven's sun staineth" (33.13-14). The lovers in Catullus and 

Shakespeare both are attempting, as best they can, to keep their lovers 

on a pedestal. Catullus ' lover is not quite vyilling to acknowledge the lack 

of fides, or fidelity, in his relationship, and Shakespeare's lover is not 

ready to acknowledge that the relationship does not reflect the values of 

neoplatonism. Both remain loyal in the relationships, and they continue 

to use a rhetoric that reflects their duty to the objects of their praise: 

reclaiming Lesbia would be a whiter mark; the Fair Youth is like the 

heavenly sun. Nevertheless, the lack of fides in these relationships 

becomes quite obvious. 

Shakespeare continues the c loud/sun metaphor in Sonnet 34 by 

discussing the "base cloud" that overtakes the poet (34.3). In terms of 

narrative, some time has apparentiy passed between Sonnets 33 and 34. 

The Fair Youth has retumed—at least for the time being—to the poet and 

seems remorseful for his actions; however, the poet finds it difficult to 
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forgive the betrayal, "Tis not enough that through the cloud thou break" 

(34.5); remorse is, in fact, "not enough." The poet states that the Fair 

Youth's shame cannot "give physic to my grief (34.9) and that "Though 

thou repent, yet I have still the loss" (34.10). The poet-lover tries not to 

forgive the Fair Youth, but as soon as the young man begins to weep in 

shame, those tears "ransom all iU deeds" (34.14). 

Sonnets 33 and 34 together set the context for the realization that 

the poet is responsible to some degree for his ovyn suffering because he 

continues to justify the Fair Youth's infideUty. More importantiy, Sonnet 

35 demonstrates that the sin committed is in fact physical infidelity; only 

now is the poet willing to admit it explicitiy: "For to thy sensual fault I 

bring in sense" (35.9).'*^ The fault is "sensual" and clearly a betrayal, but 

the poet blames himself for using logic, his own "sense," to excuse the 

sin. The poet began justifying the Fair Youth in Sonnet 33 by claiming 

he was only acting like the sun. In Sonnet 34, the tears from a repentant 

Fair Youth were "rich, and ransom all Ul deeds". In Sonnet 35, he begins 

to compare the Fair Youth and his sin to those beautiful things in nature 

that are created vyith some flaw: "Roses have thorns, and silver 

fountains mud; / Clouds and ecHpses stain both moon and sun, / And 

Loathsome canker lives in sweetest bud" (2-4). Punning on the "sensual" 

relationship and the "sense" that allows the poet to justify his love's 

actions, the poet thereby redirects the responsibUity of the young man to 
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himself, and as a result the poet is upset at his ovyn inabiHty to let the 

young man 's sin alter his feelings for him. Reminiscent of Catullus' "Odi 

et amo", it becomes the "civU war" of the poet's "love and hate" (35.12), 

and the poet becomes "an accessory" (35.13) in the young man's sin. In 

Sonnet 40, the poet admits that regardless of how he is mistreated, "I 

cannot blame thee, for my love thou usest / But yet be blamed . . . " 

(40.6-7), and in Sonnet 41 he puts the idea of Sonnet 40 to practice 

when he justifies his lover's wandering by stressing the difficulty in 

resisting other predators when one is as beautiful as the young man is: 

"For still temptation follows where thou art. / Gentle thou art, and 

therefore to be won; / Beauteous thou art, therefore to be assailed" 

(41.4-6). Catullus, too, focuses more on the predatory nature of others 

for the flaws in the relationship than on the flawed nature of his beloved. 

The jealousy the poet feels because of the Fair Youth's "assailants" 

intensifies in Sonnets 78-86, the sequence dealing vyith the rival poet. 

On the surface of these poems, the poet is concemed with his ovyn 

inadequacy as a poet, and he fears the young man vyUl be dravyn to the 

poetry of a rival. In Sonnet 79 he admits " . . . thy lovely argument / 

Deserves the travaU of a worthier pen" (79.6-7); in Sonnet 80, the poet 

exclaims "O how I faint when 1 of you do vyrite / Knovring a better spirit 

doth use your name" (80.1-2). Shakespeare, as he does so often in the 

sonnet sequence, takes a conventional element of love poetry (in this 
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case, the lover dovynplaying his abiUties), and does something with the 

convention that at tacks the convention itself However "innocent" these 

superficial concems over poetry are, the entire sequence carries a sexual 

undertone; the identification of this undertone is one of Joseph 

Pequigney's and Martin Green's most substantial contributions to the 

reading of Shakespeare's sonnets.'*^ Pequigney notes that the "pen" 

image is an intentional phalHc symbol that actually puns on "penis." The 

poet's jealousy therefore becomes euphemistic for his sexual jealousy.'*3 

With this sexual undertone in mind, the reader now sees that in Sonnet 

78 the poet concedes that "thy lovely argument," or the beauty of the 

youth, deserves a "worthier pen," a worthier sexual partner than what 

the poet can provide. In Sonnet 80, the poet again concedes this fact. 

In line two the poet recognizes that "a better spirit doth use your name." 

"Spirit," a vital fluid (i.e., semen), a term traditionally recognized for its 

bawdy implications, becomes in Sonnet 80 synecdochic for the sexual 

organ itself. Most editions of Shakespeare's sonnets do not attach the 

sexual meaning to this particular use of "spirit." Booth simply notes that 

Shakespeare uses many words in Sonnet 80 that in other poems have 

distinct sexual meanings, and thus the poem, with its "concentration" of 

such terms, has "vague sexual overtones."'*'* However, following Herbert 

A. EUis' definition of the term as "penis erectus" in Shakepseare's Lusty 

Punning in Love Labour's Lost, Pequigney argues that this particular use 
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of "spirit" is indeed sexual, especially when viewed in the context of other 

sexually loaded terms, such as "use" in the same line and "spend" in the 

following line: "in the praise thereof spends all his might" (3); "spend" 

has a meaning of "ejaculation."'*5 The two Hnes isolated would not justify 

the sexual reading of the passage; however, the frequentiy noted double 

entendre—the naut ical /sea imagery which Martin Green asserts is used 

as sexual metaphors throughout the sonnets—that comes later in Sonnet 

80 makes dismissing such a reading difficult: 

My saucy bark, inferior to his. 
On your broad main doth wilfully appear. 
Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat. 
Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth ride; 
Or, being vyracked, I am a worthless boat. 

He of tall buUding, and of goodly pride. (80.7-12) 

Words carrying heavy sexual innuendo continue in this passage: 

"vyracked" (in sexual ruin); "ride" (to mount sexually); "saucy" (love-

intending); "willfully (vyith sexual intent).'*^ The rival who "doth ride" on 

the young man's "soundless deep" has as much of a sexual connotation 

as does the similar image used in Sonnet 137 referring to the 

promiscuous Dark Lady who provides "the bay where all men ride" 

(137.6), an image commonly accepted as being sexual in nature. The 

poet in lines 2 and 3 believes that the rival is better equipped sexually to 

please the Fair Youth, and in lines 7-8 he uses a metaphor that further 

iUustrates that fact: his small (or unworthy) genitals, are inferior to the 

rival's, and the rival is now able to appear "vyillfuUy," or to appear 
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sexugilly. The poet Thomas Carew would later use a similar image with 

its sexual reading intact: 

My rudder, with thy bold hand, like a tried 
And skiUful pUot, thou shalt steer, and guide 
My bark into love's channel, where it shall 
Dance, as the bounding waves do rise and fall.'*^ 

Recognizing the sexual implications of Shakespeare's sonnets, as 

well as Catullus ' Carmina, is in itself enlightening in understanding the 

sequence as a whole. The presence of such physical love immediately 

undermines the neoplatonic ideal. Moreover, the relationship fails in the 

fidelity and duty inherent in the roles of the courtiy lover and the 

mistress. The poet at this point blames the predatory nature of these 

"rivals" and their sexual desires for the problems in his relationship with 

the Fair Youth. Catullus ' poet-lover similarly blames (and fears) sexual 

predators for obstructing the ideal relationship he hopes to have in his 

affair vyith Lesbia. As soon as Lesbia is lured away, the lack of fides and 

pietas axe obvious to the reader. The poet fears that others may corrupt 

his "ideal" love. He, as vyith Shakespeeire's lover, has to contend vyith 

these rivals, and in Carmen 81 , the poet expresses this fear that others 

may intrude on his relationship: 

Qinnti, si tibi lAs oculos debere Catullum 
out aliud siquid carius est oculis, 

eripere ei noli, multo quod carius illi 
est oculis seu quid carius est oculis. (81.1-4) 

[If Catullus indeed should owe his eyes to you, Quintius, or 
something else dearer than eyes, if there is anything dearer than 
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eyes, do not snatch from him what is much dearer to him than 
eyes—or anything else that is dearer than eyes.] 

Here, he tries to talk Quintius out of making his own advances towards 

Lesbia. What we do not see—as with Shakespeare and the "pretty 

vyrongs that liberty commits" in Sonnet 41—are any iU feeUngs toward 

Lesbia herself Carmen 77 addresses another rival, Rufus: 

Rvfe mihifrustra ac nequiquam credite amico 
(frustra? Immo magna cum pretio atque malo), 

sidne subrepsti mi, atque intestina perurens 
ei misero eripuisti omnia nostra bona? 

eripuisti, eheu nostrae credele venenum 
mtae, eheu nostrae pestis amidtiae. (77.1-6) 

[Rufus, I, your friend, who trusted you in vain for no reason. In 
vain? No, at great price, a ruinous price, you have robbed into my 
heart and burning entrails all my blessings. Oh, you've robbed me! 
You, the cruel venom of my life, the pestilence of our friendship.] 

The p)oet is upset not jus t at the prospect of losing Lesbia, but that his 

friend is the cause of his grief; the duty of both the lover and the friend 

fails. CatuUus' situation is reminiscent of Shakespeare having to deal 

vyith the Fair Youth's affair vyith the Dark Lady in Sonnet 134: "So now I 

have confessed that he is thine, / And I myself am mortgaged to thy vyill" 

(134.1-2). There is one major difference between the two poets and that 

is Catullus ' poet-lover is upset that his male friend is stealing away his 

female lover, while Shakespeare's is more upset that his female "friend" 

is stealing away his male lover. The poet is being betrayed twofold; 

however, although he does blame the Dark Lady, he is not yet ready to 

blame the young man. (Remember, the poet has already excused the 
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young man for being too beautiful to fend off the pursuits of others in 

Sonnet 41.) The poet cleverly reconciles the situation by saying that the 

lady really only loves the poet since the poet and the young man love one 

another: "But here's the joy, my friend and 1 are one; / Sweet flattery! 

Then she loves but me alone" (42.13-14). In context, the argument itself 

is weak (that loving one means loving both), and the fact that the poet 

has already expressed that it is the male lover's absence that he fears 

most, the final couplet, focusing on the love for the lady, seems 

inappropriate. However, the speaker's rationale is indeed clever, relying 

on the neoplatonic concept that perfect lovers' souls are so alike they 

become one in spirit; since their love is so perfect, then loving one can 

mean loving both. Even vyith the differences in Catullus and 

Shakespeare, the common thread is that their speakers are struggling to 

come to terms with the fact that their affairs cannot be portrayed as 

relationships based on the values they initially assigned to those 

relationships. They also both focus more on the rivals interfering with 

their ideal love than they do on the faults of their beloveds. In the 

infideUty and the jealousy that results, all of these values erode. 

Jealousy continues to be the sign that the duty and faithfulness for 

which the poet-lovers in Shakespeare and Catullus hoped are mere 

illusions. In Carmen 51 , CatuUus' poet-lover expresses his suffering at 

having to watch his love spending her time with someone 
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else—presumably her husband. He envies the man who is able to enjoy 

Lesbia in this way: 

nie mi par esse deo videtur, 
ille, si fas est, superare divos, 
qui sedens adversus identidem te 

spectat et audit 
dulce redentem . . . (51.1-5) 

[To me he seems like a god, or maybe, he even surpasses the gods, 
he who sits across from you gazing at you and listening to your 
sweet laughing.] 

This jealousy causes the lover to lose control of his senses; he cannot 

speak [nihil est super mi / vods in ore (51.7-8)], lingua sed torpet (51.9)], 

his ears h u m [sonitu suopte / tintinant aures (51.10-11)], and his vision 

becomes cloudy [gemina teguntur / lumina nocte (51.11-12)]. Even in his 

jealousy, however, the speaker cannot yet blame Lesbia. J u s t as 

Shakespeare's lover is jealous of the young man's affairs, but blames his 

own failure to act appropriately and blames others who corrupt the 

young man (specifically the Dark Lady, the bad angel), Catullus' poet-

lover too blames others as well a s himself—more precisely he blames his 

ovyn idleness: 

otium, Catulle, tibi molestumst: 
otio exultas nimiumque gestis. 
otium et reges prius et beatas 

perdidit urbes. (51.13-16) 

[Idleness has harmed you Catullus: you revel in your idleness. 
Such idleness has destroyed kings and great cities.] 
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Like Shakespeare's lover, upset with himself for rationalizing the failures 

in his affair, the speaker in CatuUus feels as though he has not acted 

appropriately by becoming idle. Although he expresses the feeling that it 

is his ovyn fault that he suffers, the reader would be hard pressed to find 

a successful course of action for him. Lesbia is married, and any 

devotion she does have for the poet can only be tenuous at best; 

therefore, the relationship cannot be successful. In their jealousy, both 

lovers are now seeing clearly that their relationships are failing and that 

they, vyith their idleness and justifications, are not handling that failure 

the way they should. 

The jealousy Catullus' poet-lover feels for Lesbia's other potential 

lovers does parallel the jealousy in Shakespeare's sonnets. However, the 

jealousy Shakespeare's lover feels over the intrusion of the rival poet best 

corresponds to CatuUus' envy for the lovers of Juventius, a young man. 

The Juvent ius sequence depicts Catullus' ovyn version of a homoerotic 

affair. That Catullus and Shakespeare both feature not only a similar 

heterosexual affair but also a homosexual affair is significant in itself, 

and, again, when the other similarities are taken into account, could add 

weight to the argument that Shakespeare did have Catullus in mind 

when he composed the sonnets. However, there are clear differences 

separating the two homoerotic affairs. While Shakespeare focuses on the 

affair with the young man, CatuUus only has a handful of poems dealing 
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with Juvent ius . Catullus does not make the two affairs (with Lesbia and 

Juventius) come together in any way; there is no love triangle in this 

sense. Most importantiy, whUe Shakespeare presents the affair with the 

Fair Youth as an idealized love (or at least the speaker hopes that it wiU 

be ideal), Catullus leaves such idealization to the Lesbia sequence, not to 

the poems about Juventius. As Lyne notes, "Catullus writes physically 

enthusiastic poems to Juventius; but there is no question of foedus, 

amidtia, or spiritual tendemess in this affair"; such love for a boy should 

be "emotionally uncomplicated and undemanding."'** L3aie is correct in 

stating that Catullus does associate pietas and the other ideals of Roman 

virtue with his relationship vyith Lesbia; however, Catullus' relationship 

vyith Juvent ius , although not associated vyith those specific virtues, is 

indeed both compHcated and demanding.'*^ The affection for Juventius 

comes with many of the same frustrations and jealousies one finds in 

Shakespeare's rival poet sequence. In Carmen 15, addressed to 

Aurelius, Catullus reminds Aurelius that he has entrusted his loved one 

[meos amores (15.1)] to him, but Catullus fears what Aurelius might do: 

"Verum a te metuo tuoquepene / infestopueris bonis maliscju^ (15.9-10) 

[Truly, it is you 1 fear and your penis, which is always ready to molest 

both good and bad boys]. Catullus pleads vyith him to spare this one boy 

from his sexual aggression. Catullus says explicitiy what Shakespeare 

loosely veils in metaphor: that the penis of his rival is what the poet 
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fears. The theme of jealousy continues in Carmen 24, where Catullus 

s tates "mallem divitias Midae dedisses isti . . . quam sic te sineres ab illo 

amarT (24.4-6) [1 would prefer you (Juventius) to give the riches of Midas 

to that man rather than allow yourself to be thus seduced by him]. Also 

in Carmen 8 1 , Catullus addresses Juventius, telling him from what pain 

he is suffering: 

Nemone in tanto potuit populo esse, luventi, 
bellus homo, quem tu diligere indperes, 

praeterquam iste tuus moribunda ab sede Pisauri 
hospes inaurata pallidior statua, 

qui tibi nunc cordist, quem tu praeponere nobis 
audes, et nesds quod fadnus fadas? (81.1-6) 

[Is it not possible, Juventius, that there cannot be found in all the 
people a young man you might desire, other than this friend of 
yours from the diseased region of Pisaurum, paler than a statue, 
who is now dear to you, one whom you prefer to me, and do not 
know what a deed you do?] 

The homoerotic affair in Shakespeare is much more substantial than it is 

in Catullus, but the theme of faithfulness and jealousy—a reaction to the 

lovers' oaths and lack of duty—is a key factor in both. Indeed, by 

depicting affairs with a man and a woman, both poets show that the 

complications arising from the failure to obtain faithfulness and duty are 

present in any relationship. In the Platonic tradition, love between men 

was viewed as even more virtuous and spiritual than love between 

women (of course, ideally, physical love would not be a part of that view), 

and in Rome—as Lyne notes—relationships between men were 

considered "less compHcated." However, Shakespeare and Catullus show 
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tha t such homoerotic love is as vulnerable to the inadequacies of 

phUosophical ideals as are traditional affairs with a female mistress. 

The homoeroticism in Catullus is certainly a relevant parallel, but 

Catullus does not spend much time developing the speaker's relationship 

with Juvent ius; therefore, the Lesbia sequence remains the most 

significant in comparing Shakespeare and Catullus. Not only does the 

reader begin to see the failures in Lesbia, but Catullus' lover eventually 

starts to notice some emotional infidelity on the part of Lesbia in Carmen 

83 when she talks badly of him vyith her husband. Even then, he 

rationalizes that she is actually thinking of him: 

Lesbia mi praesente viro mala plurima didt: 
haec illi fatuo maxima laetitiast. 
mule, nihil sentis. si nostri oblita taceret, 
Sana esset: nunc cjuod gannit et oblocjuitur, 
non solum, meminit, sed quae multo acrior est res, 
iratast. hoc est, uritur et locjuitur. (83.1-6) 

[Lesbia says many mean things to me in her husband's presence, 
which is a great pleasure to the idiot. Stupid ass! You jus t don't 
get it! If she had forgotten me and dismissed me and had been 
sUent, she would be faithful to you; however, now her carrying on 
means that she remembers, and in her anger she b u m s for me and 
talks.] 

The relationship is clearly not the example of pietas that the poet first 

thought it would be, for Lesbia breaks her duty by talking badly about 

the poet. However, the speaker stiU lays the blame on himself and 

others, not Lesbia. Carmen 92 also shows the poet justifying, in his ovyn 

mind, why Lesbia might speak badly of him: 
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Lesbia mi didt semper male ne tacet umquam 
de me: Lesbia me dispeream nisi amat. 
quo signo? Quia sunt totidem mea: deprecor illam 
assidue, verum dispeream nisi amo. (92.1-4) 

[Lesbia is always saying bad things about me, and is always 
talking about me. But may I die if she doesn't really love me. By 
what sign? Because it's the same with me. I constantiy cry out 
against her, but may I die if I don't love her.] 

Not only is Lesbia disloyal, but regardless of the poet's claims of love, he 

too is beginning to question Lesbia and the relationship—thus he himself 

speaks badly of her. (Such illogical reasoning also appears in the flawed 

logic of Shakespeare's Sonnet 42.) The same can be said of the affair vyith 

the Dark Lady in Sonnet 140. This poem describes the poet's response 

to his own mistress's cnael words about him. Like Lesbia, the Dark Lady 

is speaking badly of the poet, and he w a m s her that such words might 

make him "grow mad" (140.9). In such madness, he "might speak ill of 

thee" (140.10). Both affairs demonstrate the lovers' self-induced 

delusions. Catullus ' speaker wants to believe that Lesbia's and his ovyn 

bad words are irrelevant and, in fact, suggest that they are on one 

another 's minds. The speaker in Shakespeare, however, wants the Dark 

Lady to at least claim she loves him: "If 1 might teach thee vrit, better it 

were, / Though not to love, yet love to tell me so" (140.5-6). Although the 

poet states he is more concemed vyith what others think, that "Mad 

slanders by mad ears believed be" (140.12), the fact remains that the 

poet does not ask his mistress to tell others that she loves him, but 
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rather to tell the poet himself Sonnet 138 reflects the same 

delusiveness, as the speaker states "When my love swears that she is 

made of t ruth, / I do beHeve her though I know she lies" (138.1-2). 

Again, in some final attempt to restore the ideals vyith which they began, 

the speakers in Catullus and Shakespeare are both attempting to 

overlook, justify, or alter the significance of these words of disdain that 

reveal their faUing relationships. 

As much as both poet-lovers try to dismiss the obvious failures in 

their affairs, neither speaker can continue vyith such self-delusion. 

Shakespeare has already vyritten that the poet-lover experiences a civil 

war of love and hate. Catullus' lover also simultaneously feels both 

emotions [Odi et amo (85.1)], and he suffers because of it [fieri sentio et 

excrudor (85.2)]. In Carmen 75, the poet states "Hue est mens deducta 

tua mea, Lesbia, culpa, / atcjue ita se offidoperdidit ipsa suo" (75.1-2) [To 

this point, my mind is reduced by your faults, and thus has killed itself 

by its ovyn duty]. Catullus realizes that duty to such a flawed mistress 

has destroyed him. Even vyith this realization the poet still cannot resist 

his desire for her: "ut iam nee bene velle queat tibi, si optima fias, / nee 

desistere amare, omnia sifada^ (75.3-4) [so that now my mind can not 

wish you well even if you become the best, nor can it stop loving you 

even if you do the worst]. In Carmen 76, the poet seems to take the 
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stance that he has not been the one to break the sacred oath of duty to 

his mistress: 

Siqi;a recordanti benefacta priora voluptas 
est homini, cum se cogitat esse pium, 

nee sanctum violasse fidem, nee foedere in ullo 
divum adfallendos numine abusum homines, (76.1-4) 

[If any man can have joy in remembering the times of kindness 
having been shovyn, when he thinks he has shown piety, and has 
not violated sacred faith, nor in any contract used the gods' 
greatness to deceive men . . .] 

The poet believes he has entrusted his loyally to an ungrateful spirit 

[ingratae menti (76.9)] and is in torment because of it. He prays to the 

gods to rid him of this loathsome sickness [taetrum morbum (76.25)], as 

he cannot stop his own desire for this woman. The loathsome sickness 

results from his jealousy and inability to shake off his affection for Lesbia 

even when he knows of her shortcomings. In Lesbia's lack of 

commitment and the poet's ovyn duty to an unworthy mistress. Carmen 

75 and 76 demonstrate Catullus' recognition that his affair vyith Lesbia 

does not live u p to the higher Roman concepts of pietas, offidum, and 

foedus. 

Like Catullus ' lover who eventually changes attitudes toward 

Lesbia, Shakespeare ' lover, who originally attempted to characterize the 

Fair Youth by using Petrarchan conventions and neoplatonic idealism, 

begins to see the Fair Youth in a different light. Catullus began to see 

that he was the one who upheld the loyalty associated with pietas, not 
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Lesbia. In Sonnet 57, the speaker also admits that he is completely loyal 

to the young man even though the young man does not re tum such 

service: 

Being your slave, what should 1 do but tend 
Upon the hours and times of your desire? 
1 have no precious time at all to spend. 
Nor services to do, till you require; 
Nor dare I chide the world-without-end hour 
Whilst I, my sovereign, watch the clock for you. 
Nor think the bitterness of absence sour 
When you have bid your servant once adieu; 
Nor dare I question with my jealous thought 
Where you may be, or your affairs suppose. 
But like a sad slave stay and think of naught. 
Save, where you are, how happy you make those. 

So true a fool is love, that in your vyill, 
Though you do anything, he thinks no ill. 

Of course, the poet does think iU. The very fact that he is considering 

vyith whom the young man is spending time implies a concem on the 

part of the poet. Perhaps the more accurate interpretation of the final 

line of this sonnet is that no matter what the young man does, the poet 

cannot let him go. However, the poet does now recognize the lack of 

virtue in the young man. In sonnet 69, the poet—though stiU praising 

the glorious outward beauty of the Fair Youth—now realizes that the 

inner beauty is flawed, that applying neoplatonic ideals to the young man 

was a mistake: 

Those parts of thee that the world's eye doth view 
Want nothing that the thought of hearts can mend; 
All tongues, the voice of souls, give thee that due, 
Utt'ring bare t ruth, even so as foes commend: 
Thy outward thus with outward praise confound, 
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But those same tongues that give thee so thine own. 
In other accents do this praise confound. 
By seeing further than the eye hath shovyn; 
They look into the beauty of thy mind. 
And that in guess they measure by thy deeds; 
Then churls their thoughts (although their eyes were kind) 
To thy fair flower add the rank smeU of weeds. 

But why thy odour matcheth not thy show. 
The soil is this, that thou dost common grow. 

Here the poet admits the "rank smell" of his Master Mistress' morality by 

returning to the idea that others around him recognize the questionable 

morality—like Catullus ' cranky old men who questioned the virtue of his 

relationship with Lesbia. Even in knovying this—and it is clear that the 

poet does know this to be true—he must live as if his love is virtuous 

though he knows he is not: "So shall I live, supposing thou art true, / 

Like a deceived husband; so love's face / May still seem love to me, 

though altered nevy" (93.1-3). Again, the speaker knows the nature of his 

beloved, but, in a manner similar to Catullus' lover, he cannot escape his 

own passions for him. At this point, the lover betrays his ovyn sense of 

duty to ideal love and allows passions to become more powerful than his 

principles. 

The Dark Lady sequence also resembles both the Fair Young man 

sequence and the Lesbia sequence in Catullus in that Shakespeare's 

lover begins finally to articulate the shortcomings of the Dark Lady and 

his ovyn reaction to the betrayal. Even though the mistress is "dark," the 

poet first voices the belief that "black is fairest" (131.13) and declares 
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that "thou art the fairest and most precious jewel" (131.4), the fact that 

the mistress is quite the opposite of "fair" (beyond the physical 

manifestation of "faimess") soon comes to light and the poet is 

disillusioned in the same Catullan manner found in the Fair Youth 

sequence. In Sonnet 137 the poet begins to understand that though he 

was vyilling to call black fair, his eyes have misled him: 

Thou blind fool love, what dost thou to mine eyes. 
That behold, and see not what they see? 
They know what beauty is, see where it Hes, 
Yet what the best is, take the worst to be. 
If eyes, cormpt by over-partial looks. 
Be anchored in the bay where all men ride. 
Why of eyes' falsehood hast though forged hooks. 
Whereto the judgement of my hesirt is tied? 
Why should my heart think that a several plot 
Which my heart knows the vride world's common place? 
Or mine eyes, seeing this, say this is not. 
To put fair t ruth upon so foul a face? 

In things right true my heart and eyes have erred. 
And to this false plague are they now transferred. 

The lover here acknowledges what is apparent to everyone else: his eyes 

are now being false. Like Catullus' Lesbia who breaks the loins of three 

hundred lovers in Carmen 11 and who fulfills the sexual needs of Roman 

men in alleys in Carmen 58, the Dark Lady's faults lie in her promiscuity 

and infidelity; all is "anchored in the bay where aU men ride" (137.6). 

CattoUus' speaker, whose mistress in Carmen 76 is described as a 

"taetrum morbum" [loathsome sickness], asks the gods to remove the 

"pestem" and "pemidem" [plague and ruin] caused by Lesbia's betrayals; 

Shakespeare 's speaker simUarly considers the love for the Dark Lady a 
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"false plague." The same reference occurs in Sonnet 141, "Only my 

plague thus far I count my gain" (141.13), and in Sonnet 147, "My love is 

as a fever, longing still / For that which longer nurseth the disease" 

(147.1-2). The lover sick with longing is a Petrarchan convention, but 

the love-sick Petrarchan lover typically cannot have his beloved because 

of her virtuous fortitude—hence her s tatus as the "cruel fair." In 

contrast, the disease of Shakespeare's lover, as well as Catullus', stems 

from clear moral faults in the mistress—and their ovyn failures as well. 

What we find in both Shakespeare and Catullus are poets 

struggling to express the nature of their imperfect love—or at least the 

imperfect love experienced by the personas of the poems. Catullus' lover 

hopes his affair vyill reflect Roman pietas, fides, foedus, and offidum. 

Shakespeare's lover hopes his affair (even vyith the Dark Lady for whom 

he alters the conceits to allow dark to represent virtue and "fair") vyill 

reflect the neoplatonic ideals of beauty and virtue associated vrith courtiy 

grace. However, both poets ultimately offer a more realistic depiction of 

love, one that does not reflect the ideals each speaker associates vyith 

love. In Catullus and Shakespeare the reader vdtnesses the theoretical 

ideals of pietas and neoplatonism being tested. From the beginning 

Lesbia, the Fair Youth, the Dark Mistress, and the poet-lovers 

themselves all fail as examples of the ideal, and the poet-lovers must 

show the objects of their affections as much less than that ideal whUe 
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depicting themselves as both victims and agents of their failures. The 

lyric genre progresses away from the idealism of neoplatonism and 

Roman civic virtues, and the poets become more interested in showing 

human complexities rather than simply rehashing conventional ideals. 

Shakespeare's sonnet sequence shares affinities vyith Catullus' 

Carmina in content, tone, structure, and, most importantiy, function. 

The relationships depicted are similar—even in the introduction of a 

"homoerotic" thread, common to both. Shakespeare's greater emphasis 

on the homoerotic affair is a significant difference in the two poets, but 

Shakespeare's emphasis on homoeroticism simply functions as a way to 

Ulustrate the universal failure of all relationships held up to traditional 

ideals. In fact, the affair with the Fair Youth is more subversive than the 

affair vyith the Dark Lady. Shakespeare uses the old Platonic notion, 

found in Plato's Symposium, that love between men is more virtuous 

than love between a man and woman, and by shovying such a purely 

"Platonic" love (in theory) is as flawed as any other, Shakespeare further 

undermines that philosophical ideal or, perhaps, shows that such an 

ideal cannot hold up through actual experience. Demonstrating the 

unrealistic nature of these ideals is the implicit purpose of both poets, 

and in doing so they demonstrate the versatility of the lyric genre. 

Although Shakespeare does write vyithin a neoplatonic and Petrarchan 

context, he illustrates that the lyric is not confined to such philosophical 
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rhetoric and literary conventions. The overused conventions of 

Petrarchism could not adequately express the realistic complexities of 

emotions or express the failures of social expectations associated vyith 

such a discourse. The lyric used as a way to challenge and address 

these inadequacies was the "Catullan" way, and such use was bom again 

in the sonnets of Shakespeare. 
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as part of what Pequigney vyrites was an in-vogue "cult of friendship" 
during the Renaissance (30). For a good overview of the early critical 
stance, see Hyder RoUins note to Sonnet 20 in A New Variorum Edition of 
Shakespeare: The Sonnets, 54-57. Many more recent scholars, such as 
Pequigney, Green, and Fineman (below, n42), accept the physical nature 
of the speaker's relationship vyith the young man; Booth remains 
somewhat neutral, acknowledging sexual undertones but not committing 
to labeling the affair as "homosexual." 

3*A similar deviation from the conventions can be seen in Sidney's 
Astrophil, who refers to the dark eyes of SteUa. I have chosen to discuss 
Sidney and Spenser together, and the relationship of the epithalamic 
genre to their sonnets, in the next chapter. 

3^Ibid., 12-41. Here, Green argues that Sonnets 33-36, with its 
extended metaphor of the sun being "stained" or "blotted," refer to the 
young man acquiring a venereal disease, which has subsequentiy been 
spread to the speaker of the poem. 
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'*°Bootii, n35.9. 

"^Pequigney insists that the sexual nature of the affair is in 
actuality implicit as early as in Sonnet 33 and 34 (104-109). 

"^^Also, see Joel Fineman's Shakespeare's Perjured Eye: The 
Invention of Poetic Subjectivity in the Sonnets (Berkeley: U of Califomia P, 
1986). Fineman asserts that by contrasting the spealcer's two affairs, 
Shakespeare "invents the poetics of heterosexuality" (18). 

^3peguigney, 118-124. 

^Booth, 273, n80 .1 . 

'*^Ibid., 119-120. 

'*^See Eric Partridge's glossary, Shakespeare's Bawdy: A Literary 
and Psychological Essay and Comprehensive Glossary (London: 
Routiedge Ss Kegan Paul), 1947. 

'*^Thomas Carew, "A Rapture," Ben Jonson and the Cavalier Poets 
(New York: Norton, 1974), 168. 

'**Lyne, 174. The "uncomplicated" nature of homosexual love is a 
reference to Propertius (2.4.17-22), who suggested that men suffering in 
a heterosexual relationship should seek the "no-strings-attached" 
comfort of a homosexual relationship. 

'*^Also, see Michel Foucault 's various discussions of homoeroticism 
in the ancient world in The History of Sexuality, Vol. 2, Trans. Robert 
Hurley (New York: Random, 1985). 
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CHAPTER W 

SIDNEY, SPENSER, AND THE 

EPITHALAMIC TRADITION 

Shakespeare 's affinity with Catullus arises from a simUar failure in 

the discourse associated with love; Shakespeare's sonnet sequence 

reflects the major problems CatuUus' lover found in his relationship with 

Lesbia. More importantiy, beyond the individual relationships depicted, 

these poems illustrate the problems with obtaining the kind of love the 

speakers initially sought. Both poet-lovers are inevitably doomed in their 

affairs; Shakespeare's poet-lover can never "have" the young man except 

physically, and the Dark Lady and Lesbia are both figures to whom the 

values of neoplatonism and pietas are poorly applied because they are 

married and thus cannot or will not commit themselves to their lovers. 

The mistresses, especially Lesbia, are said to have expressed sincere 

affection for their lovers (of course, we get such information from 

unreliable or "hopeful" narrators), but they do not live u p to their own 

claims of affection and devotion. Each lover realizes the shortcomings or 

limited potential of his relationship, but because the physical desire 

remains after any possible emotional faithfulness is gone, he is vyilling to 

be complacent in what he knows to be a flawed relationship. With 

Shakespeare, the reader is left with the feeling that the relationships in 
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tiie sonnets are doomed, but Catullus, outside of the Lesbia sequence in 

the epithalamia, offers a possible realistic solution to the inadequacies 

depicted, a solution one does not find in Shakespeare's sonnets. 

However, Shakespeare's predecessors, Sidney and Spenser, in their 

adoption of the epithalamic tradition, do reflect Catullus' practice of 

using the epithalamia, and the social praise of marriage itself, as the 

speaker's at tempt to remedy or reconcile the shortcomings of unwedded 

love found in the non-epithalamic poems. 

The argument in this chapter is a simple one: the themes Catullus, 

Sidney, and Spenser stress in their marriage songs are related to themes 

in their non-epithalamic love poetry. However, understanding that 

relationship is complicated. First, it is necessary to understand the long 

tradition of the genre, to realize that the conventions of the epithalamion 

are as deeply rooted as Petrarchan conventions in Renaissance love 

poetry. To determine direct sources of any of the epithalaimia vyritten 

during the Renaissance proves as difficult as determining the direct 

sources of the images used by a poet who compares his mistress ' eyes to 

the sun. Ultimately, determining sources is of Httie consequence to 

unders tanding the use of the genre and its relationship to other 

significant cultural exchanges—the social functions of marriage, the 

methods of courtship, and the reUgious beliefs associated vyith love and 

marriage. My focus is on the function of the genre. Thus, 1 begin with an 
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overview of the epithalamic tradition—its roots in Greek poetry through 

its adoption on the continent during the sixteenth century. 1 vyill then 

t u m my focus to the relationships depicted in the poetry of Catullus, 

Sidney, and Spenser outside of the marriage songs and discuss how the 

issues raised in their love poetry relate to critical views of love and 

marriage in Rome and England. Although there are fundamental 

differences in the depiction of love by these three writers, each focuses on 

different elements of the epithalamic conventions in order to address 

problems in his non-epithalamic poetry. 

The epithalamic is a literary genre that celebrates and records a 

marriage. In the Renaissance, this "occasional" poetry usually celebrates 

aristocratic marriages. The marriage procession as a ceremony, as well 

as the marriage song itself, existed long before any poet recreated it in a 

deliberate "literary" manner. Even Homer, on the shield of Achilles, 

describes a marriage procession and a marriage song being sung: 

And he forged on the shield two noble cities filled 
with mortal men. With weddings and wedding feasts in one 
and under glowing torches they brought forth the brides 
from the women's chambers, marching through the streets 
while choir on choir the wedding song rose high 
and the young men came dancing, whirling round in rings 
and among them the flutes and harps kept up their stirring 

calL^ 

Pseudo-Hesiod has a similar description in the Shield of Heracles (270-

285). Such a description as that found in Homer, and Pseudo-Hesiod, 

illustrates details of the Greek wedding itself, but also the presence of a 
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song, an epithalamion. However, these descriptions of the ceremony are 

not really epithalamia themselves; not until Sappho vyrites her lyric verse 

do the songs themselves become a kind of Uterary genre. Of the poets 

prior to Catullus, Sappho is the most influential in terms of the 

contribution to the epithalamion as a genre. Only recentiy has the 

scholarship begun to establish her importance and influence on classical 

writers; as modem readers, all we have from what appears to be her 

great body of work are a few small fragments.^ However, the remnants of 

the wedding songs are still present in those fragments: 

High mus t be the chamber— 
Hymenaeum! 
Make it high, you builders! 
A bridegroom's coming— 
Hymenaeum! 
Like the War-god himself, the tallest of the tall! 

Happy groom, the union you prayed for 
is now fulfiUed, you have the girl of your prayers. 
How handsome you are, vyith your gentie eyes, 
and your lovely face all radiant vyith desire. 
The Love-goddess has shown you special favour.3 

There are roughly 65 lines of text remaining from various epithalamia 

(and of course there are many other fragments from the non-epithalamic 

poems). Of the fragments that have survived, some expressing simple 

sentiments such as "Hail to the bride, aU hail the honoured groom!" and 

"Good wishes, bride! Good vyishes to the groom" (116-117), the poems 

that address the loss of virginity have had an impact on the epithalamic 

tradition that would follow: 
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TVIaidenhood, my maidenhood, 
where are you going now?' 

I'll visit you no more, my dear, 
111 visit you no more. ' (114) 

Similarly, Sappho writes, "I stiU do cleave to maidenhood" (107). The 

anxiety the bride feels toward losing her maidenhead in marriage 

remains in the tradition permanently. Theocritus, whose pastoral Idylls 

are significantiy different from the lyric voice of Saphho, also wrote an 

epithalamion, which represents the first "fuU-length" marriage song in 

the tradition that we have today. The eighteenth eclogue, written as a 

pastoral wedding song for the marriage of Menalaus and Helen, praises 

the beauty and virtues associated vyith the figure of a wife: "Beautiful, 

charming, adorable maiden, a housevrife already!"'* Theocritus also 

includes the hope for offspring and the physical bond the married couple 

should have: 

Cypris, the Cyprian goddess, ensure that you love one another 
E)qually, Zeus so of Cronos provide you with evergreen riches 
Passing from noble progenitors on to their noble descendants. 
Sleep, and inspire in each others ' bosoms as well as affection 
Sexual longing, but do not forget to awake before morning. (68) 

In the descriptions of the Greek wedding ceremony by Homer and 

Pseudo-Hesiod and the use of "Uterary" epithalamia in Sappho and 

Theocritus—although these two writers used the epithalamia in very 

different ways—Catullus had enough sources, and enough imagination, 

to estabUsh the primary model for future vmters to follow. 
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Although Catullus himself borrowed at least some of his concept of 

the epithalamion from Sappho and Theocritus, he firmly estabUshed the 

epithalamic tradition for later generations of vyriters. The epithalamion 

as a genre formally celebrates the purposes and potential of marriage, 

and Catullus recreated what he found in writers such as Sappho and 

Theocritus and thus produced a new formalized vision of the marriage 

celebration. Catul lus ' three epithalamia are Carmen 6 1 , 62, and 64. All 

are quite different, and each represents the beginning of its respective 

thread in the epithalamic tradition. The first of these, Carmen 61 , is 

perhaps the epithalamion proper. Thomas Green caUs this poem "the 

single most influential poem of antiquity upon the Renaissance 

epithalamists."^ This poem narrates the wedding ceremony, starting with 

the calHng upon Hymen (and a summoning of the virgins to also call 

upon Hymen) and ending vyith the shutting of the bedroom doors and the 

consummation of the marriage. Between the calling of Hymen and the 

constommation, one finds the virgins and choragus singing to Hymen (46-

75), the weeping bride (76-120), entrance of the bride (120-125), the 

Fescennine verses (loud almost obscene chants seemingly present as a 

kind of purification rite and instruction for the couple to give u p old 

passions) (126-165), the meeting of bride and groom (171-180), and 

finally the bride taking her place in the nuptial bed and the coming forth 
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of the groom to meet her (181-230).^ AU of these activities are part of the 

matrimonial ritual and the union it forms. 

Carmen 62 is quite different in structure as weU as purpose; it is a 

dialogue between the juvenes and puellae, arguing over the merits of 

marriage itself The poem begins by calling forth the young men to the 

awaiting virgins. The maidens initially rise as well, but they are afraid of 

"inveni ardentf (the burning youth) and, implicitiy, the loss of their 

maidenheads. The maidens even compare their fates to those of fallen 

cities (24) and w a m that danger awaits all maidens (33). However, the 

youths fall back on the concept of the contracted joining [cjui desponsa 

tuafirmes conubiafiamma (27)]. The maidens focus on their chastity, 

comparing their fates to flowers torn up by a plough. The youths 

respond by stressing that an untouched vine jdelds no fruit while that 

vine, and the maiden, which is joined with the tree and tended by the 

farmer, that vine becomes dearer and more precious than before. The 

poem ends with the juvenes reminding the maidens that their 

maidenheads are only partly their ovyn; part belongs to their parents, and 

the parents ' desire for their daughters to m a n y must not be ignored. 

The third of Catullus ' epithalamia is Carmen 64, celebrating the 

marriage of Peleus and Thetis. This poem is really the "least epithalamic" 

of the three, but it ha s had a significant impact on the overall 

development of the genre. Carmen 64 is more of a mini-epic, more akin 
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to the Romance or epyllion, but its emphasis on the mythic marriage of 

Peleus and Thetis does place it in the epithalamion genre. The speaker 

depicts the marriage as an ideal union. The wedding was conceived in 

the heart of the father [pater. . . sensit (21)]. The love of Peleus and 

Thetis is celebrated as something divine; as with Carmen 61 and 62, the 

marriage bed, intricately described as constructed of Indian tusks, and of 

course the consummation that vyill come, holds a special importance. 

The tapestry covering the bed portrays the story of Ariadne, who was 

abandoned by Theseus but saved, and married, by Dionysus. The gods 

at tend the wedding and sing about the heroism of Achilles. In this poem, 

more than in any other, marriage is elevated to a divine, m j ^ i c union by 

the speaker. All three of the epithalamia associate marriage with divine 

vyUl, social order, personal commitment, and love. Although Catullus 

does borrow from the Greeks before him, his formal vision of the 

epithalamia represents the classical origin of the genre as it appears 

much later in Europe. 

After CatuUus, other Romans adopted the form. Although now 

lost, some classical vyriters mention an epithalamion vyritten by Ovid. 

Statius (ca. 45-96 C.E.), in Silvae, and later Claudian (ca. 370-404 C.E.), 

in De nuptiis Honorii et Mariae, both recall Catullus, but their 

epithalamia are really imitations or adaptations of Catullus 64, the 

grand, mythic style of the epithalamion, very different from the lyric song 
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found in Carmen 61 or, for that matter, in Spenser's Epithalamion. 

Nevertheless, Statius and Claudian were read by Renaissance writers, 

and, since they often use images and motifs found in all three of 

Catullus ' poems, they were very important in transferring those traits to 

later vyriters. During the early Renaissance, one can find Erasmus ' satire 

of the genre, "Epithalamium Petri Aegidii," as well as Pontano's two 

epithalamia vyritten for the marriages of his daughters. The popularity of 

the genre becomes even more evident in writers such as the neo-Latinist 

Johannes Secundus (1511-1536) in his Epithalamium, Clement Marot's 

Chant nuptial du mariage de Madame Reneefille de France avec le Due de 

Ferrare (1528), Joachim du Bellay in Epithalame sur le mariage de 

tresillustre Prince Philibert Emanuel Due de Savoye et tresillustre Princesse 

Marguerite de France (1559), and Pierre de Ronsard (1524-1585) in 

Epithalame de tres-illustre Prince Anthoine de Bourbon and Epithalame de 

Monsigneur de loyeuse. These are only a few examples of the substantial 

emergence of the epithalamion in Europe during the sixteenth century, 

and Renaissance vyriters were also influenced by the Judeo-Christian 

wedding songs found in Psalms and The Song of Songs, both of which 

predate the Catullan text and prove equally influential because 

Renaissance vyriters, especially Spenser, combine characteristics of the 

bibUcal songs with the classical models. Nearly all of these writers were 

often imitated and would have been accessible to any leamed 
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EngUshmen. Most of the sixteenth-century writers of epithalamia 

demonstrate knowledge of numerous previous sources although because 

the conventions were fairly standard, determining what writer got what 

from where is usually futile, or as Greene puts it: 

The epithalamist seems to have been aware of the genre, not so 
much as a number of individual poems among which he could 
choose his ovyn "source," but rather as a body of poetic material 
which was itself intricately entangled vyith borrowings and 
derivation, a body from which he could draw without necessarily 
incurring a debt to a given poem.^ 

There have been some substantial inquiries into this tradition by 

scholars. J a m e s McPeek, in Catullus in Strange and Distant Britain, 

dedicates an entire chapter to the influence of Catullus' epithalamia on 

English writers, as well as on some continental writers such as 

Johnannes Secundus, Joachim du Bellay, Ronsard, and others.* McPeek 

deals vyith Sidney, Spenser, Chapman, Jonson, and Campion, aU of 

whom to some degree borrow characteristics of the marriage songs of 

Catullus. Thomas Greene's 1954 dissertation discusses the development 

of the epithalamion in Italy, France, and England.^ Greene begins his 

study of the classical epithalamion by focusing on Catullus. He then 

goes on to the early neo-Latin writers and the French vyriters, such as 

Marot. He spends a great deal of time discussing Spenser's Epithalamion 

and concludes with Donne, Jonson, Herrick, and Crashaw. More 

recentiy, in a 1982 dissertation, The Catullan Epithalamic Tradition and 

the Marriage Poetry of Spenser and Jonson, Sandra Patterson begins by 
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exploring Spenser's borrowings from Catullus. ̂ ° She discusses Spenser's 

use of CatuUus' marriage procession (deductio) in the Faerie Queen, the 

Prothalamion, and Epithalamion. She then notes how Spenser uses the 

form to praise EUzabeth and Essex, the Somerset sisters, and himself as 

a poet. Patterson then looks at Jonson's use of the tradition in his 

Masque of Hymen, the Masque of the Barriers, and the Hymenaei, 

specifically his blending of Catullus ' and Spenser's version of the 

epithalamion. Heather Dubrow's A Happier Eden: The Politics of Marriage 

in the Stuart Epithalamium deals with the interplay between cultural and 

literary ideas of marriage during Stuart period." All of these previous 

studies are quite useful and important, but except for Dubrow and 

Patterson, these scholars focus primarily on the transmission of the 

genre from Catullus to the European writers, not on the function of the 

genre and its interaction with existing ideas of love and marriage found 

in the individual poets and the society as a whole. The primary purpose 

of this chapter is to explore the connection between Catullus, Sidney, 

and Spenser's amorous verse with their use of the epithalamic genre. 

However, understanding the nature of marriage as a social institution— 

in Greece, Rome, and Elizabethan England—helps estabUsh the context 

for any poet's adoption of the literary marriage song. 

One of the common critical approaches to looking at marriage in 

the Renaissance is to discuss the attitudes toward marriage amidst the 
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various religious ideologies of the day, and most s tudents/scholars of the 

period tend initially to overstate the impact Protestantism had on the 

elevated s ta tus of marriage. Retha M. Wamicke in Women of the English 

Renaissance and Reformation vyrites about the growing Protestant ideal of 

marriage and the family. ^̂  Wamicke states that "the family was the key 

to the social implementation of the Protestant program"^3 and that 

historically, "Protestantism has been linked more closely vyith the ideal of 

marriage."^'* John King in Spenser's Poetry and the Reformation Tradition 

also acknowledges the importance of marriage to the Protesteint 

movement and to the nature of Spenser's poetry: "Spenser accepts the 

high valuation that Protestants place upon marriage, as opposed to the 

idealization of virginity by the Church of Rome"^^ and "Protestants place 

special emphasis on matrimonial companionship."^^ Lisa M. Klein in "Xet 

u s love, deare love, tyke as we ought': Protestant Marriage and the 

Revision of Petrarchan Loving in Spenser's AmorettT connects the 

Protestant concept of marriage vyith the impact that conception had on 

Spenser's reconstruction of Petrarchism. '̂̂  Klein states "Spenser's 

representations of true love are associated with freedom, life, marriage, 

and fruitfulness,"^* and she explains how Petrarchan love simply did not 

possess qualities that could fulfill Spenser's expectations of love, which 

consists of "the mutuality and concord which ought to characterize a 
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loving marriage."^^ As a result, Klein caUs the Amoretti "a reformation of 

Petrarchan loving."^° Her final analysis is this: 

The Amoretti enact Spenser's self-fashioning as a 
Protestant—versus a Petrarchan—poet and lover. The 
conventions, metaphors, and paradoxes of Petrarchan poetry and 
loving are redeemed and ovenvritten by the ideals of sixteenth-
century marriage, with its own unique paradox: that mutual love 
and responsibility can and ought to exist within the hierarchical 
relationship to marriage.^^ 

I agree with Klein's assertion that there is a conflict present between 

Spenser 's view of love in the Amoretti and Petrarchism as a conventional 

genre. I will discuss that assertion more fully below; however, her 

attributing that conflict to Spenser's Protestantism is perhaps 

overstatement. There have been numerous substantial studies on 

Renaissance courtship and marriage in the last twenty years, and most 

of those examine the complexity of marriage both in practice and Hi 

conception. Alan MacFarlane, in Marriage and Love in England: 1300-

1840, notes that the purposes and priorities of marriage according to 

prayer books were not substantially different before and after the 

Reformation.^^ There were three accepted purposes for marrying 

according to most writings about marriage: for "the procreation of 

chUdren"; as "a remedy against sin, and to avoid fomication"; and "the 

mutual society, help, and comfort, that the one ought to have for the 

other."23 MacFarlane admits that the order of these purposes, which were 

usually explained to the couple marrying, was sometimes altered, but 
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"an analysis of the order of priorities has shown that there is no obvious 

change at the Reformation from earUer times, and that an almost equal 

proportion before and after the Reformation put 'mutual comfort' first."^'* 

His primary point conceming the purposes of marriage is that there were 

always contradictions. According to MacFarlane, Sir Thomas More in his 

Utopia believes that the primary purpose of marriage was that it served 

as a legitimate means to have sex, a legitimacy needed because of a 

controlling Church that "had managed to harness biological drives."^^ 

George Eliot Howard in his three-volume work, A History of Matrimonial 

Institutions (1904), sees a change from the "lay marriage" of the 

thirteenth century to a marriage the Catholic Church considered "second 

best, inferior to continence, yet also a sacrament."^^ Although reformers, 

according to MacFarlane, "attacked as one of the least pleasant aspects 

of medieval Catholicism its prurient views of marriage as a second-best 

remedy for lust," the s ta tus of marriage was in actuaUty "dovyngraded" by 

Luther; it was no longer a sacrament, "nothing but a civU contract."^^ 

However, reformers did always, in theory, connect the civil with the 

religious; Calvin in his mind believed that Catholicism did promote 

"superstitious admiration of celibacy" and "though marriage was not 

condemned as impure [by Catholicism], yet its dignity was so diminished, 

and its sanctity obscured, that he who did not refrain from it was not 

considered as aspiring to perfection with sufficient fortitude of mind."^* 
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Calvin thought that God called individuals to different, though spiritually 

equal, lives: "those denied the gift of continence, are undoubtedly called 

to marriage by the voice of God."^^ MacFarlane is correct to acknowledge 

the perception of a distinctiy "Protestant" view of marriage—one that 

rejected the idea that marriage was primarily a remedy for lust—but in 

practice, both Catholics and Protestants, typically approached marriage 

from a practical point of view and therefore focused more on the personal 

and, especially, the social purposes of marriage than on the status of 

lust. 

MacFarlane and other scholars such as Uona Bell and David 

Cressy stress marriage during the Renaissance as a social institution 

that is validated by the church, rather than a purely religious institution. 

Bell discusses the importance of marriage as a means for social 

advancement, a method of establishing alliances "to preserve the social 

order."3° In addition, marriage is one of the ways (along vyith education, 

political favor, and economic success) to shift the s tatus of oneself in 

terms of social rank, not to mention the financial benefits, as weU as 

financial burden, of marriage.3^ While these social, political, and 

economic impHcations of marriage are significant and widespread (and 

the marriages themselves are often arranged by families), BeU notes 

many examples of couples who defy parental influence, political and 

economic concem, and social rank and base their decisions of marriage 
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on personal preference, John Donne's marriage to Ann More being the 

most famous.32 Antonia Eraser, in The Weaker Vessel, also provides 

numerous examples of "romantic" love prevailing over marriages 

arranged based on financial and personal suitabUity.33 However, perhaps 

Cressy's discussion of marriage as a stage of the "life cycle" best captures 

its multi-faceted nature: 

Marriage . . . was a social process with both public and 
private dimensions. It involved a series of ritual actions with 
strong legal, cultural, and religious connotations that take u s to 
the heart to Tudor and Stuart society . . . . Marriage assigned new 
privileges, advantages, and obligations. It redefined social and 
sexual roles, rearranged patriarchal obligations, and conferred new 
duties of s ta tus , authority, and dependency.3'* 

Politics, economics, religion, love—all are part of what marriage was 

during the Renaissance; however, many of these same elements are jus t 

as important to the conception of marriage in the ancient world. 

No one has really made a specific comparison between the nature 

of Renaissance marriage and the nature of marriage in antiquity, both of 

which have many of the same complexities. Although the Christian 

elements of marriage were not present, the overall idea of what marriage 

could or should be is very similar. The Greek writer Plutarch in his Moral 

Adince (ca. 90 A.D.) says, conceming marriage, "when two voices sing in 

unison, the melody of the deeper voice prevails. So, too, in a temperate 

household every activity is carried out with both parties in agreement, 

but every activity also makes clear the sovereignty and choice of the 
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husband."35 This is simUar to what Renaissance works discussing 

marriage promoted, even in the marriage ceremony in the Book of 

Common Prayer. Both ages hoped that marriage would be a mutually 

beneficial union, beneficial both socially and emotionally. (Of course, as 

Klein noticed vyith regard to Elizabethan marriage, such a union is 

usually hierarchal with the husband in control.) R.O.A.M Lyne in his 

discussion of Roman marriage differentiates between the "theory" of 

marriage and the actual "practice" of marriage. Lyne observes that 

"Roman marriage was, potentially, the basis for a mature and complete 

relationship between a man and a woman" and based on "the consent of 

bride and groom and their declaration of it."3^ However, much as was the 

case in Renaissance Europe, marriage often served, for the aristocracy, 

as a political, social, and economic vehicle for advancement.3'^ L5Tie's 

observations on Roman marriage are helpful, but the work of Michel 

Foucault, particular his The History of Sexuality, is the most substantial 

inquiry into this topic. According to Foucault, there were generally 

accepted reasons for considering marriage "natural," and thus leading to 

the valorization of marriage by the Greco-Roman world. Marriage was 

first and foremost the natural method of procreation; however, progeny 

for aristocratic citizens also had certain political and social implications. 

Marriage, according to Foucault, also had importance for the married 

couple, providing the husband and vrife companionship. Stoics, such as 
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Musonius, implied a "duality of goals" in marriage: "descendants to 

beget, a life to share."3* Although such matters are self-evident, Foucault 

asser ts that the legitimacy of marriage is also estabUshed by the 

"conjugalization of sexual activities."3^ Foucault's discussion Ulustrates 

the multi-faceted notion of marriage in antiquity; it was an institution 

that tended philosophically to be "valorized" because it had social, 

economic, personal, as well as sexual significance. For both the ancient 

world and the Renaissance, marriage was primarily a social institution, 

not a religious one. The common characteristic between the two periods 

is that there is a theory of marriage that does not always reflect the 

actual practice of marriage. 

Although much of this dissertation has been concemed with the 

differences in Catullus ' poetry and the conventions of Petrarchism, one 

significant characteristic that Catullus and the conventional Petrarchan 

poets have in common, which is relevant to a discussion of marriage 

songs, is that their love poetry is neither a poetry of courtship (with the 

ultimate purpose of obtaining a bride) nor exactiy a poetry of seduction. 

Catullus and the traditional Petrarchists can never really obtain that 

which they desire. Catullus ' poet-lover may be able to have Lesbia 

physically, but he cannot have a relationship based on pietas, fides, 

foedus, offidum; the Petrarchists are neither able to have their mistresses 

physically nor in a state of matrimony—often their mistresses are already 
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married to someone else, which was characteristic of the courtly love 

tradition. We later find EngHsh writers altering the Petrarchan model 

(allowing for the actualization of a physical affair), but the poet-lovers 

never truly can be joined to their ladies beyond the physical 

relationship—Wyatt's lover seems to have obtained a physical affair but 

he still suffers emotionally, as does Shakespeare's. 

The love affairs in Catullus ' Carmina, Sidney's Astrophil and Stella, 

and Spenser's Amoretti show that each lover is in a different situation. 

Catullus ' poet-lover wants a relationship vyith Lesbia that reflects the 

commitment, duty, and faithfulness one might hope for in the Roman 

conception of an ideal marriage—an affsdr based on pietas and fides. 

However, Lesbia is married already; therefore, such a committed 

relationship, in this instance, is unattainable. Catullus' lover realizes he 

cannot have Lesbia beyond the physical affair, but the physical desire he 

feels proves more difficult to let go than his emotional passion. Lesbia 

throughout the affair appears wiUing to give herself physically to the 

lover, but not emotionally. Sidney's poet-lover, on the other hand, 

primarily desires a physical affair with a married woman, but Stella does 

not want an affair that sinks below the spiritual relationship discussed 

by Castiglione in The Courtier The dramatic situation is typically 

Petrarchan, and Sidney introduces both neoplatonic rhetoric and 

Petrarchan conventions into the sequence. However, Sidney's speaker, 
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whose desire often overwhelms him, is not content to be simply a 

Petrarchan lover who is able to justify his pain through the virtue of the 

cruel-fair, and he usually undermines the neoplatonic philosophy and 

Petrarchan conventions as quickly as he estabUshes them. Astrophil's 

pain stems from unrequited desire, not so much from unrequited love. 

Spenser, however, is the only one of the three that actually depicts a 

courtship. His lover seeks a faithful, committed relationship in a context 

(i.e., marriage) that allows him to do jus t that. Spenser consistentiy 

writes in a Petrarchan style, but the language of Petrarchism was 

traditionally not a language of courtship. Therefore, a poet such as 

Spenser can be said to wTite in a "pseudo-Petrarchan" style. lUona Bell 

defines this "pseudo-Petrarchan" style as "the subset [of courtship 

poetry] that uses conventional tropes of Petrarchan idolatry to conceal an 

underljdng persuasive or seductive purpose." For Spenser, such tropes 

are used to persuade the mistress to marry and to fulfill both emotional 

and physical desire by a legitimate means. What we will therefore find in 

Catullus, Sidney, and Spenser is that in some way the rhetoric used in 

their love poetry is not a rhetoric that is truly appropriate for their poet-

lovers' situation. Catullus ' lover cannot have an affair based on the 

Roman virtues, Sidney's young, sensual lover cannot successfully apply 

neoplatonic love theory to his primarily physical desire for Stella, and 

although Spenser's lover can in fact have a real relationship with his 
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misti-ess, Petrarchan rhetoric does not adequately apply since such a 

rhetoric was not traditionally used to court a mistress with the hopes of 

wedded love (i.e., a consummated love). The epithalamia of all three 

poets explicitiy and impHcitly address the problems associated with the 

various faUures in their non-epithalamic love poetry. 

Of these three poets, Catullus and Sidney perhaps have the most 

in common in terms of the lack of potential in their depicted affairs. 

Each poet depicts a lover whose passion is directed at a mistress who is 

already married. As in Catullus, Sidney's lover is able to capture the 

occasional kiss from his mistress, but his physical desire is not satisfied. 

CatuUus always suggests that the poet-lover has had a physical 

relationship with Lesbia at some point in time (although it is never 

expUcitiy stated). However, most of the poems in the Lesbia sequence 

that deal with the lover's unsatisfied physical desire occur, in terms of 

narrative, after he no longer has that physical relationship with her. The 

need to satisfy such desire is what causes Astrophil, comically, to be 

jealous of the position a lap-dog has in relation to his beloved and for the 

lover in Catullus similarly to be jealous of Lesbia's sparrow. Physical 

desire ultimately is what haun t s both speakers; however, they both 

at tempt to at tach specific values to their affairs—the values associated 

vyith neoplatonism in the case of Sidney and those associated with pietas 

in the case of Catullus. Both poets use these value systems as a basis 
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for forming a rhetoric that the lovers use to praise their mistresses but to 

subUmate the lovers' physical desire. In my discussion of the Lesbia 

sequence in previous chapters, 1 have argued that there is a constant 

struggle between the physical desire Catullus' lover has for Lesbia and 

the virtues he initially uses to describe the relationship. For the lover in 

Catullus, ideal love was not a neoplatonic love as it was for the 

Renaissance vyriters, but rather a kind of famUial love, associated with 

the Roman virtues of pietas and fides. In addition. Carmen 87 

characterizes the relationship as a pact or contract (foedus) in which 

there is a sense of faithfulness (fides): 

nulla potest mulier tantum se dicere amatam 
vere, quantum a me Lesbia amata mea's. 

nulla fides ullofuit umquam foedere tanta, 
quanta in amore tuo ex parte reperta meast. (1-4) 

[There is no woman who is able to say truthfully that she has been 
loved as you, my Lesbia, have been loved by me. No faithfulness in 
any bond has ever been found as true as the faithfulness in my 
love for you.] 

The lover consistentiy refers to foedus as the ultimate kind of 

commitment he wants with Lesbia, but his biggest problem lies in the 

fact he considers foedus to be an element of marriage i tself^and that 

particular bond cannot be had with the already married Lesbia. In 

Carmen 64, one of the epithalamic poems, the speaker celebrates the 

marriage between Peleus and Thetis in the same manner that the 

speaker celebrates Lesbia in Carmen 87: "nullus amor tali coiunxit 
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foedere amantes" (64.335) [There is no love that joined together any 

lovers with such a pact]. He continues by stating "acdpiat coniunxfelid 

foedere diuam, / dedatur cupido iam dedum nupta marito" (64.373) [may 

the husband accept the goddess in this joyous pact and may the bride be 

given to the eager spouse]. Worth noting is the connection between this 

ideal marriage and the concept of foedus, but also the idea of the eager 

spouse. "Cupido" implies sexual eagerness. Here,/oedus, the ideal pact 

or contract in love, is joined together with cupido, or physical desire. The 

presence of both commitment and sexual desire is not only possible, but 

is actually praised within the realm of marriage. The speaker glorifies 

the entire experience of marriage; the contract of marriage is formed 

through the physical as well as the ideological commitment. Lyne 

comments that the idealization of the marriage pact in these passages is 

significant: "the connotations of foedus suitably stress the unparalleled 

degree of reciprocity and sanctity that this romantic, mythical marriage . 

. . apparentiy possessed."'*^ The parallel here is that the "sanctity" and 

"reciprocity" of marriage reflects a satisfaction of the noble desires, but 

also the physical desires, which social convention dictates can only be 

had within married love. 

Sidney cannot be said to portray Astrophil as a lover who only 

wants the neoplatonic ideal of love, but Hke Catullus he does attempt to 

incorporate the cultural ideals of love, an attempt which appears 
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inappropriate or inconsistent with the nature of the actual relationship. 

AstrophU first and foremost struggles with his physical desires not being 

satisfied; however, he calls upon the rhetoric of Renaissance love in order 

to rationalize that desire. In "Desire, though thou my old companion 

art," the lover recognizes the intrusion of physical pleasure into the 

Petrarchan model. In this poem, the lover expresses a need to part from 

the fellowship of desire: "virtue's gold now must head my Cupid's dart" 

(72.8).'*^ However, even vyith this neoplatonic understanding that desire 

is excluded from true love and even with an attempt to banish desire, he 

ends his poem by questioning his ability to apply the neoplatonism 

popularized by Castiglione to his feelings for Stella. Unsure that he will 

ever be able to part from the "fellowship of desire," he expresses doubt in 

his ability to banish desire: "but yet alas how shall?" (72.14). Sonnet 52 

more directiy shows the paradox that exists between physical passion 

and the neoplatonic ideal of love. Astrophil describes this conflict as a 

"strife . . . between virtue and love" (52.1). The "love" in this line is the 

physical desire he experiences, while "virtue" is the desire for what 

should be the ultimate object of love, heavenly beauty. Love claims as 

his ovyn "her eyes, her Hps, her all" (52.3); virtue looks at "not this fair 

outside, which our hearts doth move" (52.8) but rather her "virtuous 

soul, sure heir of heavenly bUss" (52.7). In essence the speaker attempts 

to associate, in typical neoplatonic fashion, the physical desire he feels 
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for her outer beauty with the true object of love, which is a good, divine 

beauty. For the most part, this is fairly consistent with the entire 

Petrarchan concept of the cruel fair (the mistress is fair in her beauty 

and virtue, bu t cruel because such virtue makes it necessary that she 

never will give in to the lover's physical passions), but Astrophil, using 

his vyit, finally resolves himself in a slightly anti-Petrarchan way. 

Although the personified virtue can claim ownership of Stella's grace, he 

still desires the flesh to be enjoyed as flesh: "Let virtue have that Stella's 

self; yet t h u s / That virtue but that body grant to us" (52.13-14). 

Astrophil, the young courtier plagued with the power of sensual desire, 

a t tempts to follow the ideals CastigUone's Bembo sets for the older 

courtier; Astrophil at tempts to show that the love of the mistress is the 

love of a beauty that t ranscends the individual object (Stella): 

Who will in fairest book of nature know 
How virtue may best lodged in beauty be. 
Let him but leam of love to read in thee, 

Stella, those fair lines which true goodness show. 
There shall he flnd all vices' overthrow. 

Not by rude force, but sweetest sovereignty 
Of reason, from whose Ught those night-birds fly. 

That inward sun in thine eyes shine th so. 
And not content to be perfection's heir 

Thy self, dost strive all minds that way to move. 
Who mark in thee what is in thee most fair; 
So while thy beauty draws the heart to love. 

As fast thy virtue bends that love to good. 
But ah, desire stiU cries: 'Give me some food.' (71.1-14) 

For the first thirteen lines of Sonnet 71 , AstrophU's statements reflect the 

rhetoric of neoplatonic love, as well as the difficulty the "young" courtier 
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has reaching that kind of love. The poet-lover wants to convince himself, 

Stella, or others that love for the "physical" Stella must be the love for 

goodness itself; her "beauty draws the heart to love," a love that 

t ranscends the physical. Although he seems convincing for most of 

Sonnet 71 that his love does indeed reflect the ideal, the final line 

demonstrates the fact that virtue is not enough, and his desire, his 

physical desire, cries out in the final line for what amounts to physical 

nourishment: "'Give me some food." Ultimately, the sequence as a whole 

shows that the young courtier either confuses spiritual and physical 

desire or feels that it is necessary to speak of sensual desire as if it were 

spiritual desire. 

CatuUus' Carmina and Sidney's Astrophil and Stella never make it 

clear whether the poet-lovers truly want or expect to obtain a love based 

on their ideaJistic values. Catullus' lover consistentiy states that his love 

for Lesbia is noble in the sense that it represents a love founded on 

values associated with pietas, foedus, fides, and offidum. Likewise, 

Astrophil uses Petrarchan conventions and the discourse associated with 

the neoplatonic ideals, a fact which impHes a hope to step up the ladder 

of love, but physical desire constantiy gets in the way. Many Sidney 

scholars have looked to poems outside of Astrophil and Stella, 

particularly poems in the Certain Sonnets, in order to find a praise of 

heavenly love not represented in the longer sequence. The speaker in CS 
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32, "Leave me, O love which reachest but to dust," does renounce 

completely the base, physical love found in Astrophil's desire and is 

prepared " . . . to humble thy might / To that sweet yoke where lasting 

freedoms be" (Certain Sonnets 32.5-6). The speaker ultimately bids 

fareweU to earthly love and hopes for heavenly love—the true object of 

affection for all love of beauty—to grow strong within: 

O take fast hold, let that light be thy guide 
In this small course which birth draws out to death. 
And think how iU becometh him to sUde, 
Who seeketh heaven, and comes of heavenly breath: 

Then fareweU, world; thy uttermost I see; 

Eternal love, maintain thy life in me. (CS 32.11 -14) 

Asserting that this sonnet offers a true conclusion to the Astrophil and 

Stella sequence, which some previous critics have done, is perhaps 

overstating its significance. In fact, there is an even stronger connection 

to the portrayal of love in Astrophil and Stella in CS 31, for it seems to 

better reflect the conflict present in the longer sequence than does CS 32. 

In CS 3 1 , the speaker addresses the problems that desire causes. 

Physical love causes a "web of will, whose end is never wrought" (31.4), 

and the speaker, similair to Astrophil, acknowledges that he has been a 

victim of desire and that his mind has been in torment because of such 

desire: "Desire, desire, I have too dearly bought, / With price of mangled 

mind, thy worthless ware" (31.5-6). He claims that he is one "who 

should my mind to higher things prepare" (31.8). However, the speaker 

in this poem says that Desire's at tempts were in vain: "In vain thou 
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madest me to vain things aspire" (31.10). The lover states that now 

virtue has made him renounce desire itself "For virtue hath this better 

lesson taught, / Within myself to seek my only hire, / Desiring naught 

but how to kill desire" (31-11-14). The lover of this poem could very well 

be a mature Astrophil, or someone like him, who is now ready to leave 

the sensual love of the young courtier behind and to step up the ladder. 

However, it is also likely that both Astrophil and the speaker in CS 31 are 

ultimately plagued with a physical desire that they attempt to legitimize 

by placing the desire in a more socially acceptable discourse. Whether 

the lovers in Catullus and Sidney want the ideal or whether they use the 

language of the ideal to rationalize their passions, there is clearly an 

ideological/rhetorical conflict present. 

What one finds in the epithalamia of Catullus and Sidney is an 

at tempt to use marriage as a legitimate means to reconcile the conflict 

present in the love poetry. Marriage reconciles each poet's dilemma in a 

way that the ideal love presented in the lyric sequences cannot. 

Catullus ' lover, even if he does enjoy Lesbia physically, cannot have the 

more sacred bond to which he aspires in the Lesbia sequence. Even if 

AstrophU does t u m to the neoplatonic notion of love, Stella wiU still never 

be physicaUy obtainable, which is what Astrophil wants. Thus, their 

affairs, and what they desire in those affairs, result in perpetual 

dissatisfaction, affairs doomed to fail. In the epithalamia, however, the 
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speakers in Catullus and Sidney are able to depict a state of love or 

union that is realistic but also noble and virtuous. In married love, 

physical desires are appropriate and necessary for the purposes of 

marriage (i.e. the propagation of children, the estabUshing of famiUal and 

political alliances, social order, and—again, as Foucault might say—as a 

method to conjugalize sexual activity). In England, Sidney was really the 

first poet to make use of the epithalamion. Although he does not 

formally entitie the work an "epithalamion," in the third Ecologue of Old 

Arcadia, Sidney adopts many of the conventional features of the genre in 

order to "talk of the holiness of marriage." The song is a marriage song 

that draws on the long tradition of the form. Sidney adopts the 

conventional refrain celebrating Hymen and asking for Hymen's support 

of the marriage: "O Hymen long their coupled joys maintain." Sidney also 

adopts the traditional ivy/elm image as a metaphor for the "mutual 

embracements" of the married couple (214.15-16)—Catullus similarly 

discusses the husband being wrapped with the embrace of his bride in 

Carmen 6 1 . However, more important are the passages that reflect 

marriage as a union in which sexual desire may be legitimately 

expressed. 

Catullus and Sidney both imply solutions to the problems of love 

and lust found in their lyric sequences. Catullus is not bound by the 

"immorality of sex" outside of marriage characteristic of Christian 
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doctrine, but nonetheless Catullus sets forth in his epithalamia a 

comparable beUef that marriage was a nobler altemative to the kind of 

sexual satisfaction one obtains outside of marriage: 

non tuus levis in mala 
dedtus vir adultera 
probra turpia persequens 
a tuis teneris volet 

secubare papillis. (61.97-101) 

[Lightiy inclined to some wicked endeavor and foUowing shameful 
dishonor, your husband wall not want to lie apart from your soft 
bosom.] 

Catullus in fact orders the bridegroom to leave the lustful ways of the 

single man behind and now to accept the behavior appropriate for a 

husband. 

diceris male te a tuis 
unguentate glabris marite 
abstinere: sed abstine. 
io Hymen Hymenaee io, 

io Hymen Hymenaee. 

sdmus haec tibi quae licent 
sola cognita: sed marito 
ista non eadem licent. (61.134-141) 

[It will be said that you, perfumed groom, wiU not be able to give 
u p your old joys: but abstain. Io Hymen Hymenaeus io. Io Hymen 
Hymenaeus! We unders tand those things known by you alone that 
are allowed; but a husband is not allowed the same things.] 

Again, this idea that marriage legitimizes physical desire is comparable to 

the Renaissance belief that one of the purposes of marriage is to control 

lust, and this is exactiy the idea Sidney focuses on in his song of Dicus. 
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Before the song even begins, Sidney's narrator says of the conversation 

between the shepherds in The Old Arcadia, "the highest point they 

reached to was to talk of the holiness of marriage" (99)."^^ Once the song 

begins, Dicus clearly makes a distinction between the "justest love" (99.3) 

of marriage and the love of Cupid when he states "Virtue, if not a god, ye 

God's chief part, / Be thou the knot of this their open vovy" (100.46-47). 

Dicus' t rue intention is to rid the bride and groom of Cupid's desire. 

However, Dicus clearly associates Cupid with lecherous and lustful 

desire, not the kind of physical relationship that should be part of 

marriage: 

But thou foul Cupid, sire to lawless lust. 
Be thou far hence with thy empoisoned dart 
Which, though of glitt'ring gold, shall here take rust 
Where simple love, which chasteness doth impart, 

Avoids thy hurtful art. 
Not needing charming skill 
Such minds with sweet affections for to fill. 
Which being pure and plain, 

O H5mien long their coupled joys maintain. (100.55-63) 

This renunciation of Cupid is quite different from that of a young 

AstrophU who at one point pities the "Blind-hitting boy" (46.2) and who 

seeks "Cupid's help" to "prey" on SteUa (43.1-2). Here, in marriage, 

Cupid's golden arrow is not welcome nor, as the last stanza suggests, is 

it needed at all, and the implication is that Cupid's love is not 

appropriate. Dicus asks for "churiish words, shrewd answers, crabbed 

looks" (100.64), and "peacock pride" (101.73) to be put aside. He says 
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"Yet let not slutteiy, / The sink of filth, be counted housewifery" (101.78-

79) and most important let " . . . vile jealousy, / the iU of iUs" (101.82-83) 

be cast aside. Dicus does not want to ban physical desire itself from 

marriage but rather to ban the kind of lust and lechery typically found in 

sex outside of marriage, and the impUcation is that marriage is a means 

to obtain physical union without the harmful effects of Cupid's lust. 

Not only is Sidney's poem a beautiful, sincere rendition of the same 

praise Catullus ' speaker gives to marriage, but it is, at least, an implicit 

recognition that Cupid's "lawless lust" (100.55) often interferes with a 

nobler love. This poem proposes a reconciliation for purely neoplatonic 

love and purely physical love; in addition, it allows physical desire to 

have a legitimate outiet. If a man and woman enter into such a noble, 

lawful contract, all can be right. As is the case with Catullus' speaker, 

Dicus envisions Hymen, the personification of marriage itself, making all 

married love touches blissful: 

The earth is decked with flow'rs, the heav'ns displayed. 
Muses grant gifts, njnnphs long and joined life. 
Pan store of babes, virtue their thoughts well stayed, 
Cupid's lust gone, and gone is bitter strife, 

Happy man, happy wife; 
No pride shall them oppress. 
Nor yet shall ye ld to loathsome sluttishness. 
And jealousy is slain; 
For Hjonen wiU their coupled joys maintain. (101.91-99) 

Notice the variation in the final refrain; he no longer expresses the "wish" 

that Hymen wiU maintain their joys. With the word "for" in the final line. 
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all of these things will come to pass on account of Hymen, on account of 

married love. With the union of man and wife, "pride," "sluttishness," 

and "jealousy" vyiU all be "slain." In a final analysis, Sidney uses the 

genre primarily as a way to address the gratification of desire, only one of 

the functions of marriage, but because so much of his other love poetry 

is preoccupied with physical desire such an emphasis in the 

epithalamion seems appropriate. However, Sidney's epithalamion 

ultimately shows that love must based on more than physical desire. 

CatuUus' speaker puts forth a similar idea that marriage can (or should) 

legitimize sexual intercourse, and he is also concemed with the bond 

that marriage creates when the sexual pleasures of marriage are put into 

perspective. Spenser, who envisions, through Christian marriage, a 

joining of sex with the concept of caritas, proposes a similar idea in his 

poetry. 

Spenser's Amoretti is a unique work in Renaissance love poetry; 

although elements of neoplatonism and Petrarchism run throughout the 

sequence, the relationship in the Amoretti is very different from most 

typical Petrarchan affairs. Unlike Petrarch himself, whose sonnets 

address a married woman who soon dies or the many other love poets 

who address their poems to married, unobtainable women, Spenser 

writes a sequence with the explicit purpose of depicting a courtship. The 

fact that the poet-lover is trying to convince his mistress to marry is in 
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itself contrary to the Petrarchan tradition, which never had marriage as 

its realistic goals. lUona Bell specifically addresses Spenser's poetry as 

that of courtship, and Spenser, unlike Petrarch who emphasizes his ovyn 

feelings and response to the affair, seems to be more concemed about 

the response of the mistress herself.'*3 According to BeU, the Amoretti 

allows the audience to see how the tradition of Petrarchism works in an 

actual relationship as the lover, with marriage as his goal, attempts to 

court the mistress by using the standard Petrarchan conceits and 

neoplatonic notions of love. 

Spenser is the first major English writer to incorporate fully the 

Petrarchan conventions and neoplatonic love philosophy.'*'* Gordon 

Braden labels such poetry "neoplatonic Petrarchism."'*5 The opening 

poem in Spenser's four hymns, " An Hymne in Honour of Love," 

associates earthly love with both the courtly love tradition and 

neoplatonic love, to which earthly love should eventually lead. In 

honoring love, the speaker refers to the traditional elements of 

Petrarchan love. The speaker's heart is "captiued" (2) and rages "with 

restlesse stovyre" (3). He speaks of the "feeble eyes" that are fed and the 

heart that is starved by love (38-39). He recognizes lovers' "piteous 

mone," "balefuU bane," and wasted days (137-129). Echoing Capellanus, 

the speaker states that when love is difficult to obtain that love becomes 

all the more desirable: "For things hard gotten, men more dearely 
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deeme" (168). However, the speaker does recognize the ultimate source 

of the love and beauty that lovers seek: 

For sure of all, that in this mortall frame 
Contained is, nought more diuine doth seeme. 
Or that resembleth more th'immortall falme 
Of heauenly Ught, then Beauties glorious beame. 
What wonder then, if with such rage extreme 
Fraile men, whose eyes seek heauenly things to see. 
At sight thereof so much enrauisht bee? (113-119) 

Spenser's four hymns represent the progression from earthly love to true 

heavenly love, and the speaker is always aware—even in the first 

hymn—that the love of earthly beauty is, or should be, connected to the 

love of heavenly beauty. The four hymns are in essence abstract, 

philosophical discussions of love; however, the Amoretti depicts a 

Petrarchan-like lover who uses the neoplatonic philosophy in an actual 

relationship, and the process of achieving "heavenly love" in a real 

relationship proves more complicated than the four hymns would have 

one believe. 

Typical Petrarchan conceits, as well as elements of neoplatonism, 

run throughout the sonnets; they are blended together into a neoplatonic 

language of love that the speaker uses to woo his mistress. The mistress 

is described as possessing "lamping eyes" (1.66); in Sonnet 3 the lover is 

now "with her huge brightnesse dazed" (3.5) so that "base thing I can no 

more endure to view" (3.6).'*^ The mistress, because of her virtue, is a 

typical Petrarchan "Fayre CrueU" (49.1) and, in Sonnet 6 1 , described as 
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"the glorious image of the makers beautie" (61.1). In neoplatonic fashion, 

she is of such "heauenly formes" (61.12) that are "diuinely vyrought" 

(61.5), "heuenly home" (61.6), and as a "beame of light" (61.10) she 

should " . . . scome / base things" (61.11-12) and should be worshipped 

rather than loved by average men. Spenser's lover attempts, it seems, to 

climb the ladder of love in Sonnet 80 in which the "contemplation" of her 

"heauenly hew" which will raise his "spirit to an higher pitch" (80.11-12). 

Spenser 's lover is granted a kiss in Sonnet 64—which is allowed 

according to Castiglione—and in t5rpical Petrarchain fashion he grieves 

his mistress ' absence in Sonnet 78. All of these descriptions are 

consistent with previous Petrarchan love poetry and the neoplatonism of 

Castiglione. However, neither the literary followers of Petrarch nor the 

philosophical followers of Castiglione viewed marriage as the goal for the 

lover. Petrarchan lovers often seek sexual gratification (although it is 

often implicit), and true neoplatonic lovers, in the tradition of Castiglione, 

avoid consummation, directing their energies to divine beauty. Spenser's 

lover is unique because marriage becomes the means by which he might 

combine both physical and divine love. 

In Sonnet 6, the lover's intention to marry, or more exactiy the 

intention to persuade his mistress to marry him, is made clear. He teUs 

his mistress "then thinke not long in taking litie paine, / to knit the knot, 

that euer shaU remain" (6.13-14). Once the reader knows that marriage 
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is the goal, then all the things associated with marriage should be 

brought into the reading of the sonnets. Much is made in the entire 

sequence of the "scom of base things" (5.6), both on the part of the 

mistress as well as the attempt by the lover to leave base lusts behind 

and aspire to something more. Spenser frequently refers to the 

altemative to base lusts as being "chast desire": "in chast desires on 

heauenly beauty bound" (8.8); the "flames of pure and chast desire" 

(22.12). Spenser states that his mistress cures base desires by 

substituting a desire that is more virtuous: 

You frame my thoughts and fashion me within. 
You stop my toung, and teach my hart to speake. 
You calme the storm that passions did begin. 
Strong thrugh your cause, but by vertue weak. (8.11-14) 

Spenser t hus finds reconciliation in this "love no tyke to lusts of baser 

kynd" (6.3). In Amoretti 6, the speaker acknowledges that love based on 

lust alone will not endure; however, his goal of marriage—of knitting the 

knot—can endure: 

Be nought dismayd that her vnmoued mind 
Dothe still persist in her rebellious pride: 
Such loue not tyke to lusts of baser kynd. 
The harder wonne, the firmer will abide. 

The durefuU Oake, whose sap is not yet dride. 
Is long ere it conceiue the kindling fyre: 
But when it once doth bume , it doth diuide 
Great heat, and makes his flames to heauen aspire. 

So hard it is to kindle new desire 
In gentie brest that shall endure for euer: 
Deepe is the wound, that dints the parts entire 
With chast affects, that naught but death can seuer. 

Then thinke not long in taking littie paine, 
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To knit the knot, that euer shall remaine. (6.1-14) 

The idea of a "chast desire" causes some problems. On the one hand, 

comparing "chast desire" to "lusts of a baser kind" and considering tiie 

neoplatonic rhetoric commonly used, one could read "chast desire" as 

being antithetical to physical desire. CastigUone is quite explicit in his 

condemnation of physical love; lovers may initially have physical desire, 

but only because their senses are controlUng them—not their reason. 

Once reason is employed, the lover may then "forsake this earthly 

baseness and flee u p into heaven" (363). Even the allowed kiss should 

not stir lovers "to any unhonest desire" (i.e. physical desire), for "chaste 

lovers covet a kiss as a coupling of souls" (356). Castilgione's Bembo 

deems chaste love a s a non-physical love; therefore, within CastigUone's 

philosophical stance, Spenser's "chast desire" would most logicaUy imply 

non-sexual desire or the desire for heavenly beauty while "base lusts" 

would refer to a lover who gives into the urges satisfied through the 

senses. However, the presence of "marriage" in Spenser's sonnets makes 

non-sexual love irtelevant and illogical since the lover, if successful in 

courting his mistress, will indeed have the mistress physically. 

Spenser's concept of "chast desire" within the context of poems 

depicting a lover trying to woo a potential bride, most likely suggests the 

legitimate physical desire allowed for in Christian marriage—but not in 

the neoplatonism of CastigUone—and the "base lusts" represent physical 
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desire that exists outside the realm of marriage. There is a more direct 

example of the connection between chaste desire and physical 

consummation in Prothalamion, one of Spenser's two epithalamic poems; 

the speaker sees two brides coming to meet their husbands . As he 

praises the ceremony and the marriage to come, he states "let your bed 

vyith pleasures chast abound" (103). Spenser specifically describes the 

consummation of the marriage as being a "chaste pleasure." If the 

Amoretti represents the lover's attempt at obtaining a bride, the 

"pleasures chast" of the Prothalamion certainly would be the logical 

outcome of a lover's "chast desire." 

If the acquisition of the physical, but "chaste," pleasures of 

marriage is at least part of what Spenser's poet-lover ultimately desires— 

because the reader knows he seeks marriage and knows, according to 

Spenser in the Prothalamion, that such pleasures are part of marriage 

itself—then what he seems to fear or to shun are the baser lusts 

associated with sex outside of marriage. In the Amoretti, the poet deals 

with the possible desires of both the lover and his mistress. As far as the 

mistress is concemed, she is always portrayed as a woman of "portiy 

pride" who s h u n s base desires and inspires loftier desires. In Sonnet 5, 

the speaker rebukes a friend who "vyrongest my deare harts desire, / In 

finding fault with her too portly pride" (5.1-2). In her "lofty lookes" the 

poet-lover sees in his mistress a "scom of base things, and sdeigne of 
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foule dishonor" (5.5-6), and in the next sonnet he reiterates, asking the 

reader (or perhaps the friend addressed in the previous sonnet) "be 

nought dismayed" (6.1) in his mistress ' "rebellious pride" (6.2). Klein 

actually considers the pride of Spenser's mistress as "most disruptive to 

Christian marriage,"'*'^ but I would argue that the "portiy pride" of the 

mistress in the Amoretti is what meikes her virtuously strong, or as the 

poet himself puts it: "Such pride is praise, such portiinesse is honor" 

(5.9). Unlike the mistress in Wyatt, Shakespeare, aind Catullus, 

Spenser's mistress never compromises her virtue. Spenser, in fact, 

shows the mistress herself as a kind of neoplatonic lover, one whose 

"face . . . rears up to the skie" (13.2) and one who thinks "how she to 

heauen may clime" (13.10). Usually, it is the lover himself who climbs 

the ladder leading to heavenly beauty. Although the mistress may 

at tempt to approach the divine, the poet-lover believes for his sake (her 

affection for him) "her eie lids low embaseth" (13.3). "Drossy slime" may 

hinder her "heauenly thoughts" (13.12), but the poet still wants her to 

"looke on me" (13.13) because returning to the earthly love can also raise 

her up : "such lowlinesse shall make you lofty be" (13.14). 

The mistress in the Amoretti consistentiy lives up to the virtue the 

lover assigns to her—at least it appears she does based on the accounts 

of the poems' speaker. In fact, the mistress, by initially rejecting him, 

acts in a manner appropriate for a woman being pursued by passionate 
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young man, according to both CapeUanus and Castiglione. However, the 

lover himself is drawn to physical desire for the mistress, even though 

such desires are often carefully veUed in the neoplatonic rhetoric and the 

Petrarchan conventions. In Sonnet 88, a climactic poem in the sequence 

in which the mistress is absent, the lover has "lackt the comfort of that 

light" (88.1), and therefore in standard neoplatonic fashion he fiUs his 

mind with "that heuenly ray" (88.7), that "Idaea playne" (88.9) in an 

at tempt to satisfy that desire for beauty. However, in the final two lines, 

we see that his attempt to cUmb the ladder ultimately fails, that he 

cannot sustain the neoplatonic image of beauty: "But with such 

brightnesse whylest I fUl my mind, / I starue my body and mine eyes doe 

blynd" (88.13-14). Kenneth Larsen comments on this poem, which 

comes near the conclusion of the Amoretti: 

Sonnet 88's use of technical Platonic terms, particularly its Idaea 
playne (9), is the most consistent and, apparently most conscious 
of all the amoretti. But any explicit adherence to Platonic 
doctrine . . . runs contrary to the anti-Platonic direction of the final 
c o u p l e t . . . . The poet's mind may be sustained by contemplating 
the image of the heavenly ray as revealed in the lady, the true Idea 
of beauty itself, but the paradoxical starving of his body is insisted 
upon with dovyn-to-earth reality.'** 

For all the conventional neoplatonism and Petrarchism that can be found 

in Spenser 's poetry. Sonnet 88 shows that the lover cannot be a 

neoplatonic lover. The speaker in this poem notices the same thing 

AstrophU does in Sidney's Sonnet 71 , that he can try to banish desire, 

try to climb the ladder to a nobler love, but in the end physical desire 
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StiU needs food. However, Spenser's poet-lover wants a heavenly love 

that can be bound to earthly desires as well.'*^ 

In Sonnet 88, the lover forms the neoplatonic "Idaea playne" when 

he is separated from the mistress, but such fixation of the mental image 

cannot satisfy his starved body. However, such conflict between 

neoplatonic and physical desire is found much earlier in the sequence. 

In Sonnet 8, the poet states that the "bright beams" (8.5) of the mistress 

can "calme the storme that passion did begin" (8.11). The lover is 

attempting to overcome the passions he once had (either for this 

particular mistress or perhaps previous mistresses), but now he thinks 

such base passions are calmed. In Sonnet 21 , however, the lover seems 

to recognize that the mistress does indeed invoke more than jus t 

heavenly desires. Her beauty, he says, contains "pride and meaknesse 

mixt by equall part" (21.3); in another words, she practices both a kind of 

humility and a pride, which allows her to rise above any impure desires. 

However, those who admire the mistress (and the poet-lover is certainly 

such an admirer) have more difficulty in escaping those kinds of desires: 

For with mUd pleasance, which doth pride displace. 
She to her loue doth lookers eyes allure: 
And with s teme countenance back again doth chace 
Their looser lookes that stir vp lustes impure. (21.5-8) 

The passage makes it clear that the speaker believes that the mistress 

manages with "steme countenance" to reject the impure lusts that her 

eyes stir up in "lookers." The mistress ' virtue seems clear; however, those 
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who are attracted to her are not instantiy taken with the heavenly 

beauty. This actually is consistent with the discussion of love by 

CastigUone's Bembo, who does admit that at first the lover might be 

attracted to the physical beauty of the mistress. Thus, Spenser's lover 

first had impure lusts, but he has now risen above it; perhaps his initial 

attraction was based exclusively on physical desire, but now it is based 

on knowing the mistress. Although the lover wants to believe his love 

has ascended to a higher plane. Sonnet 31 implies that the lover now, in 

the present, wonders why nature cruelly has given his mistress gifts that 

inspire both heavenly and earthly desires: 

Ah why hath nature to so hard a hart, 
Giuen so goodly giftes of beauties grace? 
Whose pryde depraues each other better part. 
And all those pretious ornaments deface. (31.1-4) 

In this passage, the speaker blames nature for providing the mistress a 

beauty that incites physical desires. The "pryde" of the mistress, the 

characteristic that resists physical pleasures, is what depraves and 

defaces those "other" ornaments (i.e., the beauty that causes base 

passions) according to the speaker. Again, the mistress rises above such 

desires, but the speaker seems to acknowledge that physical desire, in 

those who look at her, are one of the results of nature's gifts. Of course, 

the speaker immediately diverts his focus in the poem to the "sweet 

allurement of her louely hue" (31.10). Nevertheless, the lover 

consistentiy acknowledges that her beauty does indeed incite physical 
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desire, and that the speaker is the one who notices this fact suggests 

that he has experienced such desires himself; he simply tries to rise 

above it by using the phUosophical rhetoric of neoplatonism and the 

tropes of Petrarchism. 

Such references to the speaker's "physical desire" are relatively 

subtie in the first half of the Amoretti, but the physical aspects of the 

relationship are more pronounced in the second half In Sonnet 58, the 

speaker says "Weake is th 'assurance that weake flesh reposeth" (58.1) 

and "All flesh is frayle, and all her strength vnstayd, / like a vaine bubble 

blowen vp with ayre" (58.5-6). In Sonnet 44, the poet is experiencing a 

"continuaU crueU ciuiU war" (44.5), and his "weak pownres of passions 

warreid arre" (44.7), that is his powers of passions "are made war 

upon ."^ These passions the lover cannot "stint nor reason can aslake" 

(44.8). When the poet takes up his "tunlesse harp" (44.9), his 

" . . . passions doe awake / to battaile fresh against my selfe to fight" 

(44.11-12). The idea of the lover's "ciuill war" is a common Petrarchan 

convention (or perhaps jus t a natural element of love itself). 

Shakespeare's speaker experiences a civil war of love and hate; Catullus' 

poet-lover also feels love and hate simultaneously (odi et amo). However, 

Spenser's lover does not express hate for his mistress; his civil war in 

Sonnet 44 is the war between his passions and the higher concept of 

neoplatonic love. In the foUowing sonnet. Sonnet 45, it is as if the 
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speaker responds to his own turmoU depicted in Sonnet 44. The lover 

reminds himself of the neoplatonic aspirations as a way to end the civil 

war of the previous poem. He wants to view his rrustress and fmd not 

passion but the true object of love: 

and in my selfe, my inward selfe I meane, 
most liuely tyke behold your semblant trew. 

Within my hart, though hardly it can shew 
thing so diuine to vew of earthly eye: 
the fa5Te Idea of your celestiall hew, 
and euery part remaines immortally. (45.3-8) 

In Sonnet 45, the poet-lover returns to neoplatonic concepts as is often 

done by the Petrarchan lover in order to justify physical attraction to the 

mistress. However, Spenser "creates" a different conceit in the final lines 

of the poem, in which he states that the mistress must remove the 

elements that "darken" her "fayre beams" if she wants to see her own 

reflection in him: "But if your selfe in me ye playne will see, / remove the 

cause by which your fa5Te beames darkned be" (45.13-14).^^ 

In all of the poems discussed thus far (with the exception of Sonnet 

88), Spenser establishes a Petrarchan relationship between the lover and 

mistress, but the lover uses neoplatonic love theory as the primary 

manner in which to praise his mistress and his own love. During the 

entire process of wooing his mistress, the speaker subtiy moves back and 

forth from neoplatonic idealism to the burning Petrarchan lover who 

mus t deal with that "other" desire that the beauty of his mistress incites. 

As long as the mistress refuses the lover, the neoplatonic discourse 
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works well; however, as the relationship progresses closer to its goal 

(marriage), the discourse is transformed. Indeed, the courting of the 

mistress begins to work. In Sonnet 64, the speaker is granted a kiss 

(still within the neoplatonic realm according to Castiglione); her pride has 

relented. In Sonnet 65, the topic of marriage becomes the key theme—a 

deviation from the typical Petrarchan model. Sonnet 65 shows the 

mistress ' concems about marriage and the speaker's consolation to her, 

but her worries are primarily the fears of letting go of her "pride" and 

aUowing herself to be had, to let loose her liberty: "The doubt which ye 

misdeeme, fa5a'e loue, is vaine, / That fondly feare to loose your liberty" 

(65.1-2). The speaker teUs the mistress that the bonds of marriage 

create a new kind of liberty: "when loosing one, two liberties ye gayne, / 

and make him bond that bondage earst dyd fly" (65.3-4) and that "sweet 

be the bands, the which true loue doth tye" (65.5). True love, it appears, 

exists in the "bands" of matrimony, and in that state many of the 

problems the two lovers face in the early poems are solved. Within this 

new bond, "pride dare not approach . . . that loyal love hath bound" 

(65.9-10). Pride was what earlier enabled the mistress to remain a good 

"Petrarchan" mistress; however, in the context of marriage, there is no 

place for pride—or rather it is no longer needed. Love can exist "vyithout 

constraint or dread of any ill" (65.6). In this bond, the speaker argues, 

"faith doth fearlesse dweU in brazen towre, / and spotiesse pleasure 
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buUds her sacred bowre" (65.13-14). Larsen asserts that the sestet of 

Sonnet 65 "argues for the rightfulness of physical pleasure in 

marriage."5^ The speaker of the sonnets seems more willing, after Sonnet 

65 , to acknowledge the physical attraction he has for the mistress, and 

he appears more comfortable with that attraction than he does earlier. 

In Sonnet 76, he celebrates his mistress ' "fayre bosome," which he 

considers "the neast of loue, the lodging of delight: / the bowrre of blisse, 

the paradice of pleasure" (76.2-3). The speaker does claim that her 

bosom is the "sacred harbour of that heuenly spright" (76.4), but the 

sensual description of her bosom is closer to the "chast pleasures" 

brought about by married love than that attraction to the heavenly 

beauty incarnate in the mistress. 

The following poem. Sonnet 77, continues vyith the theme of his 

mistress ' bosom: "Was it a dreame, or did I see it plajoie, / a goodly table 

of pure yvory" (77.1-2). Laid out on this table were "twoo golden apple of 

vnualewd price" (77.6). The speaker calls this vision of his mistress 

"Exceeding sweet, yet voyd of sinfuU vice" (77.9). He says that many 

have sought this table of ivory (i.e. men have sought the physical 

pleasures of his mistress ' body), "yet none could euer taste" (77.10). This 

poem clearly demonstrates that the lover does have physical desires for 

his mistress, but now, when the goal of matrimony is closer, such desires 

become part of the divine love associated with marriage—therefore there 
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is a true blending of neoplatonic goals and the goals typical of the 

Petrarchan lover. When the reader gets to Sonnet 88, the poem in which 

the lover is separated from his mistress and thus tries to focus on the 

"Idaea playne," the neoplatonic philosophy now cannot sufficientiy 

achieve a joining of both the spiritual and the physical: "But with such 

brightnesse whylest I fill my mind, / 1 s t ame my body and mine eyes do 

blynd" (88.13-14). By the end of the Amoretti, Spenser's poet-lover can 

no longer accurately be cast as a Petrarchan lover, nor can the 

neoplatonism of Castiglione accurately serve as a model for what the 

lover specifically desires. The Epithalamion becomes, the poet claims, a 

"song made in lieu of many ornaments, / [WJith which my loue should 

duly have bene dect" (Epithalamion 427-428), and although that claim 

may indeed be the case, only in the epithalamic genre could Spenser 

truly praise the kind of relationship that developed away from the 

philosophical and literary rhetoric of the Amoretti. The many substantial 

differences in Spenser's sonnet sequence and Catullus' Carmina are so 

obvious they need not be discussed; however, the most significant of 

these differences is that Spenser's lover is ultimately able to obtain a love 

that combines devotion, duty, oath, and physical pleasure, all of which 

Catullus ' lover wanted but could never obtain from the married and 

morally questionable Lesbia. 
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Spenser's poet-lover, although in a very different position from 

either Catullus ' lover or Sidney's, uses the epithalamic genre as one that 

better allows the problems in the other love poems to be worked out. 

Catullus ' lover expresses a desire for a relationship with Lesbia based on 

a sense of oath, duty, and bond, and when that relationship faUs, the 

speaker t u m s to the glorification of those same virtues in the context of 

marriage. Any attempt by AstrophU to establish a relationship based on 

the virtues inherent in neoplatonism with his ovyn married mistress 

quickly fails in light of his owm physical desires, which cannot be 

satisfied because the mistress is married and consistentiy refuses the 

lover's advances (although he does at one point consider rape an option), 

and Sidney's marriage song in The Old Arcadia portrays marriage as a 

possible way to cure the lechery caused by Cupid's arrows. Spenser's 

lover is indeed in a different situation, but the discourse he uses in the 

Amoretti is as insufficient as that used by the lovers in Catullus and 

Sidney; therefore, he, too, finds the praise of marriage a way to praise 

elements of his desired relationship—something neoplatonism and 

conventional Petrarchan conventions could not do. A major difference, 

however, is that unUke Catullus' and Sidney's lovers, neither of whom 

can hope for marriage with Lesbia and SteUa, Spenser's lover does not 

have to leave behind the mistress depicted in the non-epithalamic 

poems; he can praise her within the context of marriage. 
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As previously discussed, determining specific sources of motifs in 

Renaissance epithalamia is usually impossible—at least to any degree of 

certainty; however, whUe Spenser borrows from all the significant 

epithalamic sources, Catullus seems to have been a primary source for 

him. Spenser's Epithalamion and Prothalamion (a titie of his ovyn 

invention) are much more complex constructions than Sidney's "Song of 

Dicus." Spenser draws from the entire tradition of the genre—from 

Catullus himself to Claudian to Statius to Ronsard. Spenser 

incorporates nearly all of the conventions into his poems: invocation of 

the muses . Hymen's presence, the coming of Nymphs, the awakening, 

preparation and coming forth of the bride, the Fescennine chants , 

addressing the evening star, praise of the marriage bed and the children 

to come, and the appeal to a divine presence to look over the couple. 

These are actually only some of the more prominent conventions found in 

most epithalamia. That so many vyriters use these same conventions 

makes it difficult to determine whether or not Spenser has any one 

source in mind. The fact is Spenser seems knowledgeable of the 

tradition as a whole and uses whatever precedent he can in order to 

create is ovyn Christian view of the marriage rites. Kellogg and Steele 

observe parallels in the Song of Solomon, Psalms, Claudian, VergU, 

Chaucer, DuBellay, ApoUonius of Rhodes, TibuUus, and Ronsard— 
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among others. However, they still beHeve Catullus to be the most 

significant source for Spenser's own vision of the genre: 

The great Epithalamium 61 of Catullus is required reading for 
anyone who wants to unders tand Spenser's achievement. For the 
poets of the Renaissance the epithalamia of the Roman poet (61, 
62, and 64) are both the beginning and the supreme models of the 
marriage song.53 

Catullus can be viewed as the ultimate model for Renaissance marriage 

songs, but Spenser does indeed draw from the whole tradition. Neither 

to revisit the tradition as a whole nor to determine any individual 

influence of any waiter on Spenser is the focus of this study, but rather 

to see how Spenser's use of the epithalamion compares to Catullus', 

specifically as a means for the lover to address issues left "unresolved" in 

the non-epithalamic love poems. 

Within the complex web of influence, Spenser's incorporating most 

of the traditional elements of the epithalamion in his work makes his 

work possibly the finest English representation of the genre. In the 

second stSLnza Spenser instructs the "leamed sisters" (1) invoked in the 

first line of the poem to 

. . .awake and with fresh lusty hed. 
Go to the bovyre of my beloued loue, 
My truest turtle doue. 
Bid her awake; for Hymen is awake. 
And long since ready forth his maske to moue. 
With his bright Tead that flames with many a flake. (22-27) 

Here, Spenser blends together the Judeo-Christian "Song of Songs" and 

the Catullan convention of calling forth the bride early in the day, 
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" . . . laetus hue / hue veni niveo gerens / luteum pede soccum" [Come, 

come happily, wearing on your foot white as snow the yeUow shoe] and 

Exdtusque hilari die, 
nuptialia condnens 
voce carmina tinnula 
pelle humum pedibus, manu 

pineam quote taedam. (61.11-15) 

[and waking u p on this joyous day, singing with a loud voice these 
nuptial songs, pound the ground with your feet, shake the pine 
torch with your hand.] 

Spenser directiy uses the image of the "tadeam," the wedding torch, the 

"bright tead," found in Catullus and later Claudian. In the same stanza, 

Spenser vyrites "For lo the wished day is come at last" (20) and on this 

day "Doe ye to her of joy and solace sing" (35). This echoes the sentiment 

in Carmen 64, "Quis simul optatae finito tempore luces / advenere, 

domum conventu tota frequentat / ThessalicT (64.31-33) [Now when that 

day having been longed for, comes fulfUled for them . . . the full palace is 

in joyful company]. Spenser also calls forth the boys and girls to greet 

the bride and groom on the joyous day: 

Now is my loue ready forth to come, 
Let all the virgins therefore well awayt. 

And ye fresh boyes that tend vpon her groome 
Prepare your selues; for he is comming strayt. 
Set all your things in seemely good aray 
Fit for so ioyfuU day. 
The ioyfuU day that euer sunne did see. (110-116) 

This passage is reminiscent of Carmen 64, but it also captures the sense 

of Carmen 62 in which the boys and maidens engage in a dialogue 
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concerning how each group wiU prepare the bride and groom for the day 

ahead. Spenser praises the evening star, "And the bright euening star 

with golden creast / Appeare out of the East" (86-87), a conventional 

calling forth of Hesperus: "Hespere, qui caelo lucet incundior igni^ (62.26) 

[Hesperus, o evening star, what fire more welcome than you shines in the 

sky]. Spenser continues this theme "Now day is doen, and night is 

nighuig fast: / Now bring the bride into the brydall boures" (298-99), jus t 

as Catullus does "abif dies: / prodeas, nova nuptd' (61.90-91) [The day is 

now done; new bride, you may come forth]. Spenser also twice uses the 

image of "Tempe," once in his Epithalamion, "Like unto Maia, when as 

loue her tooke, / In Tempe, lying on the flowery grass" (307-308) and 

again in the Prothalamion: 

And all the waues did strew. 
That like old Peneus Waters they did seeme, 
When dowoie along by pleasant Tempes shore 
Scattred with Flowres, through Thessaly they Streeme. (77-80) 

Both passages clearly have their origin in Carmen 64; here Catullus is 

describing first the woodland gifts offered by Chiron: 

Nam quoscumque ferunt campi, quos Thessala magnis 
montibus ora creat, cpxos propter fiuminis undas 
aura aperitflores tepidi fecunda Favoni, 
hos indistinctis plexos tulit ipse corollis, 
quo permulsa domus iucundo risit odore. 
confestim Penios adest, viridantia Tempe, 
Tempe, quae silva dngunt super impendentes. (64.280-286) 

[For all flowers that the fields bear, all that Thessaly brings to Hfe 
on its great mountain, all the flowers near riverbanks that the wind 
of warm Favonius discloses, these he carried himself, vyrapped in 
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various garlands, cheered with whose odor the house smiled with 
gladness. Suddenly, Peneus is there, leaving verdant Tempe, 
Tempe joined with great forests.] 

Although Spenser's use of these ornamental conventions makes 

Spenser 's poem important to the overall development of the tradition, 

their the real significance in this study is in how they function within his 

owai conception of love and marriage, especially as it is bom out of the 

problems present in the Amoretti. Like Sidney, who focused on Catullus' 

reference to marriage as a remedy or altemative to the playful, somewhat 

lustful Hfe of the bachelor, Spenser focuses his epithalamion on the idea 

of marriage as a source of procreation—for Spenser, an idea that fit well 

within his desire for a noble, but not neoplatonic, affair with his 

mistress. Catullus borrows the early idea of praising the coming of 

children from Theocritus and made it a conventional theme of the 

epithalamion. In Carmen 6 1 , Catullus writes: 

Brevi liberos date, non decet 
tam vetus sine liberis 
nomen esse, sed indidem 
semper ingenerari. (61.207-210) 

[Soon, bring forth children it is not fitting that such an old name 
should be without, but they should be bom of the same stock.] 

Spenser takes this idea and expands it into a praise of procreation and 

the generative possibilities of marriage within a Christian context. 

Spenser requests of the goddess Cjoithia: 

Therefore to vs be fauorable now; 
And sith of wemens labours thou hast charge, 
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And generation goodley dost enlarge, 
Encline thy wiU t'effect our vyishfuU vow. 
And the chaste wombe informe with timely seed. 
That may our comfort breed. (382-87) 

With "chaste womb," the reader again sees the adjective "chaste" being 

used not as a reference to virginity but to sex within the realm of 

marriage—as in the "chaste desires" of the sonnets and the "chaste 

pleasures" of the Prothalamion. Spenser goes on to invoke Juno , goddess 

of married love, and asks for her blessings (390-397), and asks for the 

help of Genius, the procreative force. Again, Spenser emphasizes the 

ultimate importance of progeny: 

And thou glad Genius, in whose gentle hand 
The bridale bower and geniall bed remaine 
Without blemish or staine. 
And the sweet pleasures of theyr loues delight 
With secret ayde doest succour and supply. 
Till they bring forth the fruitful progeny 

Send vs the timely fruit this same night. (398-404) 

Spenser is praising the virtues of bearing offspring, but he is also in a 

sense justifying the sanctity of physical love within the realms of 

marriage. In the epithalamic genre, Spenser can explicitiy praise the 

physical pleasures of love while remaining loyal to the specific tradition; 

the same cannot be said for the sonnet tradition. 

The pride of the mistress that was welcomed, but also the origin of 

the "Petrarchan" lover's pain, is in the Epithalamion reconciled 

completely as she in her bed waits for the act of sex, no longer prohibited 

by pride but rather proud in the very nature of Christian humility and 
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Christian marriage: "Behold how goodly my faire loue does ly / in proud 

humiUty" (305-306). The conflict that the mistress' pride generates in 

the Amoretti is also addressed in the ninth stanza of the Epithalamion. 

RecalHng Sonnet 13, the speaker talks of the mistress' "proud port" and 

her "faire face" which she reares vp to the skie" but whose "eie Hds low 

embaseth" by remembering "her mortalitie." The speaker hopes in Sonnet 

13 that the mistress rxught tread back dowoi to earth where he awaits. 

Stanza nine of the Epithalamion parallels Sonnet 13. No longer does 

pride work against matrimonial union; now, as a bride, the gazes of 

others cause not pride but humility: 

Her modest eyes abashed to behold 
So many gazers, as on her do stare, 
Vpon the lowly ground affixed are. 
Ne dare lift vp her countenance too bold. 
But blush to heare her praises sung so loud. 

So farre from being proud. (159-164) 

Again, Lisa Klein believes that the pride of the mistress in the sonnets is 

not appropriate for Christian marriage. However, Klein's view is perhaps 

too simplistic. The pride of a mistress being wooed is appropriate, for 

what she seems to be proud of is her virtue; however, when the mistress 

is successfully courted and when the marriage and the consummation of 

that marriage approaches, the mistress puts away that pride and humbly 

submits (for lack of a better word) to what is to come; she is indeed "so 

farre from being proud" (164). This image of the humble, blushing bride 

is at least implicitly connected to the speaker's williness to praise, 
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without fear of contradicting neoplatonism, the physical beauties and 

pleasures of the mistress. Her lips are described as "tyke cherryes 

charming men to byte" (174), and the rest of her body demands equal 

praise: 

Her brest like to a bowle of creame vncrudded. 
Her paps tyke lyllies budded, 
Her snowae necke tyke to a marble towre 
And all her body like a palace fayre. (175-178) 

As in Sonnet 15, in which the lover praises her physical beauty but 

concludes with "but that which fairest is, but few behold, / her mind 

adomd wth vertues manifold" (15.13-14), in the Epithalamion Spenser 

follows the conventional listing of physical beauties with a stanza devoted 

to "that which no eyes can see, / the inward beauty of her liuely spright" 

(185-186), a beauty that is "gamisht with heauenly guifts of high degree" 

(187). In the Epithalamion, Spenser offers a more balanced view of the 

physical and spiritual beauty of the bride than what is portrayed in the 

Amoretti. In the sonnets, the mistress ' physical gifts are praised, but 

often pushed aside in an attempt to remain loyal to neoplatonic love. 

However, the Epithalamion allows a true blending of the speaker's 

responses to the lady's virtues. Spenser, twice in the Amoretti, 

specifically expresses his desire for heavenly bliss: "when ye behold that 

Angels blessed looke, / my soules long lacked foode, my heauens bUs" 

(1.11-12); "Hart need not wish none other happinesse, / but here on 

earth to haue such heuens bUss" (72.13-14). Although the meaning of 
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heaven's bliss might be somewhat ambiguous in the sonnets, in the 

Epithalamion the meaning of such bliss is made quite clear: "Neuer had 

man more ioyfuU day then this, / Whom heauen would heape with blis" 

(246-247). In other words, Spenser's lover can have heaven's bUss on 

earth, but only through marriage and the marriage bed. 

Acquiring "heaven's bUss" is of course not the goal of the speaker 

in Catullus ' epithalamia. In fact, the Christian neoplatonism that is 

such a substantial element of Spenser's poetry make the differences in 

Spenser and Catullus obvious. However, there remains a significant, 

fundamental similarity in the function of the epithgdamic genre that does 

indeed connect Catullus and Spenser. The lovers of both poets t u m to 

the epithalamic genre as a way to redefine their ideals of love in order to 

join physical desire with those original ideals. Catullus' lover may be 

able to get sexual satisfaction from Lesbia, but lacking the more ideal 

virtues of pietas, offidum, and fides the relationship is still insufficient 

for the poet-lover; there is no real "foedus," or contractual commitment. 

Even though the lover in Catullus cannot have a true foedus with Lesbia, 

the speaker in the epithalamic poems recognizes marriage as away to 

have both the virtues of love and the physical pleasures of love, a 

combination the lover simply could not have in his relationship with 

Lesbia. On the other hand, Spenser's lover consistentiy expresses his 

wish for a "higher" love, one that leads to heavenly bUss. Neoplatonism 
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provides a model for the lover to obtain such a heavenly love, but 

Spenser 's lover is not ready to leave the physical entity of his mistress 

behind as CastigUone's neoplatonism requires. For the poet-lover in 

Spenser, only through marriage can heavenly bUss consist of both the 

spiritual and physical, and the epithalamic genre provides the lover with 

a way to praise and glorify the joining of sense and spirit. 

The epithalamia of Sidney and Spenser are among the earliest and 

most important of the Elizabethan era, but many poets began adopting 

the genre, particularly Jonson and his followers. Jonson vyrote a number 

of epithalamia, including Epithalamion on the Nuptials of Mr. Hierome 

Weston, the Masque of Hymen, and The Barriers. Like Spenser, Jonson 

is knowledgeable of the entire epithalamic tradition and he uses the 

s tandard conventions that were passed dowoi—the procession of the 

bridal party, the joy of the marriage bed, and the praise of procreation 

being the most important. Jonson himself included notes in his 

manuscr ipts acknowledging Catullus as the source of certain images; 

however, Jonson 's most direct imitation of the Catullan original comes in 

The Barriers, a near translation of Carmen 62, in which Jonson 

advocates that for a woman married love is preferable to celibacy: 

Opinion 
Look, how a flower that close in closes grows. 
Hid from rude cattie, bruised with no ploughs. 
Which th ' air doth stroke, sun strengthen, showers 

shoot higher. 
It many youths, and many maids desire; 
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The same, when cropt by cruel hand 'tis wither'd 
No youths at all, no maidens have desired: 
So a virgin, while untouch'd she doth remain. 
Is dear to hers; but when with body's stain 
Her chaster flower is lost, she leaves to appear 
Or sweet to young men, or to maidens dear. 
That conquest then may crown me in this war. 
Virgins, O virgins, fly from Hymen far 

Truth 
Virgins, O virgins, to sweet Hymen yield, 
For as a lone vine, in a naked field. 
Never extols her branches, never bears 
Ripe grapes, but with a headlong heaviness wears 
Her tender body, and her highest sprout 
Is quickly levell'd with her fading root; 
By whom no husbandman, no youths will dwell; 
But if by fortune, she be married well 
To the elm her husband, many husbandmen 
And many youths inhabit by her, then: 
So whilst a virgin doth, untouch'd abide, 
AU unmanur 'd she grows old with her pride; 
But when to equal wedlock, in fit time. 
Her fortune and endeavor lets her climb. 
Dear to her love, and parents she is held. 
Virgins, O virgins, to sweet Hymen. 

This is in essence a translation of Carmen 62, lines 39-58. Jonson even 

uses the original argumentative style of the Catullan original in which 

the girls and young men debate the virtues of marriage. However, the 

most notable element of Jonson's translation is that he changes Catullus' 

"PuellaeT and "luvene^ [maidens and youths] to "Opinion" and "Truth." 

No critic has commented on the significance of this change. Jonson 

nearly gives a direct translation of the whole passage except for this one 

difference. Apparentiy Jonson wants no ambiguity conceming what the 

real t ruth is. Although celibacy in a maiden is often thought to be 
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admirable, for Jonson the t ruth is that only through the balance of 

marriage can real prosperity and admiration be obtained in love, and this 

idea is a continuation of the view one fmds in Catullus, Sidney, and 

Spenser. 

Of the post-Spenserian epithalamia, the most important are 

probably those woitten by John Donne. His three marriage 

songs—Epithalamion, or Mariage Song on the Lady Elizabeth and Count 

Palatine being married on St Valentines day, Epithalamion, and 

Epithalamion made at Lincolnes Inne—are innovative in that Donne 

borrows the conventions freely but also, in typical Donne fashion, he 

makes them non-classical in detail. In addition to Donne, nearly all of 

Jonson 's followers wa-ote marriage songs. Herrick's two noted marriage 

songs are An Epithalamie to Sir Thomas Southwell and his Ladie and 

Nuptiall Song, or Epithalamie on. Sir Clipseby Crew and his Lady, both of 

which are occasional pieces woitten for aristocratic marriages. William 

Cartwoight's An Epithalamium on The Marriage of Lady Mary to the Prince 

of Orange his son and Thomas Randolph's An Epthalamium to Mr. F.H. 

both fit within the genre. After Spenser's 1595 publication of the 

Amoretti and Epithalamion, George Chapman wrote three marriage songs: 

Epithalamion Teratos, A Hymn to Hymen for the Most Time-Fitted Nuptials 

of our Thrice-Gradous Princess Elizabeth, and Parcarum Epithalamium. 

Thomas Campion wrote two masques in the epithalamic tradition— 
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Masque at the Marriage of Lord Hayes and Masque at the Marriage of the 

Earl of Somerset—and Richard Crashaw also contributed to the genre in 

his Epithalamium. These are only a few examples Ulustrating the 

popularity of the genre after Spenser.^'* However, with a few exceptions, 

most of these waiters woite "occasional" poems, often praising specific 

marriages of the aristocracy. In many ways, the composition of such 

poems for specific weddings reflects the original purpose of the 

epithalamion—songs sung at actual weddings—but this characteristic 

makes them quite different from Sidney and Spenser's wedding songs, 

which retain the lyric subjectivity found in their sonnets. Sidney and 

Spenser do not write their poems for such a prescribed purpose and are 

able, therefore, to make their use of the genre part of their subjective 

analysis of love's complexities. Inherent in occasional epithalamia is the 

need to please those for whom the poems are woitten—usually 

aristocratic families expecting the praise of offspring and the glorification 

of the social union about to take place. 

Sidney and Spenser are not bound by such expectations, and while 

they do nevertheless praise marriage, their view of marriage as depicted 

in the marriage songs are more closely connected to the lovers' struggles 

in the sonnet sequences. This comes closer to the spirit of CatuUus' 

three epithalamia. Catullus ' lover wants a foedus, a bond based on 

pietas, offidum, and fides; while he cannot obtain those ideals in the 
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Lesbia sequence, the epithalamia make those virtues key elements of 

marriage. Sidney's Astrophil cannot banish desire, and the Song of 

Dicus specifically addresses marriage as a remedy for "Cupid's lust." 

Finally, Spenser's lover wants a heavenly love, but not exactly in the 

neoplatonic model. He wants physical consummation to be linked to 

chaste love. Spenser, in his Epithalamion, unrestrained by a neoplatonic 

and Petrarchan rhetoric that does not offer a joining of the physical and 

the spiritual, is better able to depict accurately the kind of love the lover 

in the sonnets truly wants: heavenly bliss here on earth. 
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CHAPTER V 

LOVERS' OATHS IN DONNE 

AND CATULLUS 

We have seen already that poets such as Wyatt, Sidney, Spenser, 

and Shakespeare show affinities with Catullus: Petrarchan conventions 

and neoplatonic discourse fail in some way jus t as Catullus' own 

discourse, associated with the Roman virtues of love, fails. These 

Renaissance poets, in varying degrees, offer an initial vision of love in 

their poetry that reflects neoplatonic thought (using the poetic 

techniques of the Petrarchan model), but their poetry also reflects the 

tension that results from the poet-lovers' realizations that neoplatonism, 

as conveyed through the Petrarchan model, does not realistically depict 

love. The virtues inherent in neoplatonic love theory fail, and the poetry 

illustrates that failure, redefines the virtues themselves, or tries to 

establish new ideals that are more realistic and attainable. These poets 

establish an ideal in their poetry—be it an ideal based on pietas, 

neoplatonism, or any other cultural, philosophical, and literary model 

associated with the virtues of love. The important characteristic common 

to all the poets looked at so far (including Catullus) is the tension 

between the ideal expectations the poet-lovers initially have and the 

reaHty of the affairs themselves—affairs that do not live up to those 
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expectations. The poetry of John Donne represents the culmination of 

the trends begun by Wyatt and continued by the other poets. UnUke 

Shakespeare, Sidney, and Spenser, however, Donne does not depict one 

extended account of a single relationship but rather presents numerous 

speakers in a variety of situations with very different attitudes toward 

love. Gary Waller, commenting on the lack of continuity and sequence in 

Donne's poems, states "there is no systematic philosophy of love . . . they 

[the poems] are 'about' the unsystematizable nature of love."^ More 

accurately, Donne and Catullus write poems in which love is in the active 

process of being "de-systematized." 

The views of critics of Donne's love poetry have been as varied as 

the love poems themselves. One predominant trend has been to examine 

Donne's relationship to the larger literary and philosophical traditions 

that had come before—specifically Donne's place in neoplatonic 

philosophy and the Petrarchan tradition of love poetry. The presence of 

neoplatonic ideas in Donne's work is obvious—although such ideas are 

sometimes undermined within the poems—but to what extent Donne is 

part of the Petrarchan tradition is more difficult to establish. Two critics 

who specifically deal with the Petrarchan element in Donne are Silvia 

Ruffo-Fiore in her Donne's Petrarchism: A Comparative View (1976) and 

Donald L. Guss in his John Donne, Petrarchist Italianate Conceits and 

Love Theory in The Songs and Sonnets (1966).^ Both critics attempt to 
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place Donne within the Petrarchan tradition, or at least the continental 

tradition of love poetry that Petrarch began. Ruffo-Fiore asserts that 

Donne is very much a part of that Petrarchan tradition, that his 

"uniqueness" and seemingly different approach to love are not evidence 

of "a mordant at tack on Petrarch" but rather a "fresh interpretation of 

conventions by juxtaposing the excellencies of the ideal to the 

disenchantments of the real."3 Guss, using a slightly different approach, 

broadens the definition of "Petrarchism" to include Donne. He argues 

that there are two threads of Petrarchan poetry: the first, a "humanistic" 

Petrarchism, modeled on Petrarchan imitators—such as Pietro Bembo 

who blends neoplatonism with the Petrarchan conventions in his poems 

to Lucretia Borgia—which "aims at universal t ruths, eternal emotions, 

and neoclassical decorousness . . . it is elegant, idyllic, and 

sentimental.""^ The other mode of Petrarchism, associated with Serafino 

and Tasso (both noted Catullan imitators) Guss continues, is 

"characterized by fantastic arguments, emotional extravagance, and 

peregrine comparisons," and it is in this style that Donne woites.^ Both 

Guss and Ruffo-Fiore defend their basic assertion by recognizing that 

there are similEir "situations" in Donne and traditional Petrarchan poetry, 

bu t as H.M. Richmond points out in his The School of Love: The 

Evolution of the Tudor Love Lyric, there axe a "finite number of basic 

issues and crises available to both the lover and the poet";^ therefore, one 
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would expect to find simUar situations in the love poetry, and such 

situations, at least in Donne, are hardly "Petrarchan" in themselves. 

Aside from the issue of Donne's Petrarchism, critics have tried to 

come to terms vyith a kind of "dualism" present in Donne's poetry, the 

presence at times of both a neoplatonic idealism and a cynical flippancy. 

Louis Martz identifies the primary theme of Donne's love poetry as the 

at tempt to find "the place of human love in a physical world dominated 

by change and death . . . . sometimes implicitiy, sometimes expUcitiy, 

sometimes by asserting the immortality of love, sometimes by declaring 

the futility of love."''' In The Monarch of Wit, J .B. Leishman reads the 

Songs and Sonnets as Donne's attempt to show his "wit," and one of the 

elements of Donne's wit is to flout the "traditional ideals and morals" 

associated with sexual love.* Gary Waller goes one step further by 

declaring that Donne does more than jus t concem himself with the 

issues of sex and love; he asserts that Donne's poetry illustrates the 

failure of Petrarchism as a poetic language. In addition. Waller sees the 

sexual tension present in Donne as "the slippery place where other 

pressures—linguistic, political, religious—continuously try to locate 

themselves.^ All of these scholars, although different in their focus, 

recognize the tension that results from various philosophical and literary 

ideals struggling to reconcile themselves with real love. These struggles 
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and tensions are reflected in the shifting moods and paradoxes—as weU 

as different voices—in Donne's poetry. 

Although littie attention has been given to Donne's relationship 

with classical vyriters as a whole, critics have compared these tensions, 

shifting moods, and, especially, the sarcastic wit of Donne to 

Ovid—particularly in Donne's elegies. ̂ ° While Donne's elegies were 

obviously inspired by the Latin poet, the extent to which Donne is indeed 

"Ovidian" has been questioned. Leishman states that Ovid "had no 

inconsiderable influence on the tone and on the situations" of some of 

the elegies, but he believes that there are differences, including a 

dramatic quality in Donne that is not present in Ovid: "While Ovid 

merely describes situations, Donne enacts them."" (The "enacting" of 

situations in Donne is part of a dramatic quality present in much of 

Donne's work, including his sermons.) Even more telling is Martz's 

s tatement that the elegies were "poems where the world of Ovid is 

pillaged and transformed into a much more ruthless and raging world of 

passion than the bland and sophisticated Ovid could ever represent. "̂ ^ 

Guss notes that one of the primary characteristics of Donne's elegies is 

their "practicality" and that "in this respect they are totally 

un-Ovidian . . . . his [Ovid's] is a sentimental love that keeps him awake 

at night, makes him jealous, and disturbs his reason; it is very different 

from Donne's."^3 Donne's poetry is certainly not sentimental—at least not 
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consistentiy. Indirectly, these critics help illustrate a common fallacy in 

much source criticism: that knowing and being inspired directly from an 

ancient text results in his replicating the spirit of that original. 

Regardless of Donne's knowledge and use of Ovid, the interplay between 

the values of love (particularly those deriving from neoplatonism) and the 

realities of love make Donne's love poems quite different from Ovid's. As 

Donne does with Petrarchism and neoplatonic love theory, he borrows 

from Ovid's themes and techniques but revises them so that they better 

fit into his owoi lyric poetry. 

Donne's similarities to Ovid are addressed briefly by Herbert 

Grierson in his 1912 edition of Donne's poems. Grierson begins his 

discussion by considering Donne in Ught of the tradition of love poetry 

that had become so popular in Europe over the preceding centuries. 

Grierson beUeves that in the Italian love poetry of Dante and Petrarch 

(and even the poems of Bembo), love was made "identical with religion, 

by emptying it of earthly passion,,making woman an Angel, a pure 

InteUigence, love of whom is the first awakening of the love of God."^'* 

WhUe the prevalence of this strain of love poetry became "a Uterary 

artifice," the poetry in England "had begun to absorb a new warmth and 

spirit, not from Petrarch and mediaeval chivalry, but from classical love-

poetry with its . . . equally intense but more realistic description of 

passion."^^ Although Donne undeniably relies much less on the classics 
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in terms of imagery or imitation than a poet Hke Spenser, Grierson states 

"there is no poet the spirit of whose love-poetiy is so classical, so 

penetrated with the sensual, realistic, scornful tone of the Latin lyric and 

elegiac poets."^^ Grierson compares Donne and Ovid, but he, too, notes 

differences in the way the two poets treat love: "In the last resort there is 

all the difference in the world between the untroubled, heartiess 

sensuality" of Ovid and the "paradoxical and passionate audacities and 

sensualities of Donne."^^ Grierson is noticing the same characteristic of 

Donne's poetry that most readers do: there are emotions that sometimes 

seem to contradict one another but that ultimately reflect a more 

complete vision of love. Donne shows the "darker" side of love not 

present in his Italian predecessors. In those darker poems, Grierson 

asser ts "[for] the passion which animates these sensual, witty, troubled 

poems the closest parallel is to be sought in Shakespeare's sonnets to a 

dark lady and in some of the verses written by Catullus to or of Lesbia."^* 

Likewise, in the celebration of love "only in the fragments of Sappho, the 

lyrics of Catullus, and the songs of B u m s . . . woU [one] find the sheer joy 

of loving and being loved expressed in the same direct and simple 

language as in some of Donne's songs."^^ Grierson does not in his brief 

introduction elaborate much more on the relationship he sees between 

Donne and Catullus; however, that relationship is worth exploring in 

more detail here. 
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We have seen in previous chapters that Catullus' entire Lesbia 

sequence illustrates the range of emotions the speaker goes through in 

the course of his relationship with Lesbia. The poet-lover yearns for a 

serious relationship that reflects the bond associated with pietas, but 

Lesbia is ultimately depicted as a flawed mistress—married, 

promiscuous, and fickle. In the end, the poet cannot have with Lesbia 

the kind of relationship for which he strives. The poet begins by 

depicting Lesbia as the object of noble desire, but as her flaws become 

more and more apparent, the poet becomes disillusioned and attempts to 

justify his attraction to—and, eventually, his repulsion with—such a 

woman. Ultimately, he accepts the legitimacy of his anguish and realizes 

that he cannot continue with such justification, but he becomes 

embittered and wishes that the same emotional distress from which he 

suffers will afflict Lesbia. However, it is difficult for him to overcome his 

own passion and physical desire (the physical desire remains even when 

the emotional affection is banished). The reality of his affair does not live 

u p to his initial expectations, and Catullus provides the reader with a 

chronicle of the poet's suffering and disappointment. 

While Shakespeare's similarities with CatuUus lie in the broad 

thematic characteristics associated with the lovers' common responses to 

common situations, Donne actually shares some of the same imagery 

with CatuUus, particularly those images found in Carmen 5: the rising 
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and setting sun, the perpetual night that waits for all lovers, the 

counting of kisses, which serves as an example of the intensity of the 

present love, and the shunning of those who speak against that love. In 

Donne's "The Anneversarie" the imagery of Carmen 5 is prevalent, but 

Donne's use of that imagery is different from its use by the majority of 

seventeenth-century poets who directiy imitate it, and, indeed, from 

Catullus himself; however, the poem preserves the same sense of 

affection (at least on the part of the speaker) present in Catullus' version 

of theme: 

The Sun it selfe, which makes times, as they passe. 
Is elder by a yeare, now, then it was 
When thou and I first one another saw: 
All other things, to their destruction draw. (24.3-6)^° 

This passage captures the sentiment of Catullus' rising and setting sun, 

which, unUke other things of nature that must eventually perish, will 

continue to be reborn each day, each year. However, Donne's use of the 

image is also consistent with neoplatonism: perfect things escape decay. 

Catullus version of the motif focuses on the lovers' eventually facing their 

destruction. When Catullus' poet-lover states that after a brief day the 

lovers will face a '"noxperpetua," a perpetual night, he is emphasizing the 

need for the lovers to love now. Donne, on the other hand, uses the 

motif as a means to glorify the permanent nature of the lovers. Although 

"other things, to their destruction draw," Donne's poet-lover claims: 

. . . our love hath no decay; 
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This, no tomorrow hath, nor yesterday. 
Running it never runs from us away. 
But truly keepes his first, last, everlasting day. (24.7-10) 

Donne alters the theme by stating that the lovers will experience 

"everlasting day," not a perpetual night, and this alteration demonstrates 

Donne's interest in the "immortality" of the lovers, a quality not present 

in Catullus ' original. 

Although Catullus refers to the inevitable physical death of the 

lovers, Catullus does not state that the lover asks for kisses because they 

will face the "noxperpetuct; at best, that idea is only implied. What is 

emphasized in Catullus' poem is that the lovers do not have time to allow 

others to interfere with their love. Nevertheless, the overriding themes of 

Catullus ' poem are the overcoming of obstacles, the primary obstacle 

being the harmful talk of others, and the living out of their love as 

completely as possible while they are alive and together. Again, Donne's 

poem is different, but it does capture at least part of the sentiment of 

Catullus ' speaker; both lovers want to be able to love without restraint. 

Donne's lover believes that the strong love he shares with his mistress 

vyill be commonplace in heaven; once in heaven, his lovers, like all lovers 

in heaven, wiU be in a blessed state: "And then wee shall be thoroughly 

blest, / But wee no more, then all the rest" (25.21-22).2i while alive, 

however, the lovers are more like Catullus' lovers, who are special, and 

must , according to Catullus ' poet-lover, try to endure the harm of others. 
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Donne's lover is certainly more decisive than Catullus', believing that 

their love is special, that they are "Kings" (25.23), and he definitively 

states—that which Catullus' lover hopes for—that others wiU not harm 

them: "Who is so safe as wee? where none can doe / Treason to us , 

except one of u s two" (25.25-26). Therefore, Donne, echoing Catullus' 

"Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemu^ [Let u s live, my Lesbia, and love] 

and altering Catullus ' counting of kisses to the counting of years, ends 

"The Anniversarie" with a plea for the lovers to love both now and 

perpetually: "Let u s love nobly, and live, and adde againe / Yeares and 

yeares unto yeares, till we attain / To woite threescore: this is the 

second of our raigne" (25.28-30). 

"The Anniversarie" reflects several of the images in Carmen 5; 

however, what is significant is that Donne places those images in a more 

neoplatonic context. The neoplatonism of Donne emphasizes the 

immortal "souls" of the lovers, which is an emphasis completely foreign 

to the CatuUan original. Still, as different as "The Anniversarie" is from 

Catullus ' poems, both poets depict speakers who are trying to estabUsh 

the value of their love and hoping the lovers remain faithful to one 

another in spite of potential dangers to their love. We have seen that 

such a context of mutual dedication (at least Catullus' lover believes that 

the dedication is mutual) and sincere optimism is only part of Catullus' 

portrayal of love in the Carmina as a whole; for CatuUus' lover, this 
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optimism, and the Roman civic virtues on which that optimism is 

founded, disintegrate into doubt, the realization of his being betrayed, 

and the questioning of love itself Donne, too, offers the reader a vision 

of ideal love, a neoplatonic love; it is one of the primary characteristics of 

Donne' s poetry (the other, of course, being the ironic "cynicism"). Poems 

such as "The Good-morrovy" and "The Sunne Rising" both address the 

theme found in "The Anniverserie": that the lovers are somehow all-

encompassing, invulnerable to the treasons of the world. The outside 

world simply does not matter. While together, the lovers' "one littie 

roome," is everything, is "an every where . . . / Nothing else is" ("The 

Sunne Rising" 11.21-22). In "The Canonization" the lover appears to be 

engaged in an argument with a third party who doubts the benefits of the 

poet's affair, but the lover cries out "For Godsake hold your tongue, and 

let me love" (14.1). In an effort to rationalize his affair, he depicts his 

neoplatonic bond with the mistress as something "mysterious," likening 

their union to the Phoenix, in which both male and female are joined in 

"one neutrall thing" (15.25). Common to these poems and Catullus' 

Lesbia poems is the sense that the lovers' bond should enable them to 

separate themselves from others, and that those who speak against them 

are, or should be, unimportant and insignificant. However, Catullus 

vyrites from a cultural context in which the concept of "fama," one's 

public reputation, is important; therefore, the speaker is wUling to 
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disregard "famcf in order to continue his beUef and declaration that his 

affair is indeed what he claims it is—one based on Roman virtues. When 

CatuUus' lover asks Lesbia to disregard the criticism and iU words of 

others, when he claims that their reckoning of kisses wiU perplex those 

who witness them, he is promoting values—or rather the values he 

desires—in a fashion similar to Donne's various neoplatonic speakers. 

However, in some of Donne's poems the failure of these values wiU, like 

Catullus', be exposed, and the value system applied to love begins to 

deconstruct itself 

"A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning" depicts Donne's vision of an 

ideal love. The poem demonstrates the belief that the lovers' bond is 

much more than physical; their love is characterized by the connection of 

their souls, which cannot be breached through separation. Similar to the 

atti tude toward the critical old men in Catullus' Carmen 5, Donne's 

speaker believes that his love should also not be affected or profaned by 

the "layetie." However, Donne once again differentiates himself from 

Catullus by focusing on the holy nature of the couple's love, and the 

lover develops a neoplatonic ideal, in which the connection of the lovers' 

souls does not need a physical presence in order to maintain such love. 

Grieving the loss of a physical presence would undermine the lofty 

nature of their love. "A Valediction: Forbidding Mouming" shows the 

ideal, shows the lover's beUef that their love wiU remain unaffected by 
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physical separation and that their emotional and spiritual bond wiU 

remain intact. There is a similar tone in "Sweetest Love 1 do not Go," in 

which the lover tells his mistress that her sighs (her grieving his 

departure) actually do him harm: 

When thou sigh'st, thou sigh'st not winde. 
But sigh'st my soule away. 

When thou weep'st, unkindly kinde. 

My Ufes blood doth decay. (23-26) 

Since the woman is the "best o f the speaker (32)—the speaker and his 

mistress are connected—her shedding tears harms herself and ultimately 

harms the speaker as weU. Her strength, therefore, keeps him strong, 

and "they who one another keepe / AHve, ne'r parted bee" 

(39-40). Although this poem is not as overtiy neoplatonic as "A 

Valediction: Forbidding Mouming," it establishes a neoplatonic virtue for 

the lovers: true love should transcend physical separation. 

Although such a virtue as that found in "A Valediction: Forbidding 

Mouming" and "Sweetest Love I Do Not Go" offers an ideal way to deal 

with separation, Donne also shows us perhaps the more realistic 

problems of separating lovers in "A Valediction: Of Weeping." Reflecting 

a more Petrarchan mode, and in direct contrast to the lovers in the two 

other poems dealing with physical separation, the speaker himself is 

unable to refrain from a passionate display of emotion and grief: "Let me 

powre forth / My teares before thy face, whU'st I stay here" (1-2). This 

lover wonders what of their love can remain in separation: "So thou and 
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I are nothing then, when on a divers shore" (9). In line 17, the reader 

l eams that the lady, too, is weeping, thus destroying the image that the 

speaker had formed in his own tears. The speaker then begins to argue 

that her tears (as weU as his) are dangerous to them both: 

Let not the winde 
Example finde. 

To doe me more harme, then it purposeth; 
Since thou and I sigh one anothers breath, 
Who e'r sighes most, is cruellest, and hasts the others death. 
(23-27) 

Although the general concem over physical separation is, in this final 

stanza, reminiscent of the speakers ' pleas in "Sweetest Love" and "A 

Valediction: Forbidding Mouming," the context and tone of the poems 

are quite different. The speaker in "A Valediction: Of Weeping" claims 

that since the lovers' breath is shared in their kisses, the deep sighs 

resulting from separation expel that shared breath thereby hastening 

death. Such rhetoric in "Sweetest Love" and "A Valediction: Forbidding 

Mouming" is an attempt by the speakers to raise their love up to a more 

sophisticated and spiritual level, one in which the union of their souls 

can weather physical separation; "A Valediction: Of Weeping" is more in 

the Petrarchan mode, in which the lover focuses on the physical suffering 

caused by separation and never appeals to the spiritual at all. Donne, 

the poet, does not judge his speakers; he simply offers them as examples. 

In doing so, he shows us the philosophical ideal in "A Valediction: 
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Forbidding Mouming" and "Sweetest Love," but also forces us to 

recognize the realities of dealing with real pain and real separation. 

In such poems as "The Anniversarie," "The Canonization," and "A 

Valediction: Forbidding Mouming," Donne shows the reader a desired 

love, a neoplatonic love that can overcome base desires and the influence 

of the "real" world. However, Donne's specific vision of an ideal love most 

often looks quite different from Catullus'. Catullus associates his ideal 

with Roman civic virtues, but Donne bases his ideal on the mystical, 

neoplatonic concept of the joining of the lovers' souls. In "A Valediction: 

Forbidding Mouming," the speaker, in typical neoplatonic rhetoric, wants 

to set aside the physical elements of love. The speaker differentiates 

between the heavenly love (compared to the movement of the spheres) 

and earthly love (compared to an earthquake). In other poems, however, 

there is clearly a joining of the spiritual and physical, the heavenly and 

the earthly, which becomes part of a "revised" ideal. There was littie 

room for the physical in the neoplatonism of Castiglione—other than the 

fact that the body becomes the outward manifestation, the shadow, of 

true spiritual beauty—but the early neoplatonism of Plotinus is more 

consistent with Donne's joining of the physical and spiritual. Plotinus, in 

Ennead 3.5, "On Love," makes it clear that the lover seeks spiritual 

union with the godhead, but the physical needs of the body are a 

component of that heavenly love because lovers are initially drawn to 
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heavenly beauty by physical beauty. In other words, love is made up of 

the spiritual and the physical, and the desires for what is physical— 

although considered an "ugly" desire by Plotinus if it exists completely 

separate from the desire for heavenly beauty—is accepted when co

existing with the more noble desires.^^ Although the neoplatonism of 

Castiglione was the most prevalent during the Renaissance, many other 

Renaissance neoplatonist recognized, Hke Plotinus before them, that 

physical love is a natural part of spritual love and therefore gave physical 

desires a more important role in love: Sperone Speomi asserts that "he is 

bUnd to love who does not care for sex . . . but seeks to satisfy his mind 

alone"; Mario Equicola claims that "to love truly is to love body and soul 

together, necessarily to love vigorously both the one and the other. "̂ 3 

With Plotinus' neoplatonism in mind, the reader witnesses subtie 

variations on typical Renaissance neoplatonic themes. Donne revises 

those themes in "Air and Angels": 

But since my soule, whose child love is. 
Takes Hmmes of flesh, and else could nothing doe. 

More subtile then the parent is 
Love mus t not be, but take a body too. 

And therefore what thou wert, and who, 
I bid Love aske, and now 

That it assume thy body, I allow. 
And fixe it selfe in thy Up, eye, and brow. (22.7-14) 

Consistent with Renaissance neoplatonism (via Castiglione), the speaker 

here acknowledges the importance of the soul, but he focuses on the role 
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the body plays in the relationship, finally acknowledging that the soul 

mus t take "Hmmes of flesh . . . and a body too." He now "allows" that the 

beauty of his mistress "assumes" a body, and although the soul is the 

ultimate source of her beauty, such beauty must be "fixed" on the Hps 

and eyes of his mistress. For the most part, the poem does keep the 

neoplatonic virtues of Castiglione intact even though the speaker is 

particularly concemed with legitimizing his attraction to her physical 

beauty. However, the speaker of "The Extasie" assigns an even greater 

significance to the body. Comparing the meeting of their souls to a 

mystical religious ecstasy, the poet-lover begins by celebrating the non-

physical, neoplatonic union: 

Our eye-beames twested, and did thred 
Our eyes, upon one double string; 

So to'entergraft our hands , as yet 
Was aU the meanes to make u s one. 

And pictures in our eyes to get 

Was aU our propagation. (7-12) 

The speaker becomes dissatisfied with this completely spiritual state, 

and thus makes room for the physical nature of love to be incorporated 

into his reUgious ecstasy; true ecstasy exists in the coming together of 

spiritual and physical love. He says that although their "soules negotiate 

there" (17), they lie Hke "sepulchrall statues" (18), all day, saying nothing. 

He states that their souls should thank their bodies because their bodies 

"did us , to u s , at first convay" (53.54). Lovers cannot remain in this 

neoplatonic realm, and the lover begins to question the neglect of the 
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physical: "But O alas, so long, so farre / Our bodies why doe wee 

forbeare?" (49-50). He realizes that lovers must "descend" to the 

affections and the faculties "which sense may reach and apprehend" (67) 

and mus t "to'our bodies t u m e wee" (69). In other words, they, like all 

lovers, mus t descend back to the physical world. As we saw with 

Spenser in the previous chapter, the speaker values the neoplatonic 

ideal, but he wants to integrate the reality of man and woman's physical 

needs. Spenser's lover t u m s to marriage; the speaker in Donne revises 

the traditional Renaissance neoplatonic virtues to include the physical. 

Even though "The Extasie" does suggest the importance of the 

physical aspect of love, the focus of the poem still appears to be on the 

noble aspects of the relationship. The duality present in Donne's love 

poetry, which has attracted so much of the critical attention, results from 

poems depicting this kind of optimism (the lovers are almost invincible 

when together) coming into conflict with other poems that depict 

unfaithful love (on the part of the mistress and lover alike) and explicitiy 

sexual love. Regardless of the apparent paradox, Donne's various 

personas succeed in Ulustrating the complexities and realities of love. 

Again, Donne's mystical vision of the ideal union of souls is different 

from Catullus ' ideal, but they both do promote a fundamental sense of 

union. However, Donne has more in common with Catullus when he 

depicts speakers having difficulty obtaining an ideal love than when he 
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shows them achieving the ideal. It has been shown that Shakespeare's 

deviation from neoplatonic love theory and the Petrarchan literary 

conventions reflects a failure in ideals similar to Catullus' conceptions of 

pietas (duty), fides (fidelity), and foedus (oath or contract). Even more 

explicitiy than in Shakespeare's poems, in Donne's poems that depict the 

darker side of love and the lack of values commonly associated with love, 

the emphasis is on the failure of both the lover and the mistress to 

respect and adhere to the duties sworn to in their oaths. 

The idea of lovers' oaths or contracts implies that each individual 

in the relationship has specific obligations based on their sworn oathes. 

Catullus depicts such a bond in the Lesbia affair. Lesbia's lover says 

that "nulla fides ullofuit umquam foedere tanta, / quanta in amore tuo ex 

parte reperta measf (87.3-4) [There has never been any faithfulness in 

any bond like that found in my love for you]. Catullus' lover hopes that 

he and Lesbia might have an eternal compact, an "aetemum foedu^ 

(109.6). Catullus estabUshes this oath between the lovers from the start; 

it is part of the ideal for which the lover seeks (although it is never a 

realistic ideal since Lesbia is married). There is certainly an emphasis on 

commitment and oaths in "A Valediction: Forbidding Mouming," "Air 

and Angels," "The Canonization," "Sweetest Love," and "The Extasie"; 

however, such commitment and duty are most often an impHcit 

component of that idealized love. The glorification of the lovers' souls 
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hinges on an unspoken commitment present in the relationships. The 

speaker in "A Valediction: Forbidding Mouming," for example, promised 

to make his circle just , to r e tum to his lover, which fulfiUs his contract 

and spiritual obHgation to her. However, Donne t u m s to a more explidt 

focus on oath, duty, and devotion when he offers his cynical view of love, 

and one finds there Donne's similarity to Catullus. The very act of lovers 

swearing oaths to one another implies an initial weakness in the lovers' 

relationship—they feel as if they need a verbal commitment to validate 

the affair. However, theoretically, such verbal oaths should be unneeded 

in a committed relationship; as a result, in Donne's poems depicting 

ideal love, such oaths are not explicitiy stated. The lover in Catullus also 

swears oaths, but those oaths too are fragile considering that Lesbia is 

married and, as the reader finds out, promiscuous. When Catullus 

shows the affair vyith Lesbia beginning to deteriorate, the lover begins to 

question the nature of their oaths and duties to one another. Catullus' 

lover begins to think less of Lesbia because of her flaws, and he realizes 

that his mind has been ruined "offido suo" (75.2) [by its own devotion]. 

However, he claims that he is not to blame; he believes that she is the 

one to fail in her fideUty, to void their contract. Unlike his mistress, he 

has not "sanctam violasse fidem" (76.3) [violated the sacred faith], nor 

used contracts (i.e., vows) in order to deceive men (76.3-4). The idea in 

Catullus is that the vows the lover once considers significant and 
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permanent are in fact quite tenuous, and that is exactiy what we find in 

Donne's cynical portrayal of love. 

Donne's lovers expHcitly focus on oaths, duty, devotion, and vows 

when the values of the relationship (or relationships) break dowai. In 

"Woman's Constancy," Donne's language reflects that Hi Catullus: 

Now thou has t lov'd me one whole day. 
To morrow when thou leav'st, what wilt thou say? 

Wilt thou then Antedate some new made vow? 
Or say that now 

We are not jus t those persons, which we were? 
Or, that oathes made in reverentiaU feare 
Of Love, and his vyrath, any may forsweare? 
Or, as true deaths, true maryages untie. 
So lovers contracts, images of those, 

Binde but till sleep, deaths image, then unloose? (9.1-10) 

This poem demonstrates the lover's understanding, or suspicion, that 

lovers £ire fickle and oaths mean much less than they should. This idea 

is reiterated in "Song: Go and Catch a Falling Star," in which the search 

for a faithful woman is placed in a catalogue of impossibilities, and if 

such a woman could be found, by the time such a find could be revealed 

to the speaker, that honest woman will have been "false . . . to two, or 

three" (27). Donne's lover, who exposes the lack of commitment in 

women, is reminiscent of CatuUus's lover, who does the same with 

regards to Lesbia. However, unlike the speaker in CatuUus, Donne's 

male speaker in "Woman's Constancy," in the final lines, even 

acknowledges the tenuous nature of his ovyn constancy: 

Vaine lunatique, against these scapes I could 
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Dispute, and conquer, if I would. 
Which 1 abstain to doe. 

For by to morrow, I may thinke so too. (14-17) 

In "Lovers Infiniteness," the lover does seem to take his own vows, much 

as Catullus ' lover does, quite seriously and believes that his oaths have 

been sincere: 

If yet I have not all thy love, 
Deare, I shall never have it all, 
1 cannot breath one other sigh, to move. 
Nor can intreat one other teare to fall. 
And all my treasure, which should purchase thee. 
Sighs, tears, and oathes, and letters 1 have spent. (17.1-6) 

"Lovers Infiniteness" is not a poem about unfaithfulness—in fact, it is not 

clear that the lover and the lady have actually had a committed 

relationship—but the speaker does consider his owoi oaths in light of 

oaths that might be given by others. The poet-lover wonders if rivals 

might "in sighs, in oathes, and letters outbid" him (17.17). In an 

consolatory attempt to justify the fact that his mistress does not give him 

"all" of her love, he engages in what Grierson calls "a piece of legal 

quibbling," stating that since he does not have her "all," his love, unlike 

his rivals', is able to increase: 

Yet I would not have all yet. 
He that ha th all can have no more. 
And since my love doth every day admit 
New grovyth, thou shouldst have new rewards in store. (23-26) 

Although the lover in Donne and the lover in Catullus may not be in the 

same kind of relationship, such self-consolatory "quibbling" is 
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reminiscent of Catullus ' Carmen 83 (and Carmen 92), in which the lover 

at tempts to justify Lesbia's railing against him: 

Lesbia mi praesente viro mala plurima didt 
haec illi fatuo maxima laetitiast. 

mule, nihil sentis. Si nostri oblita taceret, 
Sana esset: nunc quod gannit et obloquitur, 

non solum meminit, sed quae multo acrior est res, 
iratast. Hoc est, uritur et loquitur. 

[Lesbia has many bad things to say about me to her man, which is 
great pleasure to him. What a fool! He knows nothing. If she had 
forgotten me and was silent about me, she would be true to you. 
But now, because she does remember me, and, most importantly, 
because she is angry, she b u m s for me, and so she talks.] 

In both poems, the lovers try to rationalize why their relationships are 

not as perfect as they would like them to be. Donne's lover states that 

he, unlike those who have "all" their mistress' love, can expect more; 

their love has room for grovyth. Catullus' lover believes Lesbia's unkind 

words to her husband is actually a sign that she is indeed thinking of the 

lover. Donne is of course being witty, but there is no clear indication in 

the poem that the speaker is trying to exercise his wit; Donne's lover, like 

Catullus', is rationalizing the inadequacies in the affair. 

In contrast, the lover in "A Jeat Ring Sent" admits that his 

mistress has been unfaithful and has broken their bond. The "ring," 

given as a sign of commitment, is given back to the speaker. It is a black 

ring, not the gold ring of marriage, and the speaker explicitiy states 

"marriage rings are not of this stuffe" (5). A.J. Smith notes that the 

colloquial use of "to jet something" is "to toss it away,"^'* which is exactiy 
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what his mistress is doing with the ring and, metaphorically, with the 

oath the ring represents. The speaker m o u m s the loss of his mistress 

and addresses the ring, which is supposed to serve as symbol of their 

commitment. He claims that the ring is neither as black (both constant 

and gloomy) as his owoi heart or as brittie as his mistress' (65.1-2). More 

relevant to the present discussion, however, is that, like Catullus, the 

poet ultimately m o u m s the lack of faithfulness, the lack of "fidesT: 

Ye stay with mee since thou [the ring] art come. 
Circle this fingers top, which did'st her thombe. 

Be justiy proud, and gladly safe, that thou dost dweU with me. 
She that . Oh, broke her faith, would soon breake thee. (66.9-12) 

Similar to Catullus ' Lesbia who, according to the speaker, "sanctam 

violasse fidem" (76.3) [violated the sacred faith], Donne's poet-lover 

explicitiy states that the mistress "broke her faith." In addition, that she 

breaks what the speaker believes to be a contract or union is inherent in 

the image of the ring. J u s t as the mistress has not remained faithful, 

she would also, the speaker believes, break the ring itself, a symbol of 

their contract. The poem does not explicitiy depict a marital contract, 

but the speaker considers himself to be part of a marriage-like union 

that has been broken. Catullus' lover similarly refers to the relationship 

with Lesbia as an "aetemum foedus^ (109.6) [eternal contract], the same 

terminology used in the wedding songs, a contract that is eventuaJly 

broken. 
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A similar focus on the broken contract of the lovers is found in 

"The Message." The speaker realizes that his mistress has betrayed him 

in some way. He acknowledges the "false passions" (43.5) and the "lyes" 

(43.18) of his mistress, and he realizes that she has broken both "word 

and oath" (43.15). The lover's message suggests not jus t that he has had 

enough but that she, like Wyatt's mistress in "My Lute Awake," might 

now suffer the way he has suffered: 

Yet send me back my heart and eyes. 
That I may know, and see thy lyes. 
And may laugh and joy, when thou 

Art in anguish 
And dost languish 

For some one 
That will none. 

Or prove as false as thou art now. (43.17-24) 

CatuUus has his owoi version of a "message" to his ovm unfaithful Lesbia. 

In Carmen 11, the lover asks his companions to cany an unkind 

message to his mistress: " . . . temptare simul parati, / pauca nuntiate 

meaepuella / non bona dieted [please try to take a littie message to my 

mistress, a message that is not kind]. The simple theme of the lover's 

message is that he will not be there for her anymore, and it is by her owoi 

fault: 

nee meum respectet, ut one, amorem, 
qui illius culpa ceddt velut prati 
ultimi fios, praeter, eunte postquam 

tactus aratrost (11.21 -24) 
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[May she not look again at my love, as she did before, love which 
has fallen by her own faults, like a flower on the edge of a meadow, 
having been touched a plough passing over it.] 

In Donne's "message," the disillusioned lover reacts as Lesbia's lover had 

when her infidelity was made clear. Donne's poet-lover wants to witness 

his mistress ' suffering, which she deserves for what she has done to him. 

Catullus ' Carmen 11 implies that Lesbia has broken her own "oath" with 

the poet-lover, and, when Catullus' lover calls Lesbia a poor wretch and 

wonders what life will remain for her now that she herself is alone (8.15-

19), Catullus anticipates a result like that in the Donne poem. 

The Songs and Sonnets do share certain characteristics with 

Catullus because Donne, like Catullus, expresses in his poetry both the 

virtues of an ideal love but also the despair of corrupt love (although 

Donne also shows the reader "the middle ground" that exists in actual 

experience); however, in some of his elegies Donne reveals the closest 

thematic parallels. As critics have attested to, elegies, such as Donne's 

"Elegy 19: Going to Bed", tend to be very Ovidian in nature—playful and 

witty. The speaker of "Elegy 19," praising the "fuU nakedness" (33) of his 

mistress, toys with neoplatonic doctrine by claiming that "as souls 

unbodied, bodies uncloth'd must be" (34). The entire poem is a clever 

interpretation of Ovid's Amores 1.5, in which Ovid's poet-lover tears the 

tunic off Corinna and looks admiringly upon her shoulders, arms, 

breasts, and thighs (1.5.13-27). Both poems are explicitiy sexual and 
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witty in nature . This particular elegy has littie of the complications 

present in Catullus ' poems and indeed in other poems of Donne. 

Therefore, as previous critics have noted, this elegy is Ovidian in nature, 

bu t in some of the other elegies Donne comes much closer to the 

disillusionment, or delusiveness, of Catullus' lover than to the wit of 

Ovid's, and that Catullan element is what previous criticism has 

overlooked in Donne's elegies. 

Although there is no uniform speaker in the elegies, there are 

common themes that, to some degree, tie the poems together, specifically 

the emphasis on the oaths, faithfulness, and duty inherent in the 

relationships, and these values are equivalent to the virtues of fides, 

pietas, offidum, and foedus present in many of Catullus' Carmina. 

Donne depicts a speaker who mus t be apart from his mistress in "Elegy 

12: His Parting from Her." This poem is significant for a number of 

reasons; to begin with, it is a poem that deals vyith the repeated theme of 

separated lovers. The lover throughout the poem shows intense affection 

for his mistress; however, his reaction to the inevitable separation is 

quite different from the neoplatonism of "A Valediction: Forbidding 

Mouming." The speaker's sadness in "Elegy 12" is much more akin to the 

Petrarchan lover's sorrowful self-pitying: 

Since she must go, and I must mourn, come Night, 
Environ me with darkness, whilst I write: 
Shadow that hell unto me, which alone 
I am to suffer when my Love is gone. (1-4) 
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In addition to the lover's "mouming" the physical separation, it is also 

clear that physical passion is a major component of the lover's affection. 

He woites that Love "didst dart thy [Love's] fires / Into our blouds, 

inflaming our desires, / And made'st u s sigh and glow, and pant, and 

b u m " (35-37). For the first sixty-six lines, the lover bemoans what Love 

has done to them; however, in the last half of the poem the speaker 

at tempts to overcome the pain he is feeling at the hands of Love: 

Do thy great worst, my friend and I have armes. 
Though not against thy strokes, against thy harmes. 
Rend u s in sunder, thou canst not divide 
Our bodies so, but that our souls are ty'd. 
And we can love by letter still and gifts. 
And thoughts and dreams; Love never wanteth shifts. (67-72) 

The poet-lover ends by swearing that his "Deeds shall still be what my 

words are novy" (96) and that he will be "enamoured" on the mind of the 

mistress when he sees his owoi faithfulness reflected in her mind (93-94). 

In other words, he wiU be faithful and therefore expects the same from 

her: "Take therefore all in this: I love so true, / As I wiU never look for 

less in you" (103-104). 

If "Elegy 12" is addressed to a married woman, then the final lines 

of the poem depict a delusional speaker; jus t like Catullus' lover, who 

inappropriately assumes that Lesbia, a married woman, wiU (or should) 

remain faithful to him, the lover of "Elegy 12" appears to be hoping for 

the same kind of fidelity. There is evidence that the mistress of "Elegy 
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12" is indeed married. Line 42 refers to "tiiy husband 's towering eyes"; 

however, in the context of tiie poem the possessive "thy" must refer to 

Love's (Venus') husband (Vulcan) since "Love" is the addressee in lines 

29-43. 

Yet Love, thou'rt blinder then thy self in this. 
To vex my Dove-Uke friend for my amiss: 
And, where my own sad truth may expiate 
Thy wrath, to make her fortune run my fate: 
So blinded Just ice doth, when Favorites fall. 
Strike them, their house, their friends, their followers aU. 
Was't not enough that thou did dart thy fires 
Into blouds, inflaming our desires. 
And made'st u s sigh and glow, and pant, and b u m . 
And then thy self into our flame did'st t u m ? 
Was't not enough, that thou didst hazard u s 
To paths in love so dark, so dangerous: 
And those so ambush'd round with houshold spies. 
And o ver aU, thy husbands towring eyes 
That flam'd with oyUe sweat of jealousie. (29-43) 

Again, grammatically the "thy" in luie 42 must refer back to "Love," 

which would mean there is no direct reference to the mistress' husband. 

However, there is a textual problem with that line, and although all the 

major editions of Donne use the 1669 version quoted above, "thy 

husband ' s towering eyes," most of the early manuscripts contain the line 

"the towered husband ' s eyes," which would indicate that the mistress 

indeed has a husband. As A.J. Smith points out in his note to the Hne, 

"two quite different readings of the line seems possible."^^ 

Regardless of the authenticity of the line as it appears in either 

version, the particular details of the relationship depicted in the poem 
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simply make more sense if one does assume that the lady is married. 

The relationship in "Elegy 12" has been a secret one. The speaker 

criticizes Love for adding the misery of separation to an already difficult 

affair: 

Was't not enough that thou didst hazard us 
To pa ths in love so dark, so dangerous: 
And those so ambushed round with household spies. 
And over all, thy husbands towoing eyes 
That flamed with oyUe sweat of jealousie. (39-43) 

Again, the variant reading of line 42 makes sense within the context of 

the poem. There is no mythological precedent for why Vulcan would be 

"over all" with regards to the lovers in the poem nor why Vulcan would be 

jealous of the lovers. The specific details of the couple's relationship— 

dark paths , danger, household spies—all suggest an adulterous affair. 

The speaker relays a detailed account of what methods the two have 

used to c a n y out their affair in the presence of a so-called "foe": 

Have we not kept our guards, like spie on spie? 
Had cortespondence whUst the foe stood by? 
Stoln (more to sweeten them) our many blisses 
Of meetings, conference, embracements, kisses? 
Shadow'd with negUgence our most respects? 
Varied our language through all dialects. 
Of becks, winds, looks, and often under-boards 
Spoak dialogues vyith our feet far from our words? (45-52) 

The couple has clearly been engaged in a complex secret affair. The fact 

that their "blisses" have been stolen makes them even sweeter for the 

lover. The speaker appears to be addressing a married woman, but 
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Donne's ambiguity does make his depiction different from the explicit 

adulterous affair in Catullus. 

If the affair in "Elegy 12" is indeed an adulterous one, then the 

lover is, like Catullus ' lover, delusional and the speaker's hope for fideUty 

and his praise of the relationship is misguided. In this regard the lover 

resembles Catullus ' lover who thinks of his relationship with Lesbia, also 

a married woman, as one that reflects the virtues of pietas, offidum, 

foedus, and fides. Donne's lover also uses terminology that does not 

quite work within the realities of the relationship. He refers to the 

separation as a "sad divorce" (56) and even uses the epithalamic image of 

the clasping ivy and elm, most often used in the context of marriage: 

"Let our armes clasp like Ivy" (59). Certainly, most readers of the day 

would have recognized this image as a convention in marriage songs. 

"Divorce" had a more general meaning than a separation of husband and 

wife, but reference to the epithalamic clasping ivy coming so close to a 

"sad divorce" brings a certain marital connotation to the lover's 

description. Furthermore, the speaker makes a "vovy" that he wiU remain 

faithful to his words—and thus to her (95-96). He speaks of their past 

"constancie" (44), and hopes that the darkness of their separation wiU be 

drowoied by the "hope of Day" (84). Although it is difficult for the reader 

not to question the virtue of their relationship, the lover never explicitiy 

does. However, there is a certain subtext to the lover's words that he 
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himself does not appear to recognize. He asks her to "declare your self 

base fortunes Enemy, / No less by your contempt then constancy" (91-

92). Apparentiy, the poet-lover cannot rely solely on his mistress 

constancy; therefore, he asks her to at least show contempt for "woes" 

that may "win on your health, your youth, your beauty" (90). The lover 

claims that he wants to comfort the mistress by vowing to remain 

faithful, but ultimately, as the last line suggests, he really is trying to 

comfort himself, hoping that his faithfulness will induce hers, expecting 

no less true love from the mistress than what he has for her. The entire 

poem illustrates the lover's claim of loyalty, but there is also the 

suggestion that simple loyalty in the oath of the mistress may not be 

enough. The sentiment of Donne's lover is reminiscent of the sentiment 

and terminology Catullus ' lover uses when he claims that his 

commitment to her is absolute: "nulla fides ullofuit umquam foedere 

tanta, / quanta in amore tuo ex parte reperta measf (87.3-4) [There has 

never been any faithfulness in any bond like that found in my love for 

you]. However, eventually Lesbia is the one to break the "aetemum 

foedu^ (109.6) [etemal contract or oath], a contract more appropriate for 

a married couple than for a couple in an iUicit affair. 

"Elegy 12" reflects the same kind of misguided optimism that 

Catullus ' lover shows early in the Lesbia affair. Catullus' lover eventually 

realizes the futility of the relationship and tries to escape his own 
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commitment to that relationship (even though he stiU desires Lesbia). 

Other of Donne's elegies focus on the disintegration of oaths, which is 

reflected in both the Carmina and in the poems of Donne previously 

discussed. The speaker in "Elegie 6: Oh, let mee not serve so" attempts 

to escape the commitment he earlier made to his now unfaithful 

mistress; there was a time "When my soule was in her body sheath'd / 

Nor yet by oathes betroth'd, nor kisses breath'd / Into my Purgatory, 

faithless thee" (88.11-13). The mistress herself was faithful at some 

point: "Thy heart seem'd waxe, and Steele thy constancie" (14). 

However, she has broken any union or vow she may have made with the 

poet-lover. The speaker elaborately compares the mistress to a river that 

drovyns the flowers it touches and tapers whose eye "beckens in the 

giddie flie, / yet b u m s his wings" (17-18). The speaker now realizes that 

the fickleness of his lover has caused his pain and is now ready to 

renounce her: 

. . . Oh, love duU'd with paine 
Was ne'r so wise, nor well arm'd as disdain. 
Then with new eyes I shall survay thee, 'and spie 
Death in thy cheekes, and darkness in thine eye. 
Though hope bred faith and love; thus taught, I shall 
As nations do from Rome, from thy love fall. 
My hate shall outgrow thine, and utterly 
I wiU renounce thy dalUance . . . (88-89.37-44) 

"Elegy 6" makes it clear that oaths and faithfulness did exist earlier in 

the relationship, but Donne's speaker now wants to reassert his control 

in the relationship by stating that he no longer wants her. The speaker 
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renounces her "utterly" in a manner similar to Catullus' lover in Carmen 

8: 

ibi ilia multa tum iocosa fiebant, 
quae tu volebas necpuella nolebat 
fulsere vere candidi tibi soles. 
nunc iam ilia non vuU: tu cjuoque impotens, [noli], 
nee quaefugit sectare, nee miser vive, 
sed obstinata mente perfer, obdura, 
vale, puella . . . (8.6-12)^^ 

[then we were given those many happy joys, which you [Catullus] 
and your mistress desired. It is true that those days shined for 
you. But now she does not desire you any more, so neither should 
you. Nor should you chase her, nor live miserably. Now, with a 
strong will, Catullus, be firm. Goodbye mistress!] 

Both poems show a similar predicament for the lovers as well as a 

similar reaction by the lovers to that predicament. That lovers would 

renounce an unfaithful mistress is really no surprise, but it does 

illustrate that both Donne and Catullus focus their poems on the real 

effects of failed expectations. For Catullus' lover, it demonstrates the 

failure in the expectations he had initially established in the Lesbia 

affair. For Donne's lover, within "Elegy 6," such expectations are implied 

by the "oaths betrothed" and the "constancie" the couple once had. 

However, in a larger context, Donne's lover, and the relationship itself, is 

quite foreign to the traditional Renaissance model of love poetry—the 

model from which Wyatt, Sidney, and Shakespeare were all moving away. 

Unlike the poetry of Petrarch and Dante, or the philosophy of love in 

CastigUone's Courtier, the virtues of love in Donne's poetry, although 
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often praised, are at other times shown to be absent or flawed. This focus 

on showing the realistic altemative to the values lovers often assign to 

their love affairs approaches the focus of Catullus in his Carmina. 

Of all the elegies, the sentiment and phrasing of "Elegie 15: The 

Expostulation" comes closest to Catullus.^^ The lover is jealous that his 

mistress breaks her faith to him. The lover now realizes that his beloved 

epitomizes the infidelity of women: "To make the doubt cleare, that no 

woman's true, / Was it my fate to prove it strong in you?" (108.1-2). 

Once again, the poet-lover questions the "vows" made between lovers, 

and clearly echoing Catullus' Carmen 70, he exclaims, "Are vowes so 

cheape with women, or the matter / Whereof they are made, that they are 

writ in water, / And blowoie away with wind?" (108.10-12). The lover 

wonders how such vows or oaths could have been so easily made: 

Who could have thought so many accents sweet 
Form'd into words, so many sighs should meete 

As from our hearts, so many oaths, and tears 
Sprinkled among, (all sweeter by our fears 

And the divine impression of stolen kisses . . . (108-109.13-17) 

The theme of this particular passage—the nature of the lovers' oaths—is 

not that different from poems in the Songs and Sonnets; however, the 

purpose of that theme is different. The lovers' sharing oaths and tears 

are similar to lines, quoted above, from "Lovers Infiniteness": "Sighs, 

tears, and oathes, and letters I have spent," but the bitter tone of "Elegy 

15" is much different from "Lovers Infiniteness." With regards to 
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Catullus, the quoted passage from "Elegie 15" again shows the mutual 

oath taken, and broken, by the mistress. The idea of "foedus," or 

contract, in Catullus is impUed as weU: "Did you draw bonds to forfet? 

Signe to breake" (109.19). Donne's lover cannot stand to blame his 

mistress—or himself The speaker states that even if women are typically 

unfaithful he "shall except thee" (24) and will sooner think that the sun 

might "cease to cheare / the teeming earth" (27-28) or that the rivers 

might "runne back" (29). The speaker moves from initial anger to praise, 

and he finally t u m s his anger on a third party—"the black vyretch," "the 

treacherous breast"—who has caused the lovers to mistrust one another. 

J u s t like the poet-lover in Catullus, Donne's lover here tries to re-direct 

the blame; the failure in the relationship, according to the speaker, is not 

the result of the couple. He curses the third party, a man with a "falser 

tongue," who has corrupted his vision of the mistress: 

And after all selfe torment, when hee dyes. 
May Wolves teare out his heart, Vultures his eyes. 

Swine eate his bowels, and his falser tongue 
That utter'd all, be to some Raven flung. 

And let his carrion coarse be a longer feast 
To the Kings dogges, then any other beast. (110.47-52) 

Compare Donne's condemnation to Catullus' owoi curse on Cominius in 

Carmen 108: 

non equidem dubito quin primum inimical bonorum 
lingua execta avido sit data vulturio, 

effossos oculos voret atro gutture corvus, 
intestina canes, cetera membra lupi. (108.3-6) 
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[As far as I'm concerned, 1 have little doubt that your tongue, 
the evil of aU good people, would be removed and given to the 
greedy vulture, your eyes ripped out and swallowed by the 
raven's black throat, all the while the dogs would devour 
your bowels, and the wolves will take the rest.] 

Donne appears to have imitated this passage from Catullus or some 

unknown intermediary source. Grierson does not comment on the 

source; Helen Gardner states that the passage is a paraphrase of 

Catullus and Ovid.^* Ovid, in his Ibis, does imitate the Catullan original, 

but Donne's version has elements of CatuUus' poem that are not present 

in Ovid: 

Unigibus et rostro crudus trahet 
Et sdndent avidi perfida corda canes 

Deque tuofiet—licet hac sis laude superbus— 
Insatiabilibus corpore rixa lupis. (169-172) 

[With cruel beaks and talons the cruel vulture will pick at your 
loins, and ravenous dogs will tear apart your perfidious heart, and 
then over your body—the fame of which you may boast—the 
fighting of insatiable wolves will rage on.] 

Conspicuously absent from Ovid's version is any mention of the "lingua," 

"the tongue," being eaten by birds. In both Donne and Catullus, the 

nature of the tongue is emphasized (they are both dealing with an untrue 

or malicious tongue); Donne stresses the "falser tongue" and Catullus 

makes it clear that the tongue of Cominius is the "evU of all good people." 

Catullus says the vulture wiU get the tongue of Cominius; Donne assigns 

this task to the raven. This passage, coupled with the direct allusion to 

Carmen 70, as well as the "stolen kisses," makes Donne's knowledge of 
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these poems fairly certain (although Donne may have knowoi Carmen 70 

through Sidney's translation). However, what is more significant than 

the actual origin is that all of these themes and images are placed in a 

very Catullan context; the lover m o u m s not jus t the loss of a mistress, 

but the loss of the couple's contract or oath. The lover cannot stand to 

think of the failure in the bond he thought was made, and he therefore 

re-directs his wrath elsewhere; once he curses this outsider, he can 

declare "let u s our love revive" (53). Once again, the difference in 

Catullus and Donne lies in Donne's ambiguity. The reader never knows 

for sure whether either party in the relationship has been unfaithful or 

not; all that is clearly stated is that the speaker is angry at fickle women 

but then suddenly focuses his anger on the third party, thus removing 

the blame from the mistress and himself 

Donne and Catullus are certainty not identical in their portrayal of 

love, but Donne is much more Catullan than the seventeenth-century 

neo-classicists who more directiy imitate Catullus and who are therefore 

typically compared to the Latin Ijoicists. We have already seen in the 

previous chapter Jonson's close imitation of the chorus of Youths and 

Maidens in Carmen 62—with the significant alteration of changing 

"Puella^ and "JuvenesT to "Opinion" and "Tmth." However, looking for 

Jonson 's adoption of CatuUus' Lesbia poems, one must t u m to Jonson's 

three poems to Celia, two of which are close adaptations of the material 
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found in Catullus ' Carmen 5 and 7. Carmen 5 and 7 are the two poems 

dealing with the counting of kisses, the disregarding of envious, cranky 

old men, and the coming of a perpetual night. Catullus begins Carmen 5: 

Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemus, 
rumoresque senum severiorum 
omnes unius aestimemus assis. 
soles ocddere et redire possunt: 
nobis, cum semel ocddit brevis lux, 
nox est perpetua una dormienda. (5.1-6) 

[Let u s live, my Lesbia, and also love, and value the rumors of 
cranky old men not a bit. Suns are able to rise and fall, but when 
the brief Ught dies at last, there remains for u s sleeping in 
perpetual night.] 

Jonson vyrites a near translation of the original in his first "Song: To 

Celia": 

Come my Celia, let u s prove. 
While we may, the sports of love; 
Time wiU not be ours, for euer: 
He at length, our good wiU seuer. 
Spend not then his gifts in vaine. 
Sunnes , that set, may rise again: 
But if once we loose this light, 
Tis with vs, perpetuall night. (Forrest 5.1-8) 

In isolation, these two passages are quite close. Jonson is certainly 

directiy bortowing the rising and setting sun image, and he also captures 

the carpe diem motif that the lovers must love whUe they can. 

Jonson, in his second song to CeUa, "To the same," also directiy 

imitates Catullus ' reckoning of kisses. Immediately following tiie image 

of perpetual night, Catullus woites: 

da mi basia mille, deinde centum, 
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dein mille altera, dein secunda centum 
dein, cum milia multa fecerimus, 
conturbabimus ilia, ne sdamus, 
out necjuis malus invidere possit, 
cum tantum sdat esse basiorum. (5.7-13) 

[Give me a thousand kisses, then a hundred, then another 
thousand, then a second hundred, then a hundred more, then, 
when we have made many thousand, we wiU lose count, so that we 
won't know the number, nor any evil person be able to shun such 
kisses with a malicious eye—not when he knows that our kisses 
are so many.] 

Catullus continues the theme in Carmen 7 when he woites.- "Qvaeris, 

quot mihi basiationes / tuae, Lesbia, sint satis supercpj.e" (7.1-2) [How 

many kisses, you ask, are enough and even more than enough for me]. 

CatuUus goes on to explain jus t how many would be enough; he claims 

that they would be more than the number of Lyban sand and more than 

the s tars . He woites: 

tam te basia multa basiare 
vesano satis et super Catullost, 
quae nee pemumberare curiosi 
possint nee malafasdnare lingua. (7.9-12) 

[To kiss you with so many kisses is enough and even more for your 
love-crazed Catullus—kisses that neither curious eyes can count 
or evil tongues bewitch.] 

Again, Jonson imitates the Catullan original: 

Kisse againe: no creature comes. 
Kisse, and score vp wealthy summes 
On my Hps, thus hardly sundred. 
While you breath. First giue a hundred. 
Then a thousand, then another 
Hundred, then vnto the other 
Adde a thousand, and so more: 
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That the curious may not know 
How to teU' hem, as they flow. 
And the enuious, when they find 
What their number is, be pin'd. (Forest 6.5-11, 19-22) 

Jonson once again reflects the CatuUan original even though the final 

two lines, "And the envious, when they find / What their number is, be 

pin'd" impHes a slightiy different sentiment than does Catullus' mala 

lingua [evil tongues] that might want to bewitch (i.e., do harm to) those 

engaging in such kisses. Jonson, though still close to the original, 

s tresses the idea that others will be jealous of their kisses, that they will 

yearn for them—"be pin'd." He does not stress explicitiy, as Catullus 

does, tha t others might wish them harm because of their shared kisses. 

Even with these slight differences, the poems, looked at side by side with 

the Catullan originals, appear very faithful to the source. However, 

Jonson 's imitation of Catullus lacks the dramatic context that 

characterizes Catullus ' poems. Carmen 5 and 7 are poems that illustrate 

the poet-lover's initial attempt to characterize his affair as one that 

t ranscends the criticism of others. He pleads with Lesbia to let them 

"live and love," to ignore those old men who criticize that love not simply 

from envy but because they see the flaws in the relationship from the 

outset. Nevertheless, the poet-lover says that if they simply ignore such 

judgments , concem themselves only vyith their own kisses (i.e., with their 

ovyn love), the number of those kisses, which illustrate the magnitude 
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and intensity of their love, will overpower the disparaging words of others 

and leave the critic unable to criticize. Later in the Carmina, Catullus' 

lover will realize that such criticism was perhaps valid after all; he wiU 

begin to see that any loyalty in the relationship was his and that his love 

for Lesbia is not the kind of love that is able to rise above criticism. 

However, at this point, within Carmen 5 and 7, the poet does not yet 

acknowledge the flaws—even if he does subconsciously know they are 

there—but rather focuses on what he hopes their love can be: something 

worthy of praise, not criticism. 

While the dramatic context of Catullus' Carmen 5 and 7 depict the 

speaker's desire for a worthwhile, virtuous love (even if that that love 

never comes to a virtuous fruition) the dramatic context of Jonson's Celia 

poems demonstrates the speaker's explicit purpose to obtain satisfaction 

of sexual desire through deception and manipulation of the mistress and 

those around, all of which are motivations completely contrary to the 

Catullan original. Jonson 's first song to Celia (and part of the second) 

first appears in 3.7 of Jonson's Volpone, a play in which the titular 

character Volpone at tempts to manipulate all those around him, 

including the married Celia. In hopes of acquiring Volpone's wealth—a 

scheme that Volpone has devised—Celia's merchant husband gives his 

wife to Volpone. Volpone, after Ustening to CeUa beg that her honor be 

spared, clearly states his intention: 
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I do degenerate and abuse my nation. 
To play with opportunity thus long: 
I should have done the act, and then have parleyed. 
Yield, or 111 force thee. (262-265) 

It is in this context, earlier in this scene, that we find Jonson's imitation 

of Catullus ' Carmen 5 and 7. Volpone himself sings the song to CeUa, 

"Come, my CeUa, let u s prove." He uses the song as a typical early 

seventeenth-century carpe diem poem, one in which the lover tries to talk 

his mistress into forsaking her virtue and engaging in sex. In the song, 

Hnes, again much like the Catullan original on the surface, such as "Why 

should we defer our joys? / Fame and rumor are but toys" (3.7.173-174) 

(lines 9-10 of the poem found separately in The Forrest) take on an 

entirely different meaning from what one finds in CatuUus. Lesbia is a 

quite willing participant; CeUa is not. Rape is an option for Volpone; 

Catullus ' lover claims that he wants a real relationship based on 

something more than physical desire. Celia and Lesbia, Volpone and 

Catullus ' lover, the nature of their relationships—all of these things 

could not be more different in the two poets, no matter how closely 

Jonson imitates the phrasing and images themselves. Unlike the poems 

in Catullus, there is no complexity of emotion, no emotional frustration, 

no conflict between a desired ideal love and a realistic love that fails in 

some way. Such an imitation of classical texts as we find in Jonson's 

imitation of Catullus ' Carmen 5 and 7 is far from insignificant—in fact it 

shows that Jonson does have a sophisticated conception of imitatio in his 
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abiUty to adapt previous models to a new or different context, but it also 

signifies the beginning of a significant trend. Those neo-classical poets 

who foUowed Jonson 's model tend to imitate phrasing, but not 

sentiment, when it comes to Catullus' poetry, and those poets t u m most 

frequentiy to poems that can be easily adapted. The poetry of Robert 

Herrick particularly illustrates that tendency. 

Of Jonson and his followers, Herrick is the poet who demonstrates 

the most direct knowledge of Catullus and who imitates Catullus most 

often, namely in his Hesperides. Herrick has received a great deal of 

critical discussion conceming the influence of Catullus, beginning with 

the earliest editors and biographers. J.R. Lowell claims that Herrick was 

"the most Catullian of poets since Catullus," and the same sentiment is 

adopted by the early editors, A.B. Grosart, William Hazlitt, and George 

Saintsbury.^^ McEuen echoes the remarks of these early scholars, calling 

Herrick "the most CatuUian of the Tribe of Ben," and Karl Harrington 

asser ts that Herrick was "the seventeenth-century poet who drank 

deepest at the fount of Catullus."3'^ These scholars imply Herrick's use of 

Catullus is "Catullan" in spirit as well as in phrasing; however, this is not 

the only critical stance. Although Herrick's biographer F.W. Moorman 

states that "of the Roman Ijoic poets, it is Catullus and Horace that have 

left the deepest impression upon him," and although he notes the 

"striking superficial resemblance" in the loose arrangement of the 
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Hesperides and the Carmina, Moorman qualifies his statement with 

regard to the love poetry of the two poets: "But it is as love poets that 

CatuUus and Herrick have usually been compared, and here, it must be 

confessed, the difference between them is great . . . . the lack of the 

genuine fire of love makes Herrick's verses seem very different from those 

of the Roman poet."3i The French critic, Floris Delattre makes a similar 

assertion: 

In fact, nothing is more opposed to the gentie epicureanism of 
Herrick than the strong passion of Lesbia's lover . . . . Catullus 
teUs the stories of his impetuous heart, from the beginning of 
proud and sweet love to the disgust that his tyrannical passion 
brought upon him and to the sarcasm and disgust of his goodbye 
letters. Herrick is incapable of understanding the grandeur 
(greatness) of that love . . . . [H]e does not go beyond the elegant 
and somehow affected (mannered) style of some poems and does 
not get to the passionate simplicity that fills one's heart, a 
simplicity that is the essential source of the Carmina.^^ 

McPeek's opinion is that "Herrick never captures the grace, tendemess, 

and final beauty of Catullus."33 The generalizations of Moorman, 

Delattre, and McPeek are correct, but these critics—as well as those 

advocating a "likeness" in spirit—never adequately provide an analysis of 

Herrick's imitation of Catullus' poems in his owoi work. 

To a large extent, Herrick's imitation of Catullus is much like 

Jonson 's in that Herrick borrows the phrasing of the original but sets it 

in a context quite different from the original. Herrick directly imitates 

Carmen 5 and 7, as Jonson does, and although Herrick does not have 

his poems originate in a morally questionable character like Volpone, he 
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does focus on the playful, sometimes manipulative, aspects of the carpe 

diem theme, which characterizes so many of the Cavalier writers that 

come after Jonson. In one of Herrick's poems to Anthea, there is a direct 

imitation of Carmen 5: 

Ah my Anthea! Must my heart still break? 
(Love makes me woite, what shame forbids to speak.) 
Give me a kisse, and to that kisse a score; 
Then to that twenty, adde an hundred more: 
A thousand to that hundred: so kisse on. 
To make that thousand u p a million. 
Treble that million, and when that is done. 
Let's kisse afresh, as when we first begun.3"* 

Other than line two, which is from Ovid's Heroides 4.10 [dicere quae 

puduit, scribere iussit amor], this passage is a fine adaptation of Catullus' 

Carmen 5. However, the inclusion of the Ovid reference is significant 

because it signifies the "shameful" topic about which the speaker is 

writing—although the reader does not know for sure the sexual nature of 

the poem until its conclusion. The speaker's request for kisses loses the 

affection of Catullus ' original. Remember, Catullus' lover wanted simply 

to share such kisses as a sign of their affection and commitment to one 

another in spite of the grumbling of those who criticize; only implicitiy is 

there a sexual desire. Herrick does something different. Although his 

poet-lover begins with what appears to be the desire for a sincere show of 

affection, these mUlions of kisses are not really what the lover is after; he 

foUows the request for kisses with a request for something better: 

But yet, though Love likes well such Scenes as these, 
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There is an Act that will more fully please: 
Kissing and glancing, soothing, all make way 
But to the acting of this Private play: 
Name it 1 would; but being blushing red. 
The rest lie speak, when we meet both in bed. (74.9-14) 

Herrick transforms the computation of kisses into a not-so-clever ploy to 

get a mistress into bed: kisses and glances are nice, but Love's real 

purpose is sexual. Herrick reflects in his imitation of Catullus the same 

sentiment we find more succinctiy expressed in his epigram, "Kisses": 

"Give me the food that satisfies a Guest: / Kisses are but dry bainquets to 

a feast" (797.1-2). Catullus' lover wants and appreciates physical love, 

which is evident in his desire for Lesbia's kisses, but it is not the lover's 

conscious purpose. Catullus' lover intiaUy wants a love that reflects the 

loyalty and emotional commitment associated with pietas. For Catullus, 

physical affection is simply a part of that love. Nowhere in Herrick's 

poem is there a desire for anything but sexual conquest and the physical 

gratification that conquest brings. 

Herrick ends up using Carmen 5 as a way to promote the attitude 

present in the expected cavalier carpe diem motif, a motif adapted 

directiy from Horace: lovers should love (physically) while they can. In 

"Corinna's Going a Maying," the lover, addressing the mistress, tries to 

convince her that the time is right for love. In typical fashion, the poet 

compares his mistress, who is obviously unwiUing to engage in physical 

relations with the poet ("Many a jest told of the Keyes betraying / This 
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night, and Locks pickt, yet w'are not a Maying" [178.55-56]), to all the 

things in nature that are beautiful in Spring, in youth. Herrick's last 

stanza, an imitation of Catullus' rising suns and perpetual night, 

summarizes the argument the lover hopes to use to seduce the addressee 

of the poem: 

Come, let u s goe, while we are in our prime; 
And take the harmlesse foUie of the time. 

We shall grow old apace, and die 
Before we know our liberty. 
Our life is short; and our dayes run 
As fast away as do's the Sunne: 

And as a vapour, or a drop of raine 
Once lost, can ne'r be found again: 

So when or you or I are made 
A fable, song, or fleeting shade; 
All love, all liking, all delight 
Lies drovyn'd with u s in endless night. 

Then while time serves, and we are but decaying; 

Come, my Corinna, come, let's goe a Maying. (178.57-70) 

CatuUus' Carmen 5 is definitely present in this poem: "soles ocddere et 

redire possunt: / nobis, cum semel ocddit brevis lux, / nox est perpetua 

una dormienda (5.4-6) [suns may set and rise again: for us , when the 

short light has set finally, there remains for u s sleeping a perpetual 

night]. Catullus does convey a fundamental sense of carpe diem: he and 

Lesbia will not live forever and must take advantage of the time they 

have. However, his version of carpe diem is, unlike Herrick's, not a 

method by which the lover might seduce an unwilling mistress. Lesbia is 

willing to play and enjoy the moment. Ek:hoes of Ceirmen 5, blended with 
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the more cavalier concept of the carpe diem motif, can also be found in 

Herrick's "To Sappho": 

Let u s now take time, and play. 
Love, and live here while we may; 
Drink rich wine; and make good cheere. 
While we have our being here: 
For once dead, and laid i'th grave. 
No r e t u m from thence we have. (691.1-6) 

Here Herrick reflects the " Vivamus . . . atque amemus" [let u s live and 

love] as well as the idea that once the death comes there wiU be no 

chance for loving anymore. However, this poem also transforms the 

original into a "gather ye rosebuds" sentiment. Nowhere in Herrick's 

poem, or the Hesperides as whole, does Herrick reflect Catullus' initial 

description of an affair in which the lover claims he desires an ideal 

relationship based on faithfulness, and nowhere is the object of that love 

depicted as a flawed mistress who is unable to give anything faithful at 

all. 

J u s t like many Renaissance imitators, Herrick and Jonson both 

puU classical images and motifs out of their original context; as a result, 

in the case of their Catullan imitation, they alter the underlying 

seriousness and complexity present in the Catullan original. Moreover, 

Jonson and Herrick most often choose only two of the Lesbia poems. 

Carmen 5 and 7, to imitate substantially, both poems whose context can 

easily be altered and made to fit into the imitators' owoi purpose. Of 

course, there are some seventeenth-century poets who literally translate 
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Catullus (that is they do not attempt to adapt the original into any aspect 

of their own poetry, but simply translate for its owoi sake), and one would 

expect to find something more akin to the original sentiment in these 

translations. Richard Crashaw was not of the Jonsonian school, but he 

does offer one of the most faithful translations of Catullus' Carmen 5. 

However, Crashaw stiU alters the meaning in places. The reckoning of 

kisses is quite close to Catullus: 

Then let amorous kisses dwell 
On our lips, begin and tell 
A thousand, and a hundred score. 
An hundred and a thousand more, 
Till another thousand smother 
That, gmd that wipe off another. 
Thus at last when we have numbered 
Many a thousand, many a hundred. 
Well confound the reckoning quite 
And lose ourselves in wild delight. (376.9-18)3^ 

This entire passage is similar to the original, but Crashaw adds to his 

translation of "conturbabimus ilia, ne sdamu^ (5.11) [we will confuse 

them, so we will not know them (i.e., not know the number)] "And lose 

ourselves Hi wild delight." Such a "wild delight" implies the lovers are 

losing themselves in the ecstasy of the kisses themselves, the physical 

pleasure itself Catullus ' lover undoubtedly enjoys his physical 

relationship with Lesbia, but the lover never makes that the expHcit 

focus of the kisses. The lover at least pretends that the focus of their 

kisses is to astonish theU" critics (i.e., show them how strong their union 

is). In the final two lines of Crashaw's translation, the difference between 
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it and the original becomes clear: "While our joys so multiply / As shall 

mock the envious eye" (376.19-20). Whether Crashaw simply misreads 

the final lines or whether he consciously alters them, insightfully 

elaborating on the physical elements implicit in the original, the 

sentiment is slightiy different from the original and gives the poem a 

different theme from Catullus' poem which expresses the hope that such 

kisses will keep malicious men from bewitching the lovers; they are not 

trying to mock emd make others jealous of their "wild delight." 

Such translations as Crashaw's have obvious problems in terms of 

our labeling them as "Catullan" in theme as well as in phrasing or intent; 

however, translations that remain faithful to the original's tone and 

thematic purposes pose a problem of a different kind. Richard Lovelace, 

one of the sons of Ben, does faithfully translate a number of Catullus' 

poems: Carmen 13, 69, 70, 72, 75, 82, 85, 86, and 87. These poems, 

unlike Carmen 5 and 7 whose carpe diem motif especially appealed to 

Jonson, Herrick, and even Crashaw, do reflect a fuller emotional and 

situational range, more characteristic of Catullus' Carmina. Carmen 82 

and 87 capture the lover's sincere affection for Lesbia and his desire for a 

noble love. 

Quintius if you 11 endear Catullus' eyes. 
Or what he dearer then his eyes doth prize. 
Ravish not what is dearer then his eyes. 
Or what he dearer then eyes doth prize. (Ad Quintius 219)3^ 

No one can boast her self so much belov'd, 
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Truly as Lesbia my affections prov'd; 
No Faith was ere with such a firm knot bound 
As in my love on my part 1 have found. 

(De Suo in Lesbiam 219) 

Lovelace, however, also chooses poems—Carmen 72, 85, 87, and 

75—that reflect the failure of Catullus' relationship and his growing 

doubt in the presence of pietas or fides in Lesbia: 

That me alone you lov'd, you once did say. 
Nor should I to the King of Gods give way. 
Then I lov'd thee not as common dear. 
But as a Father doth his children chear; 
Now thee I know, more bitterly I smart. 
Yet thou to me more light and cheaper art. 
What pow'r is this? that such a wrong should press 
Me to love more, yet with thee well much less. (Ad Lesbiam 217) 
I hate and love, wouldst thou the reason know? 
I know not, but 1 b u m and feel it so. (De Amore suo 217) 

My mistress sayes shel l mary none but me. 
No not if Jove himself a Suitor be: 
She sayes so; but what women say to kind 
Lovers, we write in rapid streams and wind. 
(De Inconstantia foeminei amoris 217) 

By thy fault is my mind brought to that pass . 
That it's Office quite forgotten has; 
For be'est thou best, I cannot wish thee weU, 
And be'est thou worst, yet must I love thee still. 

(/n Lesbiam 217) 

Lovelace's translations show a familiarity with the whole scope of 

Catullus ' affair with Lesbia, and he faithfully recreates the meaning of 

the Latin original in EngHsh. As a group of translations, they can be 

characterized as quite Catullan (as opposed to Crashaw's translation that 

seems to alter the meaning of Carmen 5), but to label Lovelace as a poet 
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akin to Catullus is not appropriate. Nowhere in Lovelace's owoi love 

poetry does the sentiment of the Catullus translations emerge. 

Lovelace's entire Lucasta sequence, although quite sincere, is devoid of 

the bi t temess of failed expectations. In fact, the conflict that does exist 

in the Lucasta poems has to do with the cavalier lover who must choose 

war, his "new Mistresse" ("To Lucasta, Going to the Wars") over the 

comforts of love. Even in a poet who clearly knows and appreciates 

Catullus ' poetry (evident in the translations), the conception, 

construction, and purpose of the lyric could not be more different. 

Having looked at all of these examples, we can form certain 

conclusions about the manner in which explicit Catullan imitation 

functioned for these early seventeenth-century poets. In a discussion of 

imitatio, poets such as Jonson, Herrick, and even Crashaw must be 

recognized as quite sophisticated. They each directiy bortow from the 

original, but their use of that original is unique and functions within 

their individual poetic aesthetic. These poets—Crashaw and his 

translation included—focus on and borrow from poems such as Carmen 

5 and 7 because those poems, separated from their Catullan context, are 

easily adaptable to seventeenth-century carpe diem poetry. The more 

emotionally complex poems from the Lesbia sequence eire not as easily 

adapted and thus largely ignored. A poet such as Lovelace, who does 

accurately translate a more complete selection of the Lesbia poems, 
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either mus t be considered less sophisticated in terms of imitative 

ingenuity and creativity or is more respectful of the Catullan original and 

does not confuse his owoi lyric vision with that of Catullus. Nevertheless, 

Lovelace is stiU a poet whose translations are faithful to the original and 

who offers readers a better vision of "Catullan" love. However, ultimately 

Lovelace a s a poet, with his very literal translations, is no more Catullan 

than Alexander Pope is Homeric or Seamus Heaney is akin to the woiter 

of Beowulf. For one looking for something similar to Catullus' conception 

of the lyric and his conception of love, such direct, explicit imitation as 

one finds in the seventeenth-century Cavalier poets is inadequate. 

Jonson, the sons of Ben, and other seventeenth-century poets who 

directiy t u m to Catullus never can capture the spirit of Catullus because 

the idealism of love is not usually at issue; the poet-lovers in Jonson and 

Herrick, for example, never express a desire for an ideal love. 

Regardless of the knowledge and direct imitation of Catullus by the 

sons of Ben, Donne remains the most "Catullan" of the seventeenth-

century poets. Donne and Catullus are not identical; indeed, there are 

significant differences in the poets. The major differences are Donne's 

emphasis on the spiritual union of the lovers in some of his poems, the 

variety of voices (or personas) in the poems, and the ambiguity of the 

dramatic. Donne's sometimes mystical, always metaphysical, and witty 

style is contrary to the more straightforward expression of love in 
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Catullus. Donne also gives u s a multitude of speakers who provide u s 

with different perspectives. Nevertheless, when it comes to the 

conception of their subject, the conception of love and what love poetry 

should do, Donne is connected to Catullus much more than any other 

Renaissance love poet. The Italian models for love poetry and love 

philosophy so often focus on one dimensional, ideal depictions of love. 

Donne, like Catullus, offers something quite different; he shows us the 

paradoxes that exist in love. Lovers have lofty expectations, but the 

expectations are often coupled with the despair and cynicism that results 

when that love fails, when oaths are broken, when vows are meaningless, 

when duty to the other is forsaken. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Two hundred and fourteen years after the editio princeps of 

CatuUus' Carmina was pubHshed in Venice in 1472—and more than a 

hundred printings of numerous continental editions—England finaUy 

had its OWOI edition of Catullus' work. In 1686, the cleric and tutor of 

Queen Christina, Isaac Vossius, produced a new edition of the Carmina. 

After Vossius' edition, England saw an increase in scholarly interest and 

translations of Catullus ' poetry. However, it is ironic that such 

widespread access to Catullus materialized nearly a century after what 

might be considered the golden age of love poetry in England. Puritan 

censorship undoubtedly played a role in delaying the inevitable 

publication of Catullus in England, and the more "liberal-minded" 

att i tudes toward explicitiy sexual themes, characteristic of the 

Restoration, proved to be a more appropriate atmosphere for the 

mainstream acceptance of Catullus' work. Even with the increase in 

translations and scholarly examinations of Catullus, lyric poetry as a 

genre had taken a backseat to other genres during the late seventeenth 

century; therefore, the potential impact that an English edition of 

Catullus might have had on the development of English lyric poetry was 

never truly felt. 
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Still, love poetry in England during the sixteenth and early 

seventeenth century can and should be discussed in Ught of Catullus' 

own love poetry, not because Catullus necessarily influenced those 

English vyriters but because they are all part of larger tradition of lyric 

poetry. This dissertation has been an attempt to analyze one specific, 

albeit complex, element of the lyric genre that all the waiters discussed 

have in common: the depiction of poet-lovers who realize that the ideals 

initially hoped for do not apply to their actual affairs. The lover in 

Catullus tries hard to apply the Roman virtues of pietas, offidum, fides, 

and foedus to his affair with Lesbia, but as the lack of those virtues—or, 

perhaps, the inappropriate application of those virtues to a married and 

promiscuous woman—become evident, the lover is forced to come to 

terms with failures of those ideals in Ught of his continued physical 

desire for her. The Lesbia sequence chronicles the dissent of the lover's 

optimisim for Lesbia's "graces" and ends with the lover's disillusionment 

and his renouncing of Lesbia. The lover can never have the relationship 

he wants with Lesbia, but the epithalamic poems propose marriage as 

perhaps the true "foedu^ in which those virtues might thrive. 

Although Wyatt is typically recognized as the English poet most 

responsible for introducing Petrarchan poetry to England, some of 

Wyatt's poetry has an embittered quality that is more characteristic of 

Catullus than Petrarch. Although Petrarch himself had a tremendous 
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influence on Wyatt's work, the "Caritean Petrarchans," who included 

Benedetto Gareth (U Cariteo), Antonio Tebaldi, and Serafino AquUano, 

were equally influential. These Caritean poets were directiy influenced 

by Latin love poets, and they gave Wyatt another model that captured the 

spirit of Catullus ' poetry. In several of Wyatt's poems, he depicts a lover 

who finds it difficult to apply Petrarchan conventions to a woman who 

does not live u p to the s tandards of the Petrarchan mistress; therefore, in 

poems like "They Flee From Me" and "Blame Not My Lute," the lover 

becomes more Hke the lover in Catullus than the lover in Petrarch. His 

poet-lover becomes disillusioned and bitter, and he hopes that his 

mistress might suffer the way that he suffers. 

In the sonnets of Shakespeare, the similarity to Catullus is bom 

out of Shakespeare's depiction of two "mistresses"—one a young man, 

the other a married, promiscuous dark lady—neither of whom 

conventional poetic techniques or neoplatonic idealism can adequately 

characterize. Shakespeare's speaker initially praises the young man by 

appealing to his aristocratic obligation to reproduce, thereby 

immortalizing his beauty. The speaker also believes that his owoi poetry 

can serve to immortalize the young man, and Shakespeare 

conventionally associates the young man's beauty with truth and virtue. 

However, once the speaker recognizes that the young man is perhaps 

failing in his virtue, that his outward beauty and inward goodness may 
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be contradictory, the poet, in a Catullan manner, attempts to rationalize 

his attraction to the young man. Furthermore, with the introduction of 

the Dark Lady, a Lesbia-type figure who is married and promiscuous, the 

poet is reminiscent of Catullus ' lover, later in the Lesbia sequence, who 

wants to rid himself of the desire he has for a flawed mistress. 

Similarly, Sidney's Astrophil tries to apply the neoplatonic ideals to 

his love for Stella, but the physical desire that this Petrarchan lover feels 

makes sustaining such idealism impossible. Spenser's lover actually 

courts his mistress in the Amoretti, and although he wants a heavenly 

love, a "heavenly bliss," the traditional neoplatonic ideal comes into 

conflict with the physical consummation that must take place if the 

courtship is to be successful. Sidney and Spenser, like Catullus, t u m to 

the epithalamion in order to depict a realistic altemative to pure idealism 

as well as to pure lust. Marriage, according to the speakers in their 

epithalamia, is the place where physical desire and virtue can be united. 

The speakers in Catullus and Sidney cannot apply the virtues of 

marriage, a s expressed in their epithalamia, to Lesbia and Stella; 

however, Spenser's lover is able to marry his mistress, and in the 

Epithalamion and Prothalamion we find a blending of the neoplatonic 

quest for heavenly love and the physical satisfaction of earthly love. 

Finally, Donne does not woite a series of connected poems that 

have a single speaker but rather a group of poems that depict various 
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voices concemed with different aspects of love. Many of Donne's poems 

promote the spiritual bUss of neoplatonic love although, consistent with 

the philosophy of Plotinus, some of those poems allow for the inclusion of 

physical love. Even though Donne, like Catullus, establishes certain 

ideals, those poems that focus on the spiritual nature of love are very 

different from Catullus'. However, in the more cynical poems, Donne's 

speakers focus on the declaration of oaths and faithfulness, simUar to 

the foedus and fides of Catullus. The lovers of these poems find that 

maintaining a spiritual love is difficult in practice, and in the end they 

are unable to sustain those oaths. 

The fact becomes apparent that love poetry seems to be produced 

from similar passions, expectations, and disappointments, all of which 

are part of what Roland Barthes labels a universal "lover's discourse." 

Such a discourse ultimately must be viewed as a reflection of the 

common experience of lovers. However, understanding the manner in 

which writers from different literary periods address and respond to 

those common experiences and the manner in which they use and adapt 

those experiences to their owoi lyric vision illustrate the complex function 

of the lyric genre and the cohesiveness of the genre beyond specific 

temporal and /o r cultural contexts. In the Westem tradition, the manner 

in which love poetry developed indirectiy connects all the individual 

literary and intellectual movements, as well as the poets that make up 
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those movements; the chain of influence is not difficult to see: 

Renaissance neoplatonism relates to Petrarchism, Petrarchism relates to 

courtiy love, courtiy love relates to Ovid, Ovid relates to Catullus, 

Catullus relates to Sappho, and so on. 

The primary purpose of this study has been to demonstrate the 

affinities these Renaissance poets have with Catullus, especially how 

they all use the lyric voice as a way to address the problems with 

applying established cultural ideals and literary conventions to realistic 

relationships. However, I also hope that readers better understand the 

relationship between the various Renaissance poets themselves. Each 

poet essentially works within the same established system of values and 

conventions, and they all share a common concem for reconciling the 

"ideal" with the "real." However, they often focus on different kinds of 

relationships, different problems, and different solutions. 

Finally, beyond the understanding of the woiters discussed, this 

study hopes to reaffirm the importance of studying the classical 

tradition. Determining what classical texts modem or early modem 

woiters read and how they assimilated classical works into their own are 

of obvious significance to the study of the classical tradition. However, 

understanding how any work, regardless of influence, relates to the 

whole tradition is equally important. Those studjing Renaissance 

literature need to concem themselves with not jus t how a particular 
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writer borrows a phrase or image from a classical waiter but how a 

writer's work fits into the tradition as a whole. Shakespeare, for 

example, need not have read Sophocles' Oedipus Rex for critics to 

discuss Hamlet in light of Sophocles, and he need not have read Catullus 

in order for u s to examine his sonnets in light of Catullus. Such an 

approach to the classical tradition validates the significance of early 

modem waiters beyond the defined literary period of which they are a 

part: Shakespeare's plays are part of the same tradition as Aeschylus; 

Milton's Paradise Lost is part of the same tradition as Virgil; 

Wordsworth's Preface to the Lyrical Ballads is part of the same tradition 

as Aristotie. Understanding Catullus can help readers better understand 

Renaissance love poetry, and the Renaissance can equally shed light on 

Catullus. I hope this study has done both. 
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